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Preface
A large number of the presenters at the conference later submitted completed academic papers
which form the basis of the conference proceedings.
All papers published in these proceedings, have been subject to a peer review process whereby a
scholarly judgement by suitable individuals determined if the paper was suitable to be published. In
some cases, paper not initially accepted were revised until deemed suitable.
The editor would like to give special thanks to those scholars who participated in the peer review
process.
Finally I would like to thank our sponsors for their support and the Organising Committee for giving
generously of their time and efforts. We trust that you will find the 2006 Conference Proceedings
enjoyable and informative.
Responsibility for the content of each paper lies with its author(s). The publisher(s) also retain
copyright over the text. Papers appear in the Conference proceedings with permission of the
authors.

Wayne Short
Chairman, 6th Australian Space Science Conference
Deputy Chairman, National Space Society of Australia (NSSA)
March 2007
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Conference Background
The Australian Space Science Conference (ASSC) is the focus of scientific cooperation and
discussion in Australia on research relating to space. It is a peer reviewed forum for space
scientists, engineers, educators and industry.
The conference is of relevance to a very broad cross section of the space community, and therefore
generates an enlightening and timely exchange of ideas and perspectives. It is set against the
backdrop of new opportunities for international collaboration, particularly NASA’s plans to return
to the Moon and go on to Mars, and provides a venue to explore how Australian research can
fit into these emerging plans and those of other countries. The scope of the conference covers
fundamental and applied research that applies to space technologies, and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Astronomy & Astrophysics
Astrobiology
Space life sciences
Space vehicles
Microgravity applications
Satellite technologies & applications

The 6th ASSC was held in conjunction with the 9th Australian Space Development Conference at
the Canberra Hyatt hotel, Australia between July 19 and 21, 2006.
The 2006 conference consisted of a series of presentations from various researchers with topics that
underline the diversity of endeavours and disciplines that encompass Space Science Research in
Australia.
A call for papers was issued in February 2006 and researchers were invited to submit abstracts for
consideration. A review was initially conducted to ensure only topics relevant to the conference
were included. In all, the conference had over 30 presenters.
Appendix A has a copy of the full 6th ASSC conference program.
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Using Mars Global Surveyor and Mars Odyssey data to
reconstruct the volcano-tectonic history of Phaethontis
region, Mars.
Erin M. Anania 1, Graziella Caprarelli 1, Michael Lake 2 and Di Lorenzo Stefano 3
Department of Environmental Sciences, University of Technology, Sydney, PO Box 123,
Broadway, NSW 2007, Australia
2
Computational Research Support Unit, Faculty of Science, University of Technology, Sydney, PO
Box 123, Broadway, NSW 2007, Australia
3
International Research School of Planetary Sciences, Università d’Annunzio, Viale Pindaro 42,
65127 Pescara, Italy
1

Summary: In this paper we present part of an ongoing study of telemetry data of Phaethontis,
a region in the western hemisphere of Mars’s Southern Highlands. In particular, we focus on an
approximately 57,000 km2 area in Gorgonum Chaos. We selected THEMIS visual, MOC narrow
angle and MOLA data available from the Arizona State University and Malin Space Science
Systems web-sites. We carried out multi-level processing of THEMIS and MOC data using
the ISIS software, and processed MOLA gridded data by the GMT software. After processing,
we input the images into ArcGIS software. We observed, identified and described, both 2- and
3-dimensionally, impact craters, chaotic and polygonal terrains, grabens and gullies. These
landforms suggest a complex geological history involving sedimentary and tectonic processes,
such as meteoritic impact, the presence of underground water and ice, desiccation or freezing of
wet sediments, at least two episodes of extension, and recent aeolian activity.
Keywords: Mars, Phaethontis, Gorgonum Chaos, remote sensing, MOLA, MOC, THEMIS, GIS

Introduction
Mars is the most accessible and hence practical planet of our solar system open to direct scientific
study. The understanding and continued study of Mars aids in extending our knowledge of other
planetary bodies and systems, the Earth included. By exploring the similarities and differences
between the Earth and Mars, facts, knowledge and theories of Earth systems can be applied to
similar Martian systems, to either challenge or confirm our understanding. On a larger scale,
comparative planetology provides a foundation on which to base different theories and models of
planetary evolution, refining our comprehension of the formation and history of our own planet
and solar system.
The scientific study of Mars has been largely driven by curiosity, and has been mostly conducted
by remote sensing. This study aims to reconstruct the geological history of Gorgonum Chaos, in
the Phaethontis region of Mars, by identifying, describing, mapping and analysing morphological
features of the region.
Phaethontis is located in the south-west of the planet, centred on 48°S, 210°E, and defined by
latitude 30-65°S and planetocentric longitude 180-240°E (Figure 1). This large region has so far
been poorly studied despite the existence of a substantial database for the area. Gorgonum Chaos
is located
Proceedings of the 6th Australian Space Science Conference, 2006 				
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Figure 1. MOLA map of Mars. Major geographical features are indicated. The black box indicates
the location of the Phaethontis Quadrant. Gorgonum Chaos is a very small area (not identifiable
at the scale of this figure) close to the NW corner of Phaethontis.
at latitude 35-40°S and longitude 190-195°E. Based on its proximity to the Tharsis plateau, this
study focuses on understanding the volcanic and tectonic features of the region. The abundant
gullies, valleys and channels of Gorgonum Chaos have been previously studied primarily in
relation to the search for water on Mars [1-3]. To date little attention has been given to considering
the volcano-tectonic features and processes of this area.
For this study we used data collected by scientific instruments on NASA’s Martian satellites Mars
Global Surveyor (MGS) and Mars Odyssey. From MGS, altimetry data from the Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter (MOLA) and narrow angle images from the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) were
used. From Mars Odyssey, visual images from the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS)
were used. Mars Odyssey THEMIS visual images were used as context images for MGS MOC
narrow angle images. For consistency, Mars Odyssey THEMIS visual images with resolution of
17m/pixel only were used, and this resolution was chosen as it was the best available resolution
for THEMIS data providing the clearest, most detailed description possible of the study area.
Again for consistency and detail, MGS MOC narrow angle images with an average resolution
of 3m/pixel only were used as this resolution was the best available for the MOC narrow angle
images taken in the study area.
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Previous studies of some relevant Martian surface features
The current day expression of the Martian surface reflects the processes which created the planet
initially, and those which have altered and reworked its surface since its formation. The surface of
Mars has been primarily affected by meteoritic impact, tectonism, volcanism, aeolian and various
atmospheric processes, resulting in a variety of different surface features. Types of morphological
features relevant to this work, which are commonly found on the surface of Mars, and theories for
their formation are outlined.
Glacial and periglacial features are commonly observed on Mars. These include lineated valley
fills, formed as a result of confined material flows. Fluidised ejecta lobes of rampart craters
provide strong evidence for subsurface ice or water on Mars as do giant polygons, caused by
cracking in response to tension, but the origin of which is still poorly understood, although a
number of explanations have been put forward [4]: cooling of lava flow; desiccation of wet
sediments; thermal contraction; loading of sediments with volatile-rich lava; coalescence of
smaller polygons; tectonic bending over a rough sub-surface; tectonic processes; convection.
Other periglacial or glacial landforms on Mars are thermokarsts, frost mounds, eskers, and
moraines [5], providing convincing morphological evidence for ancient glaciation on Mars.
Outflow channels on Mars start several to tens of km wide, at discrete sources, and display distinct
flow features indicating formation as a result of erosion by catastrophic groundwater floods [6,7]
likely emanated from chaotic terrains [8]. Outflow channels, their source regions, and termination
areas in the northern lowlands, provide the best evidence for past surface water on Mars, as well as
a widespread groundwater system [7, 9].
Valley networks are composed of narrow ( < 3 km wide) sinuous depressions, generally increasing
in size downslope, and dividing into smaller branches upslope [9]. It has been suggested that
also valley networks were formed by fluid erosion, and in most cases the erosional fluid was
groundwater [9-11]. Based on valley network characteristics, sapping processes have been evoked
to weaken underlying soil causing overlying surfaces to collapse and network valleys to form. As
sapping processes require aquifer recharge, a warmer, wet Mars with a dense atmosphere capable
of precipitation is implied to provide the conditions for valley formation by running water [10].
Martian grabens have been interpreted to form as a result of either faulting-based processes
such as near-surface crustal extension [12] or volcanic processes such as intrusion and dilation
of mafic igneous dykes in the near-surface region [13-14]. Radial grabens are also present on
Mars, especially about the central Tharsis area and it has been suggested that these are the surface
manifestation of dykes propagating from magmatic centres [15-16].
Impact craters dominate the surface of Mars, particularly in the ancient southern hemisphere crust.
Martian crater relationships between rim height, depth and profile have been modeled based on
large number of craters studied by gridded MOLA topography [17], for all types of known craters:
small (< 7 km diameter), complex (>7km and <100 km in diameter) and very large (> 100 km
diameter).
Martian gullies exhibit characteristic morphologies indicative of fluid-type erosion of surficial
material, and aquifer models remain the most plausible theories for the formation of Martian
gullies [18]. Gully alcoves may be representative of a source region of any erosive fluid which
ultimately carves gully features. Estimated elevation differences between the tops of bedrock
escarpments and channel source areas are consistent with channel formation linked to fluid
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reservoirs that form at a depth of a few hundred meters [19], but the nature and source of the
fluid is still debated. The source of the gully-forming fluid generally falls into two categories:
groundwater emerging from blocky layers below the top of the hillside [18, 20-24], or melting of
accumulated ice masses deposited from the atmosphere [25-27].
Arcuate ridges on Mars are usually found on impact crater floors at the bottom of gullied crater
walls [27-28]. Arcuate ridges on crater floors are thought to form in association with gullies [29].
The ridges may be in part due to mass-wasted, ice-rich material transported downslope from gully
alcoves, which then interacts with previously emplaced floor deposits [29].

Methodology
Analysis of the remote sensing data set obtained by the MGS and Mars Odyssey since 1996 and
2001, respectively, permits robust identification and description of the morphological features on
the surface of Mars, the establishment of their relative ages, and hence the geological evolution of
the planet.
Following the selection of Mars Odyssey THEMIS and MGS MOC narrow images based on the
above described resolution criteria, the satellite MGS MOLA data and images selected to be used
in this study were processed using USGS Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers
(ISIS, and Generic Mapping Tools (GMT). This processing of the selected data and images was
required to remove image artifacts inherent to raw satellite data and to allow inputting data into
ESRI ArcGIS for analysis.
There are several levels involved in processing satellite data using ISIS, each with a different
degree of sophistication. For each level of processing performed, a number of programs are called
and executed, and at each processing level, some processing parameters can be specified by the
user. All corrections made during ISIS processing have some degree of uncertainty, however
the processing sequence was designed to process from corrections with highest probability of
accuracy to those with the lowest.
THEMIS data, available from and maintained by Arizona State University (http://themis.asu.edu)
is processed consecutively in three levels using ISIS (Figure 2). Level 0, the most basic level of
processing, converts the file format of a THEMIS image to an ISIS compatible file format to allow
later data transformation and manipulation in the ISIS environment. For this work, at the level 0 of
processing, the latitude (latsys) and longitude (lonsys) systems to be used throughout processing
were specified. The longitude system was set to ‘180’ to describe longitude using values ranging
from -180° to +180°. The latitude system was set to ‘ocentric’ (short for ‘planetocentric’) which
means that longitude is counted positively to the east from longitude 0. Level 1 processing
projected THEMIS data in a registered map projection which was specified to be Mercator. The
final processing level transformed the file format of the projected THEMIS data into an ArcGIS
compatible format.
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Figure 2. Flowchart outlining THEMIS image processing with ISIS. Processing levels are shown
in sand coloured boxes, output/input file formats are shown in rounded orange rectangles and user
specified parameters are shown in blue octagons.
MOC data, available from and maintained by Malin Space Science Systems (www.msss.
com/moc_gallery/) was processed consecutively in four levels using ISIS (Figure 3). Level 0
processing converted the file format of MOC data to an ISIS compatible file format allowing later
data transformation and manipulation in the ISIS environment. The latitude (latsys) and longitude
(lonsys) system to be used throughout the processing procedure was set to the same values as
those outlined for THEMIS processing. Level 1 processing applied radiometric corrections and
removed artifacts from MOC satellite data. Level 2 processing converted MOC data geometry
from spacecraft viewing coordinates to the specified Mercator projection. The final level of MOC
processing transformed the file format of the radiometrically and geometrically corrected data into
an ArcGIS compatible format.
MOLA data is available from NASA’s PDS Geosciences Node (http://wwwpds.wustl.edu/
missions/mgs/mola.html). MOLA data was processed using the GMT package to create grids
characterized by a continuous surface of MOLA data (Figure 4). To do this, individual MOLA
profiles were interpolated using a near-neighbor interpolation algorithm. Grids were then merged
together to eliminate any holes in the generated continuous data surface, and a weighted mean
algorithm was run to smooth the data. The file format of the grids generated was then transformed
to an ESRI ArcGIS compatible format, where the data was projected into a Mercator projection.
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Figure 3. Flowchart outlining MOC image processing with ISIS. Processing levels are shown in
sand coloured boxes, output/input file formats are shown in rounded orange rectangles and user
specified parameters are shown in blue octagons.

Figure 4. Flowchart outlining MOLA processing. Processing levels are shown in sand coloured
boxes, output/input file formats are shown in rounded orange rectangles and user specified
parameters are shown in blue octagons.
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After input into ArcGIS, both high-resolution and regional/sub-regional MGS MOC (narrow
angle), Mars Odyssey THEMIS visual and MGS MOLA images of Phaethontis were examined,
and geological maps were produced. Morphological features and geological units were identified
and described. Measurement and analysis of the morphometric parameters of mapped Phaethontis
features were then performed using ArcGIS, with a focus on the topography, profiles, depths and
sizes of identified features.

Results
In our observations of Gorgonum Chaos (Figure 5) we focused on infilled and eroded impact
craters, as well as on chaotic terrains, polygonal terrains and grabens, which we describe below in
detail.

Figure 5. Gorgonum Chaos with major study features outlined. Study area context is provided in
the lower left corner.
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Figure 6. Gorgonum Chaos study area with geological units outlined. Study area context is
provided in the lower left corner.
Chaotic Terrain
Chaotic morphologies were observed on the western edge of the study area (Figures 5-6), and
combine with polygonal morphologies (Figure 7). The chaotic terrain comprises an irregularly
shaped section of land, measuring approximately 8 x 7 km, characterized by several disconnected,
angular, hummocky sections separated by topographic lows.
Polygonal morphologies delimited by several channels (Figure 7) are evident on the immediate
south of the chaotic landforms. The channels are continuous, and branch lengths average
approximately 30 km, with branch widths averaging approximately 1.5 km. These dimensions
are typical of giant polygons [4]. Channel walls are incised with straight gullies, orientated
perpendicular to channel orientation and generally parallel to each other. Average gully length is
approximately 400 m and both gully head alcoves and debris aprons are present.
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Figure 7. Details of chaotic and polygonal morphologies as evident from THEMIS visual imagery.
In the northern portion of the image chaotic terrain characterised by hummocks and topographic
lows also shows some small polygons. In the southern portion of the image giant polygons,
delimited by troughs, are bounded by a graben with stepped northern wall. Study area context is
provided in the upper left corner.
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Impact craters
Impact craters of various sizes are scattered over the entire Gorgonum Chaos study area. A major
crater lays in the west, and its N-S diameter measures approximately 22 km (Figure 8). The rim of
the crater is somewhat scalloped in shape. The crater floor is highly fragmented, and individual,
angular and irregularly shaped islands characteristic of chaotic terrain are present.
The irregularly shaped ejecta apron of the western crater is large, extending in all directions
over distances ranging from 7 to 35 km from the crater rim (Figure 6), suggesting high levels of
mass wasting and erosion. The ejecta apron forms an elevated scarp of 300 m when compared
to the surrounding terrain, and this allows the identification of the ejecta apron as an individual
unit. It also suggests the possibility of fluidisation processes that may testify to the presence of
underground fluid or sub-stratum ice. Gullies are seen on sections only of the walls of the western
impact crater. The gullies all branch and/or merge and originate from the same level of the crater
inner wall. Gully lengths average approximately 1.5 km, and debris aprons are present.

Figure 8. Details of the major impact craters of the Gorgonum Chaos. The photograph on the left
is a THEMIS image of the western crater; the figure on the right is a MOC narrow angle image of
the NE inner rim portion of the eastern crater.
The eastern crater of the study area has a diameter of 14 km (Figure 5). The rim is sharp, circular
and well defined. Its scalloped ejecta apron (Figure 6), which extends approximately from 10 to
21 km from the crater rim, is quite rough in appearance. The ejecta apron forms an elevated scarp
of 350 m when compared to the surrounding terrain. A single, straight graben cuts the ejecta apron
of the eastern crater (Figure 10): it originates from the crater rim and runs approximately 25 km
toward north-east before terminating.
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Figure 9. THEMIS visual images overlain on MOLA map of the area. Gorgonum Chaos grabens
are highlighted in white. Profile locations are indicated on the map. For differences in graben
depth, compare blue arrow -far from an impact crater- in Profile B with purple arrow - close to an
impact crater- in Profile C (see text for discussion).
Gullies are visible over the entire wall of the eastern crater (Figure 8), and debris aprons are
present. The inner crater rim appears layered, with the gullies all originating from the same level
approximately 300 m from the rim summit. The gullies are curved in shape, merge into each other
Proceedings of the 6th Australian Space Science Conference, 2006 				
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and/or branch out from each other, and are approximately 1.5 km in length.
Several faint, small, segmented and sub-parallel ridges are seen on the floor of the eastern crater,
located close to the base of the crater wall. The ridges follow the curve of the crater wall, lying
parallel to both it and each other. Ridge lengths range from 1 to 7 km. The remainder of the floor
of the eastern crater is flat and smooth.
Grabens
Straight grabens extend through the study area (Figure 9). Average graben widths are
approximately 1 km. The grabens lie parallel to each other, with a general ENE-WSW orientation.
Grabens are often subdivided into segments tens of km long which, in overstepping style [30],
terminate and reappear at a distance of about 10-20 km. Graben walls are often stepped, or cut by
gullies perpendicular to graben orientation. Gullies in graben walls are frequently not well defined
as they are covered by extensive debris aprons.
Generally grabens do not traverse impact craters, although to the south of the western impact
crater, a graben cuts the ejecta apron (red arrow in Profile B; Figure 9). When grabens are located
adjacent to impact craters they terminate against the crater rim or ejecta apron. In most cases,
grabens lying closer to impact craters are shallower than those lying at a distance, suggesting
infilling of the graben depression by impact crater ejecta material, mass wasting, or aeolian
deposition (Figure 9).

Discussion
From the identification, description and analysis of morphological features in Gorgonum Chaos,
and the mapping of geological units in the study area, it could be established that meteorite
bombardment, sub-surface fluids or ice, extensional activity and aeolian activity occurred during
the geological history of the examined region.
The range of sizes of impact craters found in the study area indicates past continual meteorite
bombardment. The scalloped shape of the western crater rim is indicative of mass wasting that
could possibly be ascribed to landslides or to sapping, although at present we have no evidence
to favor either explanation. Aeolian erosion also took place, as can be seen from the degraded
nature of the landscape. Hence, when the crater rim shape and chaotic crater floor alteration of
the western crater is considered together and compared with the relatively pristine state of the
eastern crater, it could be concluded that the western crater is older. However, the possibility that
the higher degree of degradation of the western crater relative to the eastern crater may be due
to a different type of lithology responding to erosion in different ways cannot be conclusively
discarded. The smoothness of the eastern crater floor suggests crater infilling. Very likely, the
surface layer of the crater floor is composed of aeolian deposits, possibly underlain by inner
crater wall landslide debris. The three levels of layering observed on the inner wall section of the
eastern crater are suggestive of different types of rocks. The middle layer is fragmented and shows
some hard boulders, suggesting a stronger lithotype than the layers above and below these strata.
However, it must be considered that the presence of gully heads at the top of this lithology may
have created erosional patterns that give the appearance of different type of rocks. The upper layer
is covered by aeolian soil.
The variety of landforms associated to the chaotic terrain testifies for the presence of sub-surface
fluid (possibly water) or ice. The topographic lows are interpreted to be channels, as they lack
evidence of a smaller, incised channel at their deepest point which characterizes valleys, although
Page 12
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we cannot conclusively rule out that small channels may have existed but are presently infilled
or covered by debris. Gullies visible in some of the channels, head alcoves and debris aprons are
further evidence of past fluid activity in this area.
With regard specifically to the giant polygons bordering the southern portion of the chaotic
landform, a universally accepted reason for the existence of polygonal terrains on Mars has yet to
be proposed. However, while evidence coming from studies of polygonal terrains in large basins
of the northern hemisphere overwhelmingly suggests that polygons occur in desiccated or frozen
once wet sediments, it appears that a tectonic component is necessary to explain the size of the
giant polygons and the depth of the bounding channels. It has further been suggested that this
tectonic component is uplift of the sub-stratum on which the sediments lay, with candidates for
uplift including removal of water bodies, or freezing and expansion of residual water buried in
sediments or near the surface [4].
The overstepping grabens observed in Gorgonum Chaos and described in this paper are similar
in size and shape to the shallow echelon grabens described in [31] for regions distal to Tharsis.
At present we cannot unequivocally suggest a causal relationship between the shallow grabens
in Gorgonum Chaos, those in [31] and the stress field generated by the presence of the Tharsis
plateau, as additional studies are necessary to clarify this aspect. However, the uplift element
mentioned in regard to the polygonal terrain, presents an interesting coincidence. While
explanations for uplift of polygonal terrains in large basins [4] do not require a strictly tectonic
explanation, it might be important for future investigations to determine whether there is any
correlation between grabens and polygonal terrain in Gorgonum Chaos, and whether this may bear
any significance with regard to the role of Tharsis in affecting the tectonic behaviour of this region
of Mars.
As in [31], the throws along the faults bounding Gorgonum Chaos grabens are constant until the
graben termination is approached, where the throws gradually decrease to approach zero. The
amount of variation scales with the deformation modulus [32] of the rock being cut. Therefore, the
variation of the throws along the graben bounding faults could in theory be used to constrain the
nature of the rocks. One difficulty in applying this methodology, though, relates to the fact that
Gorgonum Chaos grabens are infilled, so measured throws cannot be reliably used, but should, at
best, be considered conservative estimates of the real throws. Evidence for the infilling of grabens
is indicated by their stepped topography and may be the result of either aeolian processes, mass
wasting or a combination of both. Alternatively, the ejecta aprons extending from impact craters
could be responsible for the infilling of grabens in the study area, which is possible when the
described geographical relationship between the impact craters and grabens is considered. This
implies that, generally, the presence of grabens in the study area pre-dates the formation of the
large impact craters. Further evidence for the grabens in the study area pre-dating the described
craters is demonstrated by the lack of grabens which traverse craters. However, one graben cutting
the western crater ejecta apron clearly post-dates the formation of that crater. Hence two stages
of graben formation are suggested, separated by the formation of the major impact craters of
Gorgonum Chaos (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Gorgonum Chaos tectonic evolution. Blue lines highlight first generation graben, and
green lines highlight second generation graben

Conclusions
Chaotic and polygonal terrain, impact craters, grabens, gullies and channels are present in
Gorgonum Chaos, Phaethontis. Different geological units such as crater fill units, crater ejecta
units, graben fill units and chaotic terrain units were identified. A first degree geological
reconstruction for the study area was established based on the relationship between the observed
morphological features which described an area subjected to continual meteorite bombardment,
past fluid activity, two stages of graben formation, and abundant aeolian activity.
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The Inner Solar System Cataclysm, the Origin of Life, and
the Return to the Moon
Jeremy Bailey
Australian Centre for Astrobiology, Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia
Summary: There has long been debate over the early cratering history of the lunar surface. While
some argue that the data are consistent with a steady decline of impact rate, others interpret the
data as indicating a cataclysmic bombardment of the Moon at around 3.9 Gyr (the lunar cataclysm
or late heavy bombardment). Evidence now suggests that this cataclysm affected the entire inner
Solar System. The cataclysm occurs at a time just before the earliest evidence of life on Earth, and
could have had important implications for the origin and early history of life. The cataclysm leads to
much lower impact rates on the early Earth than the steady decline model, opening up the possibility
that life could have started very early. Alternatively the cataclysmic bombardment may itself have
played a role in the origin of life, through delivery of organics to the Earth, creation of temporary
environments, or transferring material between planets.
Keywords: The Moon, Impacts, Cataclysm, Heavy Bombardment, Origin of Life.

Introduction
The Moon has the most pristine planetary surface in the Solar System, and provides our bestpreserved record of the history of the early Solar System. The samples returned by the Apollo and
Luna missions have made it possible to provide precise dates for impact events on the Moon and thus
provide a calibration of cratering rates that currently provides our only way of dating other solarsystem surfaces. However, there remains considerable uncertainty about the early impact history
of the Moon. A preponderance of impact melt dates around 3.9 Gyr has led to the suggestion that
there was a cataclysmic bombardment, or spike of impact rates on the Moon, at this time [1,2]. This
is known as the ‘lunar cataclysm’ or ‘late heavy bombardment’. Others have argued that the data
are consistent with a steady decline of impact rates with time [3,4]. The latter argue that the records
of earlier impacts may have been erased by subsequent events and that the limited coverage of the
Moon’s surface by Apollo and Luna (limited to the equatorial near-side), has led to a record biased
by a few events such as the Imbrium basin impact.
To remove this selection effect, an analysis of lunar meteorites was carried out [5] showing similar
evidence for a cataclysm from meteorites presumably originating over the whole lunar surface.
Evidence has also been found that the cataclysm extended to other inner Solar System objects. The
only sample of ancient Mars we have, the Martian meteorite ALH84001 (other Martian meteorites
are much younger) shows an Ar-Ar age indicating a shock event at 3.92 Gyr [6] coincident with
the lunar cataclysm. Evidence for the impact cataclysm is also reported in ordinary meteorites [7].
Recently, depth profiling of Hadean zircons from Western Australia [8] has shown in four out of
six zircons, overgrowths with ages of 3.94-3.97 Gyr, with no further overgrowths between this
and the zircon core age (>4.2 Gyr in some cases). This provides evidence for the same cataclysmic
bombardment having occurred on the Earth.
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While this inner Solar System cataclysm remains controversial it clearly has important implications
for the early history of the Earth and the Solar System as a whole. Important questions are:
•
•

What could have caused the cataclysm?
What effect did it have on Earth and particularly on the early history of life?

The Cause of the Cataclysm
A recent study [9] has shown that the population of impactors responsible for the cataclysm was
different from that of subsequent impacts. The size distribution of craters in the lunar highlands and
old Mars plains is different from that in younger surfaces. The older craters are consistent with the
size distribution of main-belt asteroids. The younger craters similarly match the size distribution of
near-Earth asteroids. The difference in the size distribution of main-belt and near-Earth asteroids
can be understood as due to the operation of the Yarkovsky effect [10] that causes smaller bodies to
preferentially migrate into near-Earth space.
Proposed mechanisms for the cataclysm, include the collisional break-up of a large main belt asteroid
[11], the loss of a fifth terrestrial planet outside the orbit of Mars [12,13], or events triggered by the
formation of Uranus and Neptune [14,15]. However, there are problems with all these mechanisms.
The asteroid break-up mechanism requires much more massive asteroids than those currently in the
main belt. The fifth terrestrial planet mechanism is difficult to reconcile with the current state of the
inner Solar System. It tends to lead to loss of other planets, and leaves the remaining planets with
higher orbital eccentricities than observed today. The formation of Uranus and Neptune would have
to occur at a very late time to account for the cataclysm.
A new model [16,17] explains the cataclysm as the result of the readjustment of the orbits of the
giant planets in the outer Solar System. On this model the Solar System would have originally
formed with Saturn at an orbital period less than half that of Jupiter, and with Uranus and Neptune at
substantially lower orbital radii than at present. Interaction with a disk of planetesimals would cause
migration of the orbits until Saturn and Jupiter crossed their 1:2 mean motion orbital resonance.
The resonance crossing would have caused the orbits to become eccentric, and interactions between
the planets would lead to the planets rapidly migrating to their current heliocentric distances and
eccentricities. The process would lave have led to a massive delivery of planetesimals to the inner
Solar System, and to disruption of the asteroid belt. The model can account for a number of features
of the cataclysm and the Solar System that are otherwise difficult to explain.
•
•
•

It explains the ~700 Myr delay between the formation of the Solar System and the cataclysm.
This is the time that the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn take to reach the mean motion resonance.
It explains the eccentricity of the giant planet orbits, when they would be expected to form with
coplanar circular orbits.
It explains the location of the orbits of Uranus and Neptune. It would be hard to form giant planets
directly at this location because there would be insufficient material to accrete a planetary core.

Effects on Earth
The occurrence of the cataclysm at ~3.9 Gyr is just before the earliest evidence of life on Earth.
Stromatolites [18,19] and microfossils [20,21] are found in rocks of about 3.5 Gyr age in Western
Australia, and suggest that life was well established at this time. Carbon isotope ratios indicative of
life, in rocks from Greenland [22], may push the record back to more than 3.8 Gyr although this is
more controversial [23]. If the high impact rate at 3.9 Gyr is part of a steady decline in impacts, this
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could leave very little time for to get started. This rapid appearance of life on Earth has been used
as the basis of statistical arguments that life may be common in the Universe [24], or may have an
extraterrestrial origin [25].
It has been estimated [26] that an impact of an asteroid of mass 1.3 x 1020kg (about 440km in
diameter) would completely evaporate the Earth’s oceans destroying any life. An asteroid of 1.1 x
1019kg (about 190km in diameter) would be sufficient to evaporate the photic zone (the upper 200m
of the ocean where photosynthesis would be possible). The mass of the impactors responsible for the
Orientale and Imbrium basins on the Moon are estimated to be 1.4 x 1018 and 2 x 1018kg [26]. This
corresponds to asteroid diameters ~100km. On a steady decline model it is therefore highly likely
that the Earth was hit by one or more of these sterilising impactors in the period before 3.9 Gyr [27].
This leads to the scenario of “impact frustration” of the origin of life [28] where impacts of large
objects limit the origin (or re-origin) of life to near the end of the bombardment.
On the cataclysm hypothesis, however, the peak of the bombardment occurs at about 3.9 Gyr. The
largest impactors on the Moon at this time are the ~100km objects responsible for the maria basins.
While the larger size of the Earth, means that statistically it is likely to be hit by somewhat larger
objects at this time, it is unlikely that any of these would be the 50-100 times more massive objects
required to sterilize the planet, and quite possible that no impacts large enough to sterilize the photic
zone occurred. On the cataclysm hypothesis then the environment would be relatively benign [29]
and life could well have survived through the cataclysm period. As there is evidence from analysis
of Hadean zircons that oceans and continents were present on Earth as far back as 4.4 Gyr [30, 31],
life could have originated at any time back to 4.4 Gyr ago. With good evidence for life only being
found at 3.5 Gyr, the time available for the emergence of life is ~0.9 Gyr, and life’s appearance may
not be as rapid as some previous studies have assumed [24, 25].
Analysis of the “tree of life” derived from ribosomal RNA has led to the suggestion that the common
ancestor of all life was a hyperthermophile (an organism adapted to very high temperatures) [32].
This could indicate that life began in a high temperature environment, but an alternative interpretation
is that the impacts during the cataclysm could provide a high-temperature bottleneck [33] through
which only hyperthermophiles survived. Yet another hypothesis is that of “thermoreduction” [34,
35] in which the prokaryotes are a more streamlined form of life that evolved from a eukaryote-like
ancestor to cope with the stresses of high temperatures. Again, the cataclysm could provide the high
temperature conditions needed for this to occur.
An alternative view of the importance of the cataclysm might be that the cataclysm played a direct
role in the origin of life itself. This could have happened in a number of ways. The bombardment of
impactors could have brought organic material to Earth [36, 37] that provided the building blocks
for the origin of life. It could have brought a key component needed for life such as molecules with
a preferred handedness [38, 39] needed to account for the homochirality of biological molecules.
The impacts could have created temporary environments, such as hydrothermal systems, that were
important for the development of early life [40].
Another way in which the cataclysm could have been involved in the appearance of life on Earth
is through the transfer of life between planets. In this model life originated on another planet, most
probably Mars, and was transferred to Earth carried in rocks ejected during impacts [25, 41]. Such
transfer of life between planets would be most likely to occur during the cataclysm.
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The Return to the Moon
Determining the precise impact history is therefore fundamental to a number of key issues in
understanding the early history of our Solar System, and of life on Earth. We need to determine
whether the impact history is described by the cataclysm or steady decline model or something
more complex. Determining the width and shape of the cataclysm spike could help us to distinguish
between different models of the cataclysm. And we would like to have a better understanding of
what effect the cataclysm might have had on Earth.
The answers to all these questions could be found on the Moon. We need to go back to the Moon and
finish the job that was started by Apollo. NASAs new “Vision for Space Exploration”, as well as other
lunar exploration programs by other countries will provide the opportunity to do this. By collecting
and accurately dating a much wider range of lunar samples we should be able to definitively tie
down the early impact history of the Moon. The new NASA Exploration Systems Architecture will
provide the ability to go anywhere on the Moon, including the polar regions and the far-side.
We may also be able to use the Moon to learn more about the Earth’s history. It is estimated that
the lunar regolith should contain 7ppm of material transferred from Earth [42], mostly during the
cataclysm. If we can find and study this material it could help to fill in a part of Earth’s history totally
missing from the geological record on our own planet. It may also provide the missing clues to the
origin of life on our own planet.
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Probing the Atmosphere of Venus using Infrared
Spectroscopy
Jeremy Bailey
Australian Centre for Astrobiology, Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia
Summary: The surface and lower atmosphere of Venus is hidden from direct view by dense
sulfuric acid clouds that extend up to 70 km altitude. It is possible to see through these clouds by
observing the night-side of the planet at infrared wavelength. Through “windows” at certain infrared
wavelengths we can see thermal radiation from the lower atmosphere, and surface. This makes it
possible to study the atmospheric composition and properties in regions that would be hard to reach
using in-situ probes because of the extreme temperatures and pressures. These Australian-developed
techniques are now being used by the European Space Agency’s Venus Express spacecraft. We
are also using this technique for continued studies of Venus from the Anglo-Australian Telescope
using its new infrared spectrometer IRIS2. The data can be used to study the composition of the
atmosphere near the surface, to study the composition and circulation of the cloud layers, and to
follow the highly variable oxygen airglow emission, which provides a probe of upper atmosphere
chemistry and dynamics.
Keywords: Venus, Planetary Atmospheres, Infrared Spectroscopy.

Introduction
Venus is almost the Earth’s twin in terms of its mass and radius. However, Venus has an atmosphere
very different from that of the Earth. With a surface pressure more than 90 times that of the Earth and
a composition of more than 95% carbon dioxide, an extreme greenhouse effect heats the surface of
the planet to temperatures of 730 K — hot enough to melt lead. The planet is completely enshrouded
with clouds, composed of concentrated sulfuric acid droplets that extend up to 70 km altitude.
But Venus wasn’t always like that. It is quite likely that early in its history, when the Sun was
30% less luminous than it is today, Venus would have had liquid water on its surface and have
had conditions suitable for life. In fact early Venus is in many ways a more promising location for
life than early Mars. But these conditions didn’t last. Understanding why Venus “went bad” may
be crucial to understanding the future of our own planet, and the evolution of terrestrial planets in
general.
The best current model for the evolution of Venus suggests that a runaway or moist greenhouse
process [1,2] led to Venus losing most of its water (through photodissociation, and escape of the
hydrogen to space). With no surface water, carbon cycles, such as those we have on Earth, could not
operate to remove CO2 from the atmosphere, while volcanic processes continued to return CO2 to
the atmosphere. The end result was a planet with most of its carbon in the atmosphere in the form of
CO2, whereas most of Earth’s carbon is buried in carbonate rocks. The same processes could occur
on the Earth in about a billion years time when the solar luminosity increases by another 10%.
The atmosphere of Venus is not easy to study. The extreme surface conditions make it impossible to
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use surface landers as weather stations (as was done with Viking on Mars) as they can only survive
for an hour or so. The global cloud cover also makes it difficult to study the atmosphere from orbit.
When observing the sunlit side of the planet all we normally see is light scattered off the upper
cloud layer. A solution to this problem was found in the 1980’s by an Australian astronomer, the
late Dr David Allen. Allen observed Venus at Infrared (IR) wavelengths using the Anglo-Australian
telescope at Siding Spring in NSW and discovered structure on the night-side of the planet [3 ,4]
which he interpreted as being thermal radiation from the lower atmosphere. In certain wavelength
“windows” between strong lines of CO2 and H2O it is possible to see the glow of the hot surface
and lower atmosphere. Further IR windows at shorter wavelengths were then discovered [5], and in
some of these it is possible to see the planet’s surface [6]. By taking spectra in these windows we
can study the structure and composition of the lower atmosphere.

Fig 1: Image of the Venus night-side obtained in 1985 by David Allen [2] at a wavelength of
2.41 µm. The image was obtained by scanning a single element detector across the planet in a raster
pattern. Compare with the images obtainable with a modern IR camera employing a 2D array
detector (Fig 2).
The European Space Agency Venus Express mission is the first spacecraft to study Venus for many
years, and is aimed in particular at understanding the atmosphere. Venus Express builds heavily on
the infrared techniques developed in Australia. Three of the spacecraft’s instruments (VIRTIS, an
infrared imaging spectrometer; PFS, a fourier transform spectrometer; and SPICAV) work at infrared
wavelengths. They will be used to probe the atmosphere at various levels, and study such issues as
the origin of the planet’s atmospheric super-rotation (the upper atmosphere rotates in periods of a
few days, while the planet rotates very slowly), the composition and chemistry of the atmosphere,
and the past and future evolution of the atmosphere.

Recent Observations
When Allen carried out his pioneering observations of Venus, the only way to construct an image at
infrared wavelengths was to laboriously scan a single element detector across the planet in a raster
pattern by moving the telescope. The recent rapid development of infrared array detectors means
that such images can now be obtained in short exposures. At the AAT, the IRIS infrared camera with
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a 128 x 128 pixel array detector was used for such observations in the 1990s, and in the last few
years a new instrument IRIS2, with a 1024 x 1024 pixel array detector has become available [7].

Fig 2: Images of the Venus night-side obtained in December 2005 using the Anglo-AustralianTelescope
and IRIS2 infrared camera at a wavelength of 2.3 µm. At this wavelength we seethe cloud structure
silhouetted against the glow of the hot lower atmosphere. The changes incloud patterns from night
to night are due to the rapid super-rotation of the upperatmosphere.
These new instruments also make it possible to obtain spectroscopic observations of the Venus
night-side. The instruments can be used as slit spectrometers, and by scanning the slit across the
disk of the planet it is possible to make three dimensional spectral image cubes, from which we can
extract spectra at any point on the planet, or images in any spectral feature.
The spectroscopic images can be used to study the atmosphere of Venus at a range of levels. In the
short wavelength windows at 1.0, 1.1 and 1.18 µm, radiation from the surface is seen. By looking
at the absorption lines of water above surface topography of different heights it has been possible to
determine the abundance of water in the lower few km of the atmosphere [6]. In this way groundbased observations can be used to study a region of the atmosphere that is extremely difficult to
study using in-situ probes because of the extreme temperatures and pressures.
At wavelengths around 2.3 µm, the Venus lower clouds are seen with high contrast, silhouetted
against the hot lower atmosphere. By imaging Venus at these wavelengths it is possible to study
the motion of the clouds and hence the Venus atmospheric circulation at altitudes near 50km [8,9].
These regions are found to rotate with periods of around 5-7 days, very much faster than the rotation
period of the planet of 243 days. The origin of this atmospheric super-rotation is still not well
understood. Observations such as these can provide important data to constrain general circulation
models of the atmosphere.
At wavelengths of 1.27 µm we see airglow emission from oxygen molecules in the upper atmosphere
at altitudes of around 100km [10,11]. This emission is believed to arise when the atmospheric CO2 is
photolysed by solar UV radiation on the day-side of the planet. The resulting oxygen atoms cannot
immediately recombine as two-body recombinations are spin forbidden, and three-body reactions
are rare at the high altitudes (low densities) where this photolysis occurs. Thus the atoms are carried
by the upper atmosphere circulation to the night-side, where they can descend to higher density
regions at which they can recombine to O2 in excited states. This then gives rise to the airglow
emission.
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Fig 3: Image of the Venus oxygen airglow at 1.27µm obtained from a spectral scan with IRIS2
on the AAT on December 9 2005. The airglow is brightest around the anti-solar point but shows
structure extending a considerable distance across the planet. The sunlit crescent is on the left.
This airglow emission is found to be highly variable in intensity and structure. Typically it is brightest
near the anti-solar point, consistent with a tidal circulation from the day-side to the night-side
descending near the anti-solar point. The airglow provides a probe of the chemistry and circulation
of the upper atmosphere.

Conclusions
Infrared spectroscopic imaging provides a powerful method of studying the atmosphere of Venus at a
range of levels from the surface to the high-altitude airglow. These techniques are being used both by
the ESA Venus express spacecraft now in orbit around Venus, and by new ground-based instruments
such as IRIS2 on the Anglo-Australian Telescope. Over the next few years this Australian-developed
technique should help us to better understand the structure and evolution of the Venus atmosphere.
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Summary: The High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) on board Mars Express has been
transmitting high quality imagery and altimetry data since reaching martian orbit. Observations
from orbits h0962 and h095 showed tectonic features in two selected areas of north Tyrrhena
Terra, in a sub-equatorial region of the southern hemisphere characterised by flat surfaces that
could be interpreted as covered by either sedimentary or volcanic deposits. Morphometric
analysis of a narrow N-S trending valley, about 80 km long, in the southernmost of the
selected areas indicates that this valley formed by crustal extension. In the northernmost area,
observation of NW-SE trending ridges characterised by steep SW facing lobate scarps and
gentler NE sloping back scarps is consistent with prior observations of NW-SE trending and
NE dipping structures. The HRSC-aided identification of subtle structural features is important
for geological reconstructions of Mars.
Keywords: Mars, southern hemisphere, Tyrrhena Terra, HRSC, imagery, altimetry,
morphology, tectonics.

Introduction
Satellite imagery has been instrumental over the past decade in allowing detailed features of
the Martian surface to be described and interpreted. When images are coupled to altimetry
data, detailed morphometric analysis is possible.
Various satellite imagery datasets provide different resolutions yielding different types of
information. Recent geological investigations of Mars have relied on Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS) mission’s Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) and Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA)
data [e.g., -29], as well as Mars Odyssey’s Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS)
0-band thermal infrared imager (IR) and 5-band visible imager (VIS) data [e.g., 23, 29-34].
The ESA Mars Express (MEX), an orbiter carrying seven experiments, reached Mars orbit on
Dec 25th, 2003. Since then the High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC), a multiple scanner
instrument providing high resolution orthorectified imaging (~ 25 m per pixel) and altimetry
data [35-36], has been returning images of the surface of Mars. The new HRSC data fill the
gap between high resolution small footprints MOC narrow angle (.4-5 m/pixel), and low
resolution large swath imagery THEMIS IR (00 m/pixel) and MOC wide angle data.
THEMIS visual images (8 m/pixel) provide comparable resolution to the HRSC data, but are
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only of limited use, due to their scattered coverage. The HRSC dataset provides at the same
time good resolution and large data coverage [37], and is thus valuable when attempting to
observe and describe geological structures.
Our study focuses on northern Tyrrhena Terra, a region of Mars characterised by flat
morphologies and ancient features. Viking imagery of the northern Tyrrhena Terra region
shows an extended transition area, with broad smooth-looking flat zones crossing through a
highly cratered rougher landscape. Flat landscapes can be interpreted consisting both of
volcanic or sedimentary morphological features. Because the martian surface appears
completely different in images with different spatial resolution [38] we chose to study this
region by HRSC, aiming to unveil and resolve geological features and define their origin.
THEMIS IR images in the study area are available, but their resolution makes them unsuitable
to discuss in this work. A few MOC narrow angle images have been found covering small
portions of the study area. They do not add significant information that could not be obtained
also by HRSC imaging, except for some detail relative to aeolian activity, which is however
beyond the scope of the present paper.
This paper is mostly descriptive, presenting details of features we observed in two selected
areas in northern Tyrrhena Terra. While not the focus of this paper, some general implications
following from our interpretation of the observed features are also briefly discussed,
particularly with regard to the occurrence of valleys, channels and ridges in the martian
southern hemisphere.

Methodology
MEX and HRSC technical details
The ESA Mars Express orbiter has been on a bound orbit around Mars since December 2003.
The HRSC is operated when the orbiter is at its pericenter, while time at the apocenter is used
to deploy the compressed data to Earth, to the European Space Operation Centre (ESOC)
operated European Space Tracking Network (ESTRACK) 35 m radio antenna located in New
Norcia, WA, Australia, whence the image data are then transmitted to the DLR Institute of
Planetary Research (Berlin, Germany) for data reduction and production of radiometrically and
geometrically calibrated and map-projected images that are then validated, stored and released
to the MEX participating science groups. Science teams then perform further photogrammetric
and cartographic processing for production of higher level scientific outputs, such as DTMs,
orthoimages, image mosaics, that can then be examined by imaging and Geographic
Information System (GIS) software according to the specific objectives of the scientific team’s
research plans.
Details about the scientific objectives of the Mars Express mission and the technical
specifications of the HRSC can be found in [38-39], so only a brief synthesis is given here. The
HRSC instrument consists of a camera unit, containing the HRSC stereo colour scanner (and
the Super Resolution Channel, SRC, not mentioned elsewhere this paper), and the digital unit,
that includes also a spacecraft interface, a processor for instrument control and the data
compression unit. The camera is a pushbroom scanning instrument with 9 charge coupled
devices (CCD) line detectors mounted in parallel in the focal plane. The camera obtains nearsimultaneous high-resolution imaging data of specific sites, with along-track triple stereo
(nadir, forward-looking, backward-looking), four colours and five different phase angles. The
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best spatial resolution is 0 m / pixel (for an image swath of 53 km), which over the duration
of the mission has been obtained when the orbiter was at the pericentre altitude of 250 km,
where good exposure of about 40 minutes was possible. Most of the martian surface was
observed at a spatial resolution of 25 m / pixel. The camera processes internally up to 9 million
pixels per second; data are compressed on-line by JPEG-based Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) compression algorithm, and sent to the spacecraft mass memory at a rate of up to 25
Mbit per second.
The triple stereo images permit robust stereo reconstructions, yielding Digital Terrain Models
(DTMs) with a vertical resolution comparable to the high pixel resolution of the nadir sensor,
generally with a mean 3D point error of a few tens of meters [40].
Thanks to its technical specifications, the HRSC directly addresses the high resolution
photogeology mission statement of the MEX. The ongoing objective of the HRSC experiment,
with respect to the study of martian geosciences, is to provide morphologic and topographic
information at high resolution and at a cartographic scale as good as :50000, highly suited to
the study of sedimentological and volcanological features and their evolution through time,
particularly considering the global area coverage planned for this mission.
Selection of orbits and lines, and data processing
The biggest advantage of using HRSC data with respect to other datasets, is related to the very
large amount of detailed information that is obtained by the high resolution and global data
coverage that the HRSC provides. We chose to examine small areas, to make full use of the
resolution potential of the HRSC. We narrowed our area of investigation to Mars Express
orbits h0962 and h095 lines that cover well the transitions between Viking smooth flat areas
and highly cratered terrains. The study areas are shown in Fig. , in a Viking context.
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[2]

Area 2

[42]

Area 1

Fig. 1. Viking context of study areas.

Fig. 1: Viking context of transition region comprising north Tyrrhena Terra. The white
frames show the location and extent of the study areas. Numbers in square brackets indicate
references in which the nearby features were reported and discussed. In particular, the N-S
channel extending from the northern portion of the ejecta apron in Area 1 appears as the
continuation of the deeply incised channel to its north (ref. [42]). To the immediate west of
Area 2 there is Amenthes Rupes (ref. [2]), one of the best recognisable thrust faults on Mars.
The first methodological step was to observe the released map-projected images of these orbits
in the northern Tyrrhena Terra region, to select lines for further processing where we identified
geological features that could be of volcano-tectonic origin, or that we considered useful to
study morphometrically using DTM data.
The second step was to process the raw data using the VICAR (Video Image Communication
and Retrieval) environment software specifically written for HRSC, to derive the registered
and georeferenced images and altimetry rasters. We processed level 4 HRSC data products,
and used a horizontal resolution of 25 m / pixel, a compromise between the nominal Nadir
resolution of 2.5 m / pixel, and the nominal horizontal DEM resolution of 00 m / pixel.
The third step was to translate the processed data into the ESRI GRID data format, for direct
input into the ArcGIS software. We projected the data using a Mercator projection (Standard
Parallel = 0; Central Meridian Longitude = 0), over the IAU 2000 Mars ellipsoid with length of
the semimajor axis = 339690 m and flattening ratio = /69.894447.
We conducted our geomorphological observations and measurements using ArcGIS. Where
necessary we mosaicked transects of orbits h0962 and h095 (Area 2, Fig. ), by creating an
empty altimetry raster with the desired datum and projection, inputting the selected processed
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data into the raster, and using a blending algorithm to mosaic data in the overlapping zones.
We performed 2D and 3D observations and measurements, at a scale appropriate with regard
to the observed features, and with due consideration to the limits of horizontal and vertical
resolution. We treated each identifiable feature of geological importance independently for
morphometric detailed examination, and compared and contrasted morphometric parameters.

Results
Imagery
Nadir images of Area  and Area 2 are shown in Fig. 2. The general morphology is typical of
southern hemisphere ancient crust, with impacted terrains, ridges and valleys. In Area  there
is a general N-S narrow valley (dashed red line in Fig. 2A), with its observable southernmost
end on the ejecta apron of the large impact crater visible below the white box bounding Area 
in Fig. . The central portion of the N-S narrow valley runs through the flat area immediately
north of the ejecta apron, and, although it is not identifiable in the central portion of the image,
its northern tract clearly emerges on the ridged terrain, thus suggesting a continuity between
the northern and southern portion, and possibly with other N-S trending narrow valleys visible
in the Viking context image (Fig. ). Coalescing pits about  km wide and 0 km long
(depressions in Fig. 2A) align along a ENE-WSW direction, parallel to other lineaments visible
in the eastern portion of the area, suggesting a common origin. Coalescing pits on Mars have
been interpreted as due to pressure drops above dikes [20], by analogy with terrestrial
examples, such as the pit craters at Kilauea [4]. These features suggest crustal extension, dike
emplacement and magmatic activity.
Area 2 (Fig. 2B) is characterised by a generally flat surface, with attenuated valleys and ridges.
Other than an infilled impact crater of 20-25 km in diameter in the NE corner of its SW
portion, the floor and rim of which are crossed by a NNE-SSW ridge, no structural features of
significance are observed.
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Fig. 2A. Nadir image of Area 1, showing geological features.
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Fig. 2B. Nadir image of SE portion of Area 2.

Fig. 2: Nadir TIFF images of Area 1 (A) and SE portion of Area 2 (B). (A) The dashed
yellow line shows the boundary of the ejecta apron of the northern portion of the crater
visible under the white box bounding Area 1 in the Viking context of Fig. 1. The generally NS lineament is highlighted by the red dashed line. Coalescing pits are evident (depressions).
Scale = 1:549,151. (B) Area 2 shows a typical southern hemisphere crustal morphology,
characterised by mild ridges, attenuated valleys, and craters, as evident from its SW portion.
Scale = 1:566,880.
Altimetry
Information on elevations and other physiographic parameters allows us to constrain the nature
of the features observed in the HRSC imagery.
In Area  (Fig. ) we drew topographic profiles (Fig. 3) across the almost continuous generally
N-S trending linear depression observed in Fig. 2. The profiles are taken at different
physiographic locations. We chose the traces of the profiles to be all pene-perpendicular to the
valley in the selected locations. Profile A-A’ is on the highest elevation zone, on the northern
ejecta apron of the crater immediately south of Area  (Fig. ). Profile B-B’ is taken on the
distal portion of the apron. Profiles C-C’ and D-D’ are taken across the straightest 20 km
portion of the lineament, that cuts through a large flat portion of the terrain, where the DTMs
range between 750 and 950 m. Profile E-E’ is taken about 45 km north of D-D’. The distance
between the location of A-A’ and E-E’ is about 80 km.
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The traces of the topographic profiles are 4000 to 6000 m in length (Fig. 3). The elevations on
the profiles (vertical axes in Fig. 3) reflect their physiographic locations, being highest for
profile A-A’ (000 – 300 m) and lowest for profile E-E’ (650 – 800 m). The valley is about
2000 m wide in all profiles. The elevation differential between the bottom of the valley and the
surrounding terrain is about 200 m in all profiles. Constancy of these parameters and their
independence from the elevation gradient and type of terrain in which the profiles were taken,
is a strong indication that the lineament is of tectonic nature. Establishment of tectonic valleys,
together with the presence of coalescing pits (Fig. 2A), suggests that crustal extension took
place. This took place after the impact episode that created the large impact crater in the
southern portion of Area , since also the ejecta apron of this crater has been affected by
deformation.
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Fig. 3. Traces and topographic profiles.

Fig. 3: False colour altimetry map of Area 1 (Fig. 1), showing traces of topographic profiles
A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’ and E-E’. Elevations are DTMs, relative to a 0 m datum. Highest
elevations are intense red, lowest elevations are deep blue. Contour lines are 250 m spaced.
The scale of the map is 1:549,151, same as in Fig. 2A. Profile data are expressed as m.
Altimetry of Area 2 depicts a different scenario. Here we observe gentle lobate reliefs running
about NW-SE, and parallel to similarly oriented gentle valleys (Fig. 4). We ran four
topographic profiles in a NE-SW direction, that is, perpendicular to the central range running
NW-SE. The distance between the location of profile A-A’ and that of profile D-D’ is 73 km,
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measured along a polyline connecting all the centres of the profile traces. Elevations wane
progressively from A-A’ to D-D’. However, the physiographic behaviour of the range is
similar all the way, with the SW side steeper than the NE side.
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Fig. 4. Traces and topographic profiles.

Fig.4: False colour altimetry map of Area 2 (Fig. 1), showing traces of topographic profiles
A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, and D-D’. Elevations are DTMs, relative to a 0 m datum. Highest
elevations are intense red, lowest elevations are deep blue. Contour lines are 250 m spaced.
The scale of the map is 1:698,896. Profile data are expressed as m.
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The vertical scale of the profiles is exaggerated relative to the horizontal axis scale, and we are
dealing with a relatively flat area and slopes no bigger than about 30° even in the steepest
points. However, the shapes of the profiles are all similar, with steeply sloping scarps on the
SW side of the range 200 (profile D-D’) to 300 m (profile A-A’) high, and gently sloping back
scarps. This similarity of topographic profile shape and elevation differential suggests that the
reliefs are not passive physiographic features resulting from valley (lower elevation zones)
opening, since this would result in more symmetric reliefs. Rather, the evidence suggests that
the scarps were produced by active tectonic processes.

Discussion
Martian channels have been variously described as outflow, fretted, runoff, and valley
networks, dendritic channels and furrows. In almost all cases, these descriptions have led to
interpretations of the features as formed by surface and subsurface erosion of a low-viscosity
fluid, possibly water. Morphological criteria [e.g., 42] are applied to classify martian channels
based on those descriptions. We did not adopt these definitions, nor the classifying
morphological criteria, as in this paper we used the terms channel and valley interchangeably
and according to their broader meanings, to generically describe the N-S linear and narrow
depression in Area  (Fig. 2A). The N-S trending valley in Area  connects northward to a
much more pronounced feature, a channel also described in [42], that terminates into a large
infilled impact crater (Fig. ). In [42] the channel was interpreted as a drainage feature,
possibly accompanied by subsurface erosion and / or solution. This and other channel and
valley systems in the southern hemisphere were studied in [42] as evidence of surface and
subsurface abundant water. Our interpretation of the N-S valley in Area  as a tectonic
extensional feature does not invalidate interpretations in [42], because we have investigated no
element aimed at determining whether at any time in the geological past water ran through this
valley. However, the evidence we present suggests that not all valley systems or channels in
the southern hemisphere have had an origin due to erosion, regardless whether or not water
flowed through them at some point in martian history. This is significant when interpreting the
rate of chemical erosion due to water in the ancient crust of the southern hemisphere. Rather,
tectonic features should be inferred by default, and only when positively ruled out by all
available evidence should alternative explanations for the formation and evolution of valleys
and channels be sought.
The fact that the southern hemisphere martian crust underwent widespread tectonic activity is
further reinforced by our interpretation of Area 2. Lobate scarps consisting of a steeply sloping
scarp face and a gently sloping back scarp have been interpreted as being caused by
deformation over an upward propagating buried thrust fault that eventually breaks the surface
[2]. Not everywhere on Mars lobate scarps of the size of NW-SE trending Amenthes Rupes
(Fig. ), described in [2] as being the largest thrust fault scarp on Mars, are visible. Yet, in
Area 2 and in nearby regions [2], moderate scale lobate scarps have similar NW-SE
orientation. Discussion of the possible tectonic scenarios for the lobate scarps in northern
Tyrrhena Terra and other areas await additional evidence to be collected. However, it is
important to note that subtle features of the martian surface may provide the statistical
evidence needed to test tectonic models of martian evolution. The HRSC is a valid
investigative tool to collect evidence at the resolution required to observe also subtle
geological features that will provide support and aid interpretations of the major tectonic
structures and volcanic constructs.
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Conclusions
In this paper we presented a descriptive example of the potential of the HRSC to resolve
surface features and elevation details on Mars at a scale useful for the identification of
structures important for geological reconstructions. On Earth the painstaking work of
geologists unravelled geological details that have proved fundamental in providing supportive
evidence for models of terrestrial origin and evolution. Similarly, we must aim to obtain a
comparable level of detail to validate geodynamic and tectonic models of martian evolution.
We cannot anticipate when humans will be able to carry out field studies on Mars. Until then,
the most recent remote sensing missions to Mars are proving invaluable in transmitting details
at enhanced resolution, and we must exploit these datasets as much as possible. This means
that we must not only concentrate our studies on the well recognised features of Mars, but also
on the less impressive, but equally significant from a geological viewpoint, morphologies
abundant on the ancient crust of the southern hemisphere.
With regard to this specific study, we were able to show that in addition to the well recognised
widespread wasting, erosion and impact features, some morphologies on the relatively flat
surface of northern Tyrrhena Terra suggest a tectonically active land. More observations will
be carried out in the future to attempt to reconcile the relative timescale of tectonic activity,
how tectonism related to other processes, such as volcanism, and what these signify in regard
to the geodynamic evolution of Mars.
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Abstract
With ever expanding worldwide scientific databases, data mining methodologies are being relied
upon to extract and discover previously invisible conclusions and facts that are contained in these
complex and large relational databases. In the field of astronomy these data mining techniques
will be particularly valuable. Contained in this paper is a discussion on data mining techniques
that are potentially applicable to the data sets of the European Space Agency (ESA) Gaia universe
surveying spacecraft, which is due to be launched in 2012. The paper discusses specific data mining
applications for the large amount of astronomical data to be collected by Gaia and also details
preliminary research into mining algorithms.

Keywords
Data mining, Gaia, astronomical data, decision tree, fuzzy logic

1.0 Introduction
The world’s scientific community is seeing an unprecedented and continual growth in volume,
complexity and quality of astronomical data due mainly to a number of recent and near future
large digital astronomical surveys. It is clear that a variety of powerful semi-automatic systems
are required to enable scientists to keep pace with these ever increasing data resources. Data
mining is essentially the discovery of patterns, associations, anomalies, and statistically significant
parameters in a dataset, and it encompasses the phases of data cataloguing and storage, analysis,
and information presentation. Being one of the top 10 burgeoning world technologies (according to
a recent Massachusetts Institute of Technology IT review), data mining technologies possess very
strong potential for new scientific discoveries using datasets that have previously been un-analysable
due to volume or complexity characteristics. Potential fields of application include those of physics,
bio-informatics, remote sensing, non-destructive evaluation, medical imaging and combinational
chemistry; however the new data mining technologies will be especially applicable in astronomical
fields.
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The European Space Agency (ESA) spacecraft Gaia, which is due to be launched in 2012, will
add to the world astronomical database with precise spatial and chemical properties of over one
billion of the brightest celestial objects in our skies. Over 100 Terabytes of raw data telemetry will
be transmitted back to earth during the five year operational lifetime. This, after the process of data
mining and cataloguing processing, will encompass over one Pentabyte of scientific information.
Data mining algorithms are the means through which the raw telemetry data will be converted into
useful information that the scientific community can use to find previously unrecognised facts of
the universe. The mining software uses a variety of multi-dimensional decision tree type structures
to analyse this multi-format, multi-dimensional data, which will be contained in the Gaia data
warehouse.
Discussed in this paper are the fundamentals of data mining methodology and how different data
mining techniques can be applied in a scientific environment, specifically to the Gaia spacecraft
datasets. The concept of discovery driven knowledge acquisition is described in addition to a number
of specific techniques to be used in the analysis of the Gaia datasets. Sample data mining algorithms
using fuzzy logic are also presented. There are many obstacles facing the analysis of these large and
complex datasets and some of these mathematical and software challenges facing the analysis of the
Gaia data are also explored, along with future data analysis options.

Fig. 1 European Space Agency spacecraft Gaia to be launched in 2012.
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2.0 What is Data Mining?
Data mining is the process of analysing data from a wide variety of sources in a diverse range of
formats with the aim of discovering embedded information. Data mining methods are applied in
many modern day scientific and engineering applications ranging from medicine and sports statistics
to astronomical and spaceflight analysis. Data mining incorporates the processes of data acquisition,
data storage and actual data analysis (or mining). Technically, data mining is the process of finding
complex patterns or correlations amongst dozens of fields in large relational databases. Data mining
techniques have traditionally been used primarily for retail and commercial applications, allowing
businesses to quickly and accurately identify sales trends, enabling strategic business discissions to
be made. However, with the ever increasing size of worldwide astronomical databases, data mining
techniques are being employed more regularly to find previously unrecognised facts about our
universe. Fundamentally, data mining systems aid the user to interact with the data on a level which
might not otherwise be possible. The data mining system supports the compilation of information
requests, receives the requested information, and provides a number of visualisation media to aid the
user in interpreting the results.

2.1 Data mining major elements
The process of data mining comprises four main phases. These are: capture of data, storage and
management of data content, mining of the data, and presentation of the findings.
Capture of Data
The first phase of a data mining process is the capture of data. Data can come from a highly diverse
range of sources including retail transaction data, survey data, motion data logging activities, or, in
Gaia’s case, its number of different on board sensor instruments. This process also involves cleaning
of the data, ie removal of duplicates, deriving missing values, establishing derived attributes and
validation of the data. The data is transformed into a code that is consistent with the database and is
loaded into the system.
Storage (managing content)
Storage is conducted in what is known as a data warehouse. This could be a desktop computer or a
100 terabyte plus supercomputer. Storage configurations of the data are very important with wide
ranging ramifications if data is not stored in an efficient way. Accessibility is also a concern.
Mining of the Data
The data in the data warehouse is analysed by the application software. This is the most complicated
phase. It involves the extraction of valid and previously unknown information. There are two
approaches to data mining: verification driven and discovery driven. Verification driven data
mining has the aim to validate a hypothesis, whilst discovery driven data mining is the discovery of
information using applicable tools.
Presentation
The information that is produced is presented in a useful format, such as a graph or table.
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Fig. 2 Phases of Data Mining.

2.2 Approaches to data mining
As previously mentioned, the process of data mining or analysis is the most complex of the overall
process. Current software tools apply four main techniques for recognising common links and
threads in a database, which can then be probed further to produce the final information output.
Classes
The software locates pre-determined groups in the data. For example a particular age group in a
database of average income. The software would search for all of those data points that have a
similar pre-designated age, and then the software mines for and produces comparisons for the user.
Clusters
Data items are grouped according to logical relations.
Associations
Data can be mined to identify associations in the data. For example, parallels could be identified
between one set of data with that of another set, hence indicating if some association exists between
the two data sets. This is particularly useful in biological fields, where the discovery of parallel
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associations can be used to identify the exact cause of a particular disease by analysing reactions on
the same organic system using different medications/treatments.
Sequential Patterns
Data can also be mined to identify patterns and trends from which future predictions can be made.

2.3 Levels of analysis and data mining techniques
A number of mathematical techniques can be employed to find these classes, clusters, associations
and sequential patterns that were discussed above.
Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) operate on much the same basis as the human brain does in
making decisions. This technique uses non-linear predictive models that learn through training. An
example of this is known as NEXT, the Neural Extractor. NEXT uses a very simple model of the
human brain, and is composed of sets of nodes interconnected to each-other by weighted decision
links
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are optimisation techniques that use processes such as genetic combination,
mutation, and natural selection in a design based on the fundamentals of natural evolution [5].
Decision Trees
Decision trees are the most common of the data mining techniques. A decision tree is a tree-shaped
structure that represent sets of decisions and outcomes.
Rule Induction
Extraction of useful if-then rules from data based on statistical significance [5].
Data Visualisation
Graphical tools used to illustrate relationships [5].

2.4 Technical infrastructure requirements
Data mining system prices range from several thousand dollars for the smallest applications up to
$1 million (US) per terabyte for the largest [5].
The infrastructure requirements depend on the size of the database and the complexity of the
query.
In larger databases, the volume of data being processed is higher, and hence both a higher capacity
and greater computing power are required if performance is to be maintained. Large databases also
require increased levels of maintenance and there is also the problem of additional complexities
with regard to data access. The complexity of a user query also plays a part in defining the system
requirements. The more complex a query, the greater the number of dimensions and hence the
greater the complexity of the search request that is to be completed by the mining software. This
requires a greater number of processes, hence requiring more processing power.
To reduce the query time, a Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) can be used. An MPP can achieve
order of magnitude improvements in query time [5].
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3.0 Data mining in a scientific environment
Understanding the nature and types of scientific data
Although the primary use of data mining technology today is in the commercial environment,
the scientific community is growing ever reliant on this technology. The amount of astronomical
surveying data in terms of pixels captured doubles every year [3]. Even as computing power and
data storage capacity increases, scientists are finding it difficult to keep pace with this vast increase
in available data and are hence looking for new ways to explore this expanding knowledge resource.
This is why data mining is one of the top ten emerging technologies according to a recent MIT
technology review. There is almost unlimited potential present for identifying previously invisible
conclusions that exist in the physical world. Applied in an astronomical environment, new data
analysis techniques, such as knowledge discovery, will allow data mining software tools to find new
relationships, phenomena, and other useful information about our universe.
Characteristics of astronomical data
Astronomical data is very unlike that of commercial or other scientific data. Listed below are some
of the characteristics of astronomical data that differentiates it from other forms:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large Size (in the case of Gaia 100 raw data Terabytes)
Usually not in databases (most of the time in image (pixel) format)
Observations are completed at different wavelengths
Variable quality of data
Uncertainty of measurements (hence errors are noticeable)
Noisy data, with missing values

Data Archive versus Science Archive
Normal data archives are usually comprised of raw or calibrated data (usually numerical forms) that
are subsequently analysed through data mining methods. However, science archives are comprised
of results of data analysis, ie. scientific measurements rather that raw data, and can be non-numerical.
The Gaia archive will obviously be a science archive, comprising of scientific data that is in a variety
of forms, both numerical and non-numerical.
The ultimate science archive would contain all of the known parameters of all the known objects in
the universe. The user of this ideal archive could mine for any applicable scientific parameter, eg.
redshift, spectral indices, brightness magnitudes, morphological type of galaxies, exact motion of
stars, etc., which would result in a set of objects and parameters that would assist in answering some
of the scientific questions at hand.
For any scientist who is using the information that is produced by a scientific data mining system,
it is critical that the information path is well defined to enable a quick and accurate understanding
of the source of the information, and hence verify its reliability and importance. Known as the drill
down method, the data mining application requires a link between the data that is called upon in the
mining process and the processing tasks that subsequently created the information.
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4.0 Gaia data mining applications
Data Capture capabilities
When launched and in position in 2012, Gaia is set to measure a variety of scientific parameters of
over 1 billion stars. Each object will be observed up to 100 times during Gaia’s five year lifetime,
providing positional data of unprecedented accuracy. The Gaia spacecraft also has on board
instruments that will be capable of photometric measurements in 16 broad and medium band filters.
In any surveying probe it is essential that the data returned is robust and relevant because it will be
applied to a large number of different scientific areas of research.
Data Volumes
Gaia is designed to follow the highly successful Hipparcos mission, which produced the Hipparcos
Catalogue of 118,000 stars. Gaia is expected to produce over 100 terabytes of raw telemetry data,
the vast majority of which will be processed back on earth. Some of the data will be processed midmission, whilst some processing phases require the entirety of the data and will be completed after
the mission. Once the data has been completely analysed, it is expected that there will be over one
Pentabyte of information available for access by the scientific community.
Characteristics of Remote Sensing Data
Remote sensing data possesses characteristics which differentiates it from other scientific data.
These characteristics include [1]:
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-sensor, multi-resolution and multi-spectral
Spatial and temporal aspects
Noisy
Data fusion required
Comparisons important

In addition, the data from a remote sensing probe like Gaia can, depending on the posed problem,
be;
•
•
•

One dimensional, usually time series, from sensors or processing of other data
Two dimensional (spatial and time)
Three dimensional (spatial and time)

4.1 Data storage – Database management
Digital Catalogue – Refining data to enhance storage capability
The data warehouse that Gaia will generate will initially be in the order of a few hundred terabytes.
This will be raw data, ie. data direct from the on-board sensor instruments. The aim of any database
is to effectively, efficiently and securely store the data, and allow easy and fast access. The scientific
database that Gaia is going to produce will comprise of inhomogeneous and sparse datasets with
high degrees of dimensionality which, unless it is managed effectively, has the potential to become
unwieldy.
In an attempt to minimise the final size of the data warehouse and to produce more common data
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formats, the data will need to be catalogued. A digital catalogue lists the position and relative motion
of the objects in the sky, as well as several of the objects major scientific parameters. This catalogue,
a database itself, greatly reduces the overall database size. The cataloguing phase is in itself a data
mining process, although the complexity is relatively minimal, given that the process isn’t discovery
driven. Most catalogues are now stored in relational databases, where the information is stored as
tables [3].
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) for example extracts 400 attributes for each celestial object
[3]. With one of the primary scientific parameters being the flux of an object measured in green, red,
indigo, UV, and near infra-red [3]. SDSS is expected to be completed this year (2006).
Position/Velocity coordinate methods
One change brought about by the astronomical community that has simplified selecting regions
in the sky is the introduction of the HTM system of positioning. HTM, or Hierarchical Triangular
Mesh, is based on splitting the celestial sphere into 8 parts by quartering the hemispheres [3]. Each
of these segments can be considered as a triangle projected onto the celestial globe. These triangles
are further divided, by connecting the midpoints of the triangle, producing four new regions, which
are in turn sub-divided.
Another common approach is using Cartesian coordinates on a unit sphere to designate the position
and radial vector of celestial objects. The advantage of this coordinate system is that the computer
calculations can be completed at a higher speed, but the disadvantage is that Cartesian coordinates
require more memory space compared to that required by the HTM method [3].
Gaia data storage requirements and options
With the prospect of over 100 terabytes of raw scientific data, and in excess of one Pentabyte of
mined information, project Gaia is going to need storage solutions on a very large scale. Possibilities
for project Gaia include VISTA in Edinborough, which has the capacity to store up to 100 terabytes
per year, and a number of other private providers. Database security is also a significant obstacle to
overcome.

4.2 Data mining – Discovery driven knowledge acquirement
Gaia data that is transmitted back to earth will be mined with the motivations of finding and
cataloguing new knowledge.
Common astronomical surveying tasks
Historically, astrological surveying methodology has included a number of fundamental techniques,
such as [3]:
•
•
•
•

Using unknown properties to find a specific type of object
Finding new phenomena by clustering objects and considering outliers
Using predicted properties of a theoretical model to search for candidates
Searching for “one of a kind” events
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All of these techniques are going to be utilised to different extents during the Gaia data mining
process, in addition to a number of newly developed techniques.
Gaia applicable data mining tasks
By surveying over one billion stars, Gaia’s main objective is to create a comprehensive 3-dimensional
picture of our universe. Through the determination of astrophysical parameters, including radial
velocities, positions, rotations and chemical compositions, a significant amount of data will be
available for mining. Some of the major Gaia data mining outcomes are discrete object classification,
variability analysis, and identification of new types of objects/systems.
Discrete object classification
This will be done in the cataloguing phase. Each object that is analysed and recorded will be classified
given certain parameter similarities to that of a pre-designated classification. This is usually done
by means of a range of statistical methods, which try to match an object to a group that has similar
properties. It is interesting to note that the main aim of this classification phase is to increase the
scientific value of the data, it can also provide input information for various other processing tasks. In
addition to this general object classification, certain objects will be focussed on for further analysis,
such are multiple systems, ie. orbits of solar systems and galaxies. This will return information on
planetary systems that are similar to our own.
Variability Analysis (Variable stars and planet transits)
In addition to discrete object classification, Gaia will pay particular attention to variable objects. Gaia
will provide multi-epoch, multi-colour photometry for all variable sources greater that G=20 [8]. All
objects in the Gaia database will go through variability tests and it is expected that 1% to 10% will
be detected as variable[2]. This data can then be used to find galaxies that posses flux variability.
The data mining system requires a number of pre-determined flags that would help classify an
object as variable. Two examples of a specific mining flag would be the identification of transit
signatures and small amplitude periodic signals. The detection of variability will predominantly
rely on the data collected by the RVS (Radial Velocity Spectrometer). Data from the RVS includes
all photometric data (including magnitudes and colours) and spectral information in a variety of
wavelength variables.
Identification of new types of objects/systems
The data mining process can also identify any object that is not currently classified. This can aid in
finding new celestial objects.
Mathematic Algorithms
The mathematical algorithms are the fundamental decision making tools that control the data
mining process. Millions of decisions are made every second, and the outcomes of each of these
decisions are based on the programming of the mining software.
Software solutions - Gaia Decision Trees
Decision trees are tree-like structures of the software, and are comprised of the pre-programmed
processing commands contained within the decision tree structure that determine how the data
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mining application makes the conclusions that it does. Decision trees are classifiers that use a set of
pre-determined, or learned, forks, which are often statistically weighted to decide how to classify a
particular object. In a decision tree type structure, questions are answered by splitting the data set on
the basis of a parameter and value.
The measure of the success of a decision is known as the entropy [3]. A question posed that splits the
data, for example, all bent-double galaxies into one group and every other object into another, would
have a high entropy. A high number of decision forks will give a more specific group, but will take
longer to compute. This is the case in a highly complex request.
Following on using the bent-double galaxy example: decision trees will need to be built to single
out and classify each of the bent-double galaxies from the other objects with minimal questions, ie.
decision tree branches. Some parameters that could be included in the basic bent-double classification
decision tree structure could include comparisons of the area of the galaxy, peak fluxes in the source
at a particular wavelength, angles between the major axis of ellipses representing each galaxy and
eccentricity of these elliptical orbits [3]. In a more generic approach, some of the features to be
included in the decision tree structure include: the number of “blobs” contained in the image of
an object, the maximum intensities of each of the blobs, and the spatial relationships between the
“blobs” (ie. distances and angles). The decision trees would eventually classify the object as a bent
double galaxy or not. Decision trees will be used in parallel to increase processing rates. Each of the
parallel decision trees cast a vote and the majority classification would then be chosen as the correct
classification. An example of possible decision tree structure in fuzzy format using Matlab is shown
in the fuzzy logic algorithm below.
Another example that was mentioned in an earlier section of the report is the identification of
variable objects. The identification of variable objects is particularly valuable in terms of scientific
information return. If a variable object is discovered there are many different parameters that can be
explored and conclusions drawn that would be impossible otherwise. For the mining decision tree
to catalogue and analyse an object as variable, a number of decisions can be posed by the mining
software. These decisions could relate to the flux at a particular wavelength which could be time
compared.
System architecture options
Two different possibilities for the structure of data mining decision trees are CART (Classification
and Regression Trees) and CHAID (Chi Square Automatic Interaction Detection). CART and
CHAID are both decision tree techniques used for classification of a dataset [5]. CART tree structure
creates 2-way splits, whilst CHAID tests create multi-way splits of the data [5]. CART typically
requires less data preparation than CHAID [5]. The mining software could be created in a variety of
different languages including JavaScript, C/C++ or FORTRAN. However, Matlab and in particular
the Fuzzy logic toolbox has been selected to begin compiling the initial mining and classification
algorithms due to the relative simplicity in creating complex programming rules and its capability
for expansion. The key aim of the system is to provide a highly accurate conclusion/classification
using high entropy decisions branches.
Matlab Fuzzy Logic Algorithm Example
Presented below is a highly simplified example of possible fuzzy logic inputs/outputs to achieve
a desired and accurate measure of the likelihood that a particular celestial object is a bent-double
galaxy. The aim of this section of the paper is to show the potential for Fuzzy logic to be used as the
algorithm compiling format. Fuzzy logic was chosen as a starting point format because it allows for
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more simplified basic analysis when compared to other data mining techniques like Artificial Neural
Networks. The three chosen variables were randomly selected and the actual algorithms shown
below were arbitrarily constructed with no emphasis put on statistical astronomical programming.
The three random variable inputs are: Peak Flux, Main Axes Angle, and Eccentricity of Orbits,
and one output which shows the probability that the object is a bent-double galaxy (Figure 3). This
example algorithm has been prepared as a tool to show the potential for expansion of this particular
Matlab toolbox and the degree to which the programming process is complicated for small increases
in input and query complexity.

Fig 3. Mamdani processing phases diagram – three inputs one output
To use the Matlab Fuzzy Logic toolbox, each of the input variables needs to be fuzzified. In figures
4, 5, and 6, the fuzzification process is shown, where by an input (along the horizontal axis) is
converted to a fuzzy classification.
The Peak Flux fuzzification process uses 6 nodes: N-Negligible, VS-Very Small, S-Small, MMedium, L-Large, VL-Very Large.

Fig 4. Input variable- Peak Flux
The Main Axes deviation angle fuzzification process uses 5 nodes: N-Negligible, S-Small, MMedium, L-Large, A-Acute.
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Fig 5. Input Variable – Main Axes deviation angle
The degree of eccentricity of orbits fuzzification process uses 5 nodes: NE-Not Eccentric, SESlightly Eccentric, ME-Medium Eccentric, AE-Almost Eccentric, E-Eccentric.

Fig 6. Input variable – Degree of eccentricity of orbits
The Matlab Fuzzy toolbox allows quick and easy compilation of rules to define the data set. The
complexity of the rules grow rapidly with the complexity and number of the input data. In this
example, only three input variables were chosen, with 6, 5 and 5 different nodes respectively. This
means there is in the order of 150 different rules that are required to fully define all possibilities, and
hence create a complete classification algorithm. To simplify this example it is assumed that bent
double galaxies’ characteristics include high flux magnitude, an angle deviation between the two
main bodies, and has an eccentric orbit. Each of these input variables are themselves outputs from
other data mining processes. These assumptions are not based on exact astronomical knowledge
as they are simply used as an example. In future astronomers and scientists will be called upon to
compile the exact classification algorithms. Some example rules that have been used to link the
input data to the output information are shown below.
1. If (Peak_Flux is N) and (Axes_Angle is N) and (Eccentricity_of_orbit is NE) then
(Classification_Output is N)
2. If (Peak_Flux is VL) and (Axes_Angle is L) and (Eccentricity_of_orbit is NE) then
(Classification_Output is MP)
In both examples, the algorithms are comparing the Peak Flux, Axes Angle and Eccentricity
of orbit, to produce a likelihood of the object being a bent-double galaxy. Each of the possible
combinations is programmed into the fuzzy logic example program.
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The output classification shows the de-fuzzification process, where by the query has been completed
and the fuzzified output is converted to a probability output. N-Not Bent Double, NL-Not Likely
to be Bent-Double, MP-Medium Possibility Bent-Double, P-Probably Bent-Double, IS-Is BentDouble.

Fig 7. Output classification { Pr(Is Bent Double galaxy)}

Challenges and Issues
The real challenges start to arise when programming the branch decisions into the mining software.
It is essential that a limited number of decision options (or branches) be followed to the eventual
classification in order to reduce the processing resource requirements. The scientific community, in
particular astronomers and astrophysicists, are going to be required to collaborate with the engineers
and scientists to produce the required mining algorithms. The mining algorithms that are going to be
developed, are in some instances going to have to mutate as the spacecraft ages. Taking the example
of the variability analysis, what impact will any degradation of the filters have? The algorithms need
some degree of redundancy built into them to ensure that if the circumstances suddenly change, ie.
the spacecraft veers off-track, is out of position or an instrument calibration error occurs, the mining
software should be able to adapt to the new conditions.
Most of the data that is collected by the Gaia spacecraft will be utilised in other mining applications.
For example, the astrometric positional data will be used as input for the photometric data analysis.
All data mining algorithms will therefore be required to interact with other algorithms to produce an
ever-evolving (iterative) decision tree structure.
The sheer scale of the task also poses a significant challenge. With such a high degree of interreliance of parameters and also the high degree of dimensionality, re-creating this relationship in the
data mining language to produce the required output is an almost inconceivable task.
Graphical data processing techniques
Image data also possesses great potential for finding previously un-recognised information after
undergoing a data mining analysis. There are several techniques being used by current image data
processing applications [2]:
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•
•

Thresholding using an image histogram
Segmentation techniques
-Split and merge (top-down)
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•
•
•

-Region growing (bottom-down)
Edge detection, ie. use of a filter to identify an edge
Combining traditional techniques with evolutionary algorithms to create an
adaptive process
Deformable models for segmentation

Given that there is an immense amount of wavelength variation in different image data (ie. X-ray,
infra-red, optical and radio) data fusion methods are going to be essential. Data fusion is the process
of combining information from two or more sources to make an informed decision or generate an
analytical outcome. The image data may also be required to be cleared of noise for better identification
of objects. Techniques for noise filtering include spatial filters (ie. blocking signal from a specific
coordinate or region) and simple thresholding (ie. blocking any signal under a certain brightness
magnitude) [2].
The promising aspect about graphical data processing techniques is that it can be applied to any
image, regardless of the particular wavelengths. Hence, as the data mining capabilities around the
world continue to grow, this technology will potentially be applied to the analysis of already existent
images.
Data Exploration and Querying
In regards to the user side of the data mining system, due to the diversity of the people that are
going to be using the system, the user interface will need to be designed carefully. Many current
scientific institutions including the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC) use a JavaScript
language, which allows the user to construct queries and then submit them to the server which
subsequently receives the results as they become available from the system [4]. It is essential that
the user interface is intuitive, robust and dynamic. The CADC system requires the user to firstly
define the set of objects they are interested in by constraining the values of their scientific properties
and then submitting the set definition (ie. the constraints) along with the desired level of detail as
a request to the application software [4]. The constraints define the set, whilst the level of detail
defines the view of the set that is returned as a result.
The server side (ie. the data mining processing side) must provide a manageable homogeneous
subset of objects and properties. The client-side then enables the user to visualise, verify and
analyse the results [4].

4.3 Cross correlation of Gaia information
The data that is created in the lifetime of the Gaia project plus the information that is produced in
the extensive data mining processes, will be called upon for many decades to come fulfilling a very
diverse range of scientific requirements. Hence, it is imperative that the information that is produced is
in a suitable format that enables cross-correlation and comparisons with other information sources.

5.0 Data mining options for Gaia
It is envisaged that initially, data mining for Gaia will revolve around the production of primary
cataloguing algorithms, working towards developing a set of decision trees, with the aim of creating
a working classification system that will identify and catalogue important celestial objects including
bent-double galaxies, variable objects and planetary solar systems. Areas for future mathematical
investigation include the analysis of the positional and radial velocity data, in an attempt to identify
formation processes and recent histories of galaxies. The ESA Gaia workgroup has compiled a
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sample dataset of 2.6 million objects based on Gaia parameters and the Barcelona Galaxy model,
which will be used in the near future to test more advanced algorithms. ESA has established a
consortium of universities, industries and research organisations to develop data mining algorithms
for Gaia.

6.0 Conclusion
Data mining techniques can provide astronomers and scientists with new tools for extracting
information contained within large data sets. By discovering rare events, previously unknown
statistical relationships, and probably most importantly, locating new candidates for further research,
data mining techniques will provide an access portal into the ever growing databases.
Most commonly, data mining is a single step in the entire process of decision support, and fits into
the general process: data capture, data warehouse, data mining, information presentation. Being
ranked as one of today’s top emerging technologies, data mining is particularly applicable in the
scientific environment.
Due to be launched in 2012, the European Space Agency Gaia spacecraft will measure a number
of key scientific parameters of over one billion of the brightest objects in our skies. Through the
process of charting a three-dimensional map of our galaxy, Gaia will provide scientific information
concerning the composition of our universe that will be explored along with formation and
evolution details. Gaia will return over 100 terabytes of raw scientific telemetry data created by its
onboard instruments and sensors. Discovery driven data mining or knowledge acquirement has the
best potential in assisting scientists and researchers to extract meaningful information from this
vast amount of data.
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Summary: This paper discusses the requirements to actively retrieve and possibly reuse
space debris from a mission planning and analysis perspective. Active method of retrieval
using an automated (or semiautonomous) spacecraft has several advantages. Orbital
paths/positions may be pre-prepped for safer arrival of a new spacecraft. Spacecraft near their
EOL may be returned to the International Space Station for refueling and refit, which may be
less expensive than construction and launch of a new system. Finally, destroyed or seriously
degraded components (such as initial stages) may be stored for future construction or
scientific use. This represents a key component to future space logistics infrastructures—a
possible inventory of reusable mechanical parts. Mission parameters, orbits, and initial
spacecraft requirements are conducted to determine how active retrieval can be done in a
reasonably cost effective manner. Results present basic mission orbit, ǻv, mass, and time
requirements for several “common need” sample retrieval missions to the polar/sunsynchronous and geosynchronous orbits, as well as the Hubble Space Telescope.
Keywords: astrodynamics, propulsion, on-orbit servicing, hazard mitigation, logistics

1. Introduction
Space debris is a steadily growing industry problem with few mitigation methods. Currently
there are restrictions on engineering to minimize debris created from launch [1]. Second is
on-orbit control of End of Life (EOL) spacecraft, either supersynching or deorbiting
(controlled reentry) a nearly dead spacecraft [2,3]. Considering the enormous costs to launch,
as well as customer support lost due to out of service spacecraft, this may be considered a
highly undesired EOL option.
There are recent methods under development which attempt to keep an EOL spacecraft alive
through automated on-orbit servicing missions [4]. Orbital Express, a joint project from Ball
Aerospace, Boeing, and the US Military, aim to create common space platform architecture
designs to allow on-orbit servicing capable in a fully automated fashion. The approach has
two challenges, however, both dealing with the requirement of full autonomy. The first is the
fully autonomous docking problem, which has not been proven for space applications. This
was demonstrated in experimentation, sometimes with disastrous results [5]. The other
problem with the approach is the difficulty identifying specific components on a targeted
(customer) spacecraft. Having a robot realize the difference between a battery and a fuel tank
represents a large and relatively unsolved problem in the field of robotic perception.
Therefore claiming a capability of autonomous on-orbit refit and repair of another in orbit is
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highly questionable. Even if this is solved, common structures are a viable solution for the
future but this removes the several thousands of orbiting satellites and debris from possible
retrieval. Regardless, the method is likely to be very expensive as it requires replacing
current fleets, each with their own specific designs, with the standardized Orbital Express
version.
Another recent option is CX-OLEV, an automated spacecraft to rendezvous with an EOL
spacecraft to provide auxiliary maneuvering control [6]. It has advantages over Orbital
Express in that it is relatively non invasive and non specific to the customer spacecraft
because it can dock with different sizes of nozzles—a very common spacecraft shape. The
largest downside is that the mission plan requires a single spacecraft for each EOL customer.
In the end, this may effectively double the cost of a given space mission, in order to double
the usage time. Although it may take time for the CX-OLEV to run out of fuel, the method
now results in two EOL spacecraft, both which will eventually require debris mitigation.
This paper does agree in part with the CX-OLEV concept, however. The capability to
maneuver and dock with a generic EOL spacecraft, even in teleoperation, allows another
possibility—retrieval to a centralized repair site.
Narrowing the Task
What is needed is a method of on-orbit repair and refueling which is implementable, using
current technology, reasonably safe, scalable to different spacecraft designs, and cost
effective. One of the difficulties designing a new space capability is the complexity of the
task. Costs are highly dependent on engineering, which in itself has requirements highly
dependent on orbital dynamics. Reducing this complexity might be accomplished first using a
survey of potential customers. A survey of space missions currently in operation show that
many spacecraft reside in certain common orbits, depending on mission needs [7]. Table I
shows these orbits, common missions, and average spacecraft masses, providing initial target
data.
Table 1: Commonly used orbits
Orbit

Avg Mass (kg)

Std Dev (kg)

Polar
GEO
Hubble

546
1547
11,000

92
708
n/a

Altitude
(km)
200-600
32,400
593

Certain orbits have properties that make them useful for specific tasks, (GEO for
communications, LEO for imaging, HEO for navigation aids). This means that staking space
in these regions is more desirable than that of the space outside these regions. Likewise, there
is an increasing need for a method to improve the safety of commonly used (and expensive)
orbits.
Geosynchronous orbits have set positions which spacecraft are allowed to reside, as mandated
by Article 33 of the International Telecommunication Convention (ITC) [1]. This identified
GEO orbital positions as a “limited natural resource (which) must be used efficiently and
economically so that countries or groups of countries may have equitable access ...” As debris
increases, similar proposals are being suggested for the increasingly congested LEO region
[1].
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The consequence of having specific orbital regions suited to certain tasks results in a clustered
distribution of space material in and around these regions. Space debris can be considered any
uncontrollable/inoperable material which presents a potential risk to controllable/operable
spacecraft. Space debris is therefore a conglomeration of native space material (dust,
asteroids, meteoroids etc) as well as deposited material from previous space missions (ejecta
such as explosive bolts, derelict satellites, debris from previous satellite-space debris
collisions and a wide selection of early stage orbital deployers.) Larger, traceable, space
debris provides a twofold potential—first to clear a portion of an orbit for future missions to
utilize, and second to provide a salvage opportunity for either reusable space material or
native space material for scientific studies.
Method
NASA director Michael Griffin recently made clear his intention to use the ISS as a logistics
platform as part of the Moon, Mars, and Beyond program [8]. With this in mind, the ISS has
several advantages, with only one major disadvantage. It has an infrastructure in place (or
planned) to support human scientists and repair workers. A human conducting on-orbit repair
has been proven, while autonomous has not. It is a common logistics base already storing
food and fuel and is at an accessible orbital inclination (52 degrees), reachable by any of the
current space faring nations. This makes the ISS a very natural basing location.
This inclination, as Section 2 shows, is also a disadvantage, considering the locations of
potential customers require an out of plane manoeuvre. This can be very expensive additions
to any change in velocity (ǻv) required to reach a customer or target. It is therefore an area
which a mission planner should attempt to minimize.
Considering human repair facilitated at the ISS produces a rough mission plan as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Towing spacecraft is launched into a target orbit
Teleoperated docking with a target spacecraft (or debris)
Towing spacecraft brings mated target to the ISS
Minor repair and refuel are conducted by a human crew.
Towing spacecraft is refuelled, departs ISS, and either
a. Returns the target satellite to its desired orbit or,
b. Leaves debris at the ISS (for processing or scientific study) and departs for a
new target.
6. Return to step 2.
Feasibility and Requirements
If there is enough mass for a theoretical spacecraft bus, towed payload, and maneuvering fuel,
the mission is considered feasible. Relationships between ǻv requirements are based on
specified orbits. Masses for fuel consumption however depend on ǻv, mass of the spacecraft,
as well as the capabilities of the rocket engine. Adding a heavy payload at different portions
of the trip can also be challenging to the system. This paper considers the complexities of
space mission design in an iterative fashion.
First a rough estimate of ǻv requirements is conducted to identify an appropriate propulsion
system family. The estimate is refined using the propulsion system and masses for both fuel
and spacecraft body/bus can be determined. Once masses and propulsion systems are
identified, it is possible to approximate time of flights, completing an initial mission
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operational requirements picture. Determining how much this service costs is outside the
scope of this paper however minimizing fuel costs through the reduction of ǻv are an
appropriate and desirable way to choose between two different mission profiles.
As such, this initial investigation focused on retrieval of spacecraft which have the possibility
of reuse. This includes satellites near the end of their life due to normal wear and tear of long
duration missions. Degradation of solar panels due to sun exposure and depletion of on-board
manoeuvring fuel are both viable reusability candidates. Damaged spacecraft, such as the
Express AM-11 Russian telecommunications satellite [22], can also be returned to the ISS for
damage assessment and possibly, repair. The discussion is extendable to include debris which
have similar masses to EOL spacecraft, such as the previously mentioned salvage.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 conducts an initial orbital mechanics for a rough
determination of ǻv and Isp . Section 3 refines the plan, chooses a possible propulsion system,
and conducts initial time of flight estimate. Section 4 results show a time and fuel
consumption estimate. Section 5 concludes.

2. Mission Options
Initial Mission Plan
This discussion focuses on the ISS as a logistics and staging base. Arguments to use the ISS
as a future logistics platform are gaining momentum, especially in NASA circles [8].
Therefore, this section examines requirements to transit between the ISS and another satellite
in a circular orbit.
Orbital Mechanics
Transferring from one orbit to another requires changes in velocity. The velocity of an orbit
can be determined at a given radius as follows,
v

§2
©r

1·
a¹

P¨  ¸ ,

(1)

where a is the semimajor axis and ȝ is the gravitational constant of Earth. Assuming near
circular orbits, r § a. Using the ISS as a logistics platform (altitude § 360km, inclination §
52) means that plane changes are often required. A simple plane change transfer from the one
orbital plane to another of equal altitudes is,
ǻv = 2vc sin(ș/2),

(2)

where ǻv is the required change in velocity using a single impulse to rotate the plane through
angle ș, with a starting velocity (for a circular orbit), vc [10]. Since the altitudes are different,
the preferred method is to combine the plane change with the tangential burn at apogee of the
transfer orbit. As both the magnitude and direction of the velocity vector must be changed, the
required change in velocity can be found using the law of cosines,
'v
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Where vi and vf are initial and final velocities. Table 3 shows a brief comparison of ǻv
methods when travelling to the ISS from one of the common orbits. The sun-synchronous
option shows how this saving can occur depending on whether the orbit is higher or lower
altitude than the ISS destination.
Table 2: Commonly used orbits (ǻv from the ISS)
Orbit

Inclination, i

Sun-synch 1
Sun-synch 2
GEO
Hubble
ISS

98.2
98.2
0
28.5
52

Altitude
, km
600
200
35700
593
360

v, km/s

ǻv to ISS Eqn 3

7.5
7.8
3.1
7.6
7.7

6.0
6.1
6.3
4.7
n/a

A simple, single plane change, however, may not be enough to reach the correct orientation,
which is also based on the longitude of the ascending node, ȍ. ǻv for a plane change in both
ȍ and ș can be conducted separately and summed but it is more efficient to a new ș for Eqn 2.
as follows,
ș = cos(ii)*cos(if)+sin(ii)*sin(if)*cos(ǻȍ),

(4)

where ii and if are the initial and final inclinations. ȍ has a perturbation due to the oblateness
of the Earth, based on the cosine of its inclination i. This is,
2

':

§ 3n · § R ·
¨ ¸ j 2 ¨¨ ¸¸ cos(i ),
© 2 ¹ © p¹

(5)

where J2 is a coefficient constant (1082.7*10-6), R is the radius of the Earth, and p is the semilatus rectum. For a circular orbit, p will be equivalent to the semi-major axis, a. The mean
motion, n, is based on a and the gravitational parameter, ȝ as follows [10,11],
n

(P / a 3 .

(6)

ȍ can therefore vary widely between two orbits of different inclinations and this variation will
change over time. Sun synchronous orbits, for example, change at approximately a degree per
day, while a typical space shuttle orbit (28 degrees at 390km) equates to approximately 7.49o/day.
Requirements to transfer from the ISS orbital inclination to polar or
geosynchronous orbit is shown in Table 3. For comparison, the worst case scenario is also
presented for the largest ȍ and i change from the ISS. As an option, the mission can wait for
nodes to align. With the worst case ǻȍ requirement of 360 degrees a trip between a sunsynchronous orbit and the ISS requires approximately 60-days for alignment of nodes.
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Table 3: Commonly used orbits (ǻv from the ISS)
Orbit

ǻv, km/s

ǻv w/worst ȍ

Sun-synch 1
Sun-synch 2
GEO
ISS

6.0
6.1
6.3
n/a

14.6
14.9
6.3
n/a

ǻȍ,
deg/day
1.01
1.24
0 (n/a)
-4.98

Two sun-synchronous examples show reasonably high and low orbital altitudes within the
LEO family. It is clear how additional ǻv can be required to align ȍ. GEO orbits, likewise,
require additional ǻv change to transfer, if the orbits are not exactly coplanar. A 10o
inclination, for example, cause ǻv to vary from 6.8km/s to 5.7km/s. In addition, assuming
Hohmann transfer ellipses (for greatest efficiency), achieving either orbit requires additional
(currently unaccounted for) burns to circularize. As Section 3 shows however, this will not be
necessary.
Determining Isp Requirements
Initial ǻv values are used to determine fuel consumption, based on given propulsion
parameters, wet mass of the spacecraft, mo, and mass of debris planned for retrieval, mtow. This
is conducted for a single leg of the journey to determine a very rough understanding of Isp
requirements. An example is constructed from the best case ǻv values from GEO to the ISS.
Determining fuel use, mfuel, is given as follows [10],
m fuel

mo (1  e  'v*3290.84/(g*Isp) ) ,

(6)

where g is the gravitational constant and Isp is the specific impulse of the rocket engine. Eqn.
6 is used at each journey leg to determine fuel requirements based on a given mass estimate.
Masses are then updated based on fuel consumption as well as payload mass gain, mtow, which
based on average values in Table 1 was 2000kg. The remaining mass must be enough to hold
both payload (if in tow), the spacecraft structure, as well as required fuel. The relationship
between Isp, wet, and dry spacecraft masses (with mtow) are shown in Fig. 1. A starting
assumption of 300kg and 800kg for possible tow vehicle structures allows Fig. 1 to be used in
determining Isp requirements. Using the provided values of mtow + mo, minimum Isp values are
approximately 1000s and 1300s for ǻv = 6.3km/s, and 2500s and 3000s for ǻv = 14.9km/s.
High Isp values effectively remove all conventional solid and liquid chemical propulsion
systems as possibilities. The remaining options are more exotic—nuclear thermal and ion
drive systems both have their advantages and disadvantages. Nuclear thermal, all political
approval challenges aside, provide tremendous thrust and Isp values ranging from 800-5000s
[11]. Unfortunately, they are also very heavy, complex, and not without their own operational
risks. They are also, to the knowledge of the authors, not currently space tested. Ion drive, in
contrast, has very high Isp values and are already applied to various active space applications
[6,12]. Ion drives are chosen for this study because they meet the requirements, they do not
require extraordinary amounts of structure mass, and they are already fairly commonly in use
in today’s space industry.
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(b) ǻv = 14.9km/s

(a) ǻv = 6.3km/s

Figure 1: Start and end Tow vehicle masses based on Isp and 2000kg for mtow. Arrival
masses (2800kg and 2300kg) assume enough remainder for spacecraft structure and mtow.
Difference in Isp requirements is shown for ǻv = 6.3 (a) and ǻv = 14.9 (b)

3. Refining the Plan
Orbit Changes due to Ion Drive
One downside to electric propulsion is their low thrust values of only a fraction of a Newton
per engine [11,12]. This changes the orbital dynamics considerably. Instead of a highly
efficient manoeuvre such as a Hohmann transfer, the low thrust produces smaller thrust over a
longer period of time, gradually increasing (or decreasing) orbital energy until reaching the
desired velocity (and altitude). This non-impulsive manoeuvring path is now a less efficient
spiral, however without the need to circularize. The operation is likewise greatly simplified,
requiring two separate primary long duration tangental burns, to continually change the radius
vector. One burn makes the orbits coplanar and another to match required velocities and
orbital altitude. The order these two burns are conducted depends on their altitude, as it is
always more efficient to change planes at lower velocity (see Eqn.2). This remains true to a
non-coplanar type of manoeuvre.

Figure 2: Non-impulsive, low thrust, spiral orbital path
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Another important consideration is time to conduct a manoeuvre is greatly increased.
Reasonable manoeuvre times for ion drive spacecraft were estimated in [13], which used a 1N
thruster transitioning between various LEO and GEO. In this estimate, transitions between
LEO coplanar altitudes (7000km to 8000km) were estimated at one day for 500m/s ǻv. LEO
(200km altitude, with a 28o inclination) to GEO required 11.8 days using 6.8km/s ǻv. If it
takes almost two weeks to make this plane change with a 150kg spacecraft, how long will a
two ton tow vehicle take?
Calculation for inclined orbit low thrust transfers was discussed in [17]. For coplanar circular
orbit transfers, ǻv and change in time (ǻt) can be estimated by assuming the towing
spacecraft thrusts in the direction of its velocity vector. In this case, the change in energy, İ
of a spacecraft with mass m, an assumed constant thrust T, and acceleration a, is,

dH
dt

T
v
m

av .

(7)

With small a velocity vector the orbit remains circular,

dH
dt

P dr
2r 2 dt

.

(8)

With constant acceleration, ǻt can be estimated using the radii of initial and final orbits, ri and
rf ,
't

1 §¨ P
P ·¸

.
a ¨© r f
ri ¸¹

(9)

The time to transfer between orbits is estimated from,
'v

a  't .

(10)

For coplanar manoeuvres, a generalized function for ǻv change can be found in [14,15,16]
which attempts to maximize ǻi with each orbit,
'v v0 cos E 0 

v0 sin E 0
,
§S
·
tan¨ 'i  E 0 ¸
©2
¹

(11)

where v0 is the starting velocity and ȕ0 is the initial thrust vector yaw angle, given by the
function,

tan E 0
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Separating the inclination change from semimajor axis change (similar to the method used
with Eqn. 2) produced slightly worse ǻv in total than conducting a single long burn. As
expected, separate burns also produced much longer flight times. Eqn. 11 and Eqn. 12 were
in all cases more efficient in time and slightly more efficient in ǻv. Note that perturbation
errors such as gravitational pull are not a part of the solution. Although this would have a
much greater effect in interplanetary travel than local, it shows this method is not an optimal
solution but a satisficing one, used here to determine an initial ǻv and ǻt budgets.
ǻv Budget

A ǻv budget can now be constructed for each leg of the mission to determine more realistic
fuel consumption requirements. Using the general mission flow from Section 1, two possible
starting scenarios were considered. The tow vehicle is launched to Geostationary or sunsynchronous orbit, picks up a satellite (or debris), and tows it to the ISS. Rendezvous can be
conducted in a ǻv inexpensive fashion simply by waiting at a slightly higher (or lower)
coplanar orbit until the tow spacecraft and debris/EOL spacecraft, until reaching some
reasonable safe vicinity. The ǻv for final approach and mating of the two orbiting bodies uses
an analogy from formation flying, where rendezvous cost has been approximated at 0.4km/s
[11] and as high as 0.9 km/s [10].
Table 3: ǻv budget for first leg to the ISS.
manoeuvre
Orbital Insertion
Rendez/Dock EOL
Transit
Rendez/Dock ISS
Subtotal
Contingency – 5%
Total

ǻv GEO-ISS
Given (free)
0.9
7.9
0.9
9.7
0.49
10.2

ǻv Polar-ISS
Given (free)
0.9
9.1
0.9
10.9
0.55
11.4

ǻv Hubble-ISS
Given (free)
0.9
4.8
0.9
6.6
.33
6.9

A refined ǻv requirement allows a more realistic estimate of start and end mass estimates.
Fig. 3 shows that for the geosynchronous and polar/sun-synchronous family missions,
reasonable Isp ranges approximately 2500s and higher, using 2500kg of fuel. The Hubble
mission is more ambitious, requiring 4000 Isp and approximately 5000kg of fuel.
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(a) Geosynchronous (ǻv = 10.2 km/s)

(b) Polar (ǻv = 11.4km/s)

(c) Hubble (ǻv = 6.9km/s)

Figure 3: Mass comparisons for each mission profile. A “legal” mass/I sp configuration
requires that the mass cannot be less than the sum of tow vehicle spacecraft (dry) and
payload.
Manoeuvre Timing

Time of flight is a function of acceleration (Eqn. 10 and Eqn. 7), mass (with payload), and
thrust performance. Fig. 4 shows that the relationship is logarithmic and provides some
understanding of thrust required to minimize operation timelines. One question to ask is
“how much time is too much time?” The answer may depend on the type of payload and
mission requirement. If the payload is debris requiring removal from the GEO belt, for
example, a long lead time of 250 day retrieval may not be a problem. Retrieval of an EOL
spacecraft for servicing, however, should be conducted in the shortest transit times
reasonable. A quick look at Figs. 4a and 4b show that transit times of 100 days can be
accomplished with roughly 5N of thrust. Hubble can be retrieved but with extremely large
lead times. Assuming a 2-week servicing on the ISS, a 10N tow vehicle would require 214
days of total down time. The scientific community may wish to minimize this out of service
time but the same can be said of any EOL spacecraft. It is interesting to note that masses
reduce as a trip occurs, making actual times to some degree quicker than the approximations
shown here. This refinement of the solution becomes clear in Section 4.
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(a) Geosynchronous (ǻv = 10.2km/s)

(b) Polar (ǻv = 11.4km/s)

(c) Hubble (ǻv = 6.9km/s)

Figure 4: Comparison of thrust (in Newtons), mass, and time plots for the transit from GEO,
LEO and the Hubble Space Telescope to the ISS. Starting mass includes on-orbit wet mass of
the tow vehicle plus mass of a payload to tow.
Spacecraft Mass Budget

It may be possible to estimate a spacecraft mass using fuel consumption estimates and
historical data of previous propellant systems [12,19]. The mass of an electric propulsion
system has been estimated at 7kg/kw for hall effect thrusters [19]. Estimating mass as a
function of power may start by estimating efficiency, Ș, of the system [12],

K K thrusterK EPS Pr ocessor

A  B ln( I sp ) ,

(13)

where A and B are constants defined in Table 4. Mass flow rate can be estimated from Eqn. 6
and ǻt as,
m

m fuel
't

,

(14)

which is used to estimate power requirements for a given thrust, T, as follows,
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P

TI sp g
2K

.

(15)

The estimate for mass of the engine and electric power subsystem (EPS) is shown in Table 5.
Although an in-depth comparison of electric propulsion options goes outside the scope of this
paper, Table 5 shows several common options for the purpose of a ballpark mass estimation.
Table 4: Empirical data for efficiency estimates of an electric propulsion system

System Type
Ar Ion
Xe Ion
Hg Ion

A
-2.024
-1.776
-0.765

B
0.307
0.307
0.181

Resulting mass estimates from Fig. 3 used 2500kg of fuel and Isp of 3000s for geosynchronous
and polar orbits, and Isp of 4000s using 5000kg of fuel for the Hubble tow mission. 5N of
thrust was used in the estimate.
Table 5: Mass estimates for tow vehicle propulsion and EPS subsystems (kg)
System
Type

Ar Ion
Xe Ion
Hg Ion
Ar MPD

P, kw
P, kw
(GEO/POL (Hubble)
)
170
188
108
127
108
133
176
216

M, kg
M, kg
(GEO/POL) (Hubble)

1190
756
756
1232

1316
889
931
1512

Table 5 provides information which can be used to infer an on-orbit dry mass estimate for the
tow vehicle spacecraft, providing certain assumptions. A classification of the spacecraft for
the purpose of mass budgeting (including contingency) is provided in [20]. Since ǻv
requirements are approximately the same (or in some cases greater) than a transfer from Earth
to Mars, the tow vehicle can be considered to be propulsion heavy having similar mass
allocations as a planetary spacecraft, with extra mass allocated to the propulsion and EPS
subsystems [21]. Reducing mass allocation from the telecommunication subsystem, for
example, reflects the fact that the spacecraft is communicating from GEO, rather than another
planet. According to [20], first generation spacecraft (a.k.a., “Class 1”) heavier than 2500kg
(Category CW) recommend 30% of contingency in the mass budget for an initial study. Table
6 shows the mass budget breakdown.
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Table 6: Possible tow vehicle mass budgets for polar/GEO and Hubble missions. EPS and
propulsion subsystems are the best options from Table 5.

Structure (w/Tow device)
Thermal
ADAC
EPS+Prop
Telecom
C&DH
Cabling
Subtotal
Contingency
Total

%
29
3
10
49
4
2
3
100
30

M2(POL)
446
46
154
753
61
31
46
1536
461
1997

M2(HUB)
528
55
182
892
73
36
55
1819
546
2365

4. Results
A more refined estimate of tow vehicle on-orbit dry mass allows an estimate for missions as
described in Section 1. First, new mission profiles using updated masses were conducted
(similar to Fig. 3) with wet masses interpolated from the chosen Isp of 3000s and 4000s,
depending on mission.
Table 7: Masses for a towed return trip with payload

Mdry, kg
Mfuel, kg
Mpayload
Isp, s

Polar
2000
2700
2000
3000

GEO
2000
2500
2000
3000

Hubble
2365
4635
11000
4000

Once the tow vehicle is at the ISS, however both the tow vehicle and EOL spacecraft should
be refuelled and if possible, repaired. A refurbished spacecraft should now be towed back to
its prior orbit as a return to service. Understanding that ǻv values are roughly the same for
each leg of the trip, a complete ǻv budget for the mission can be constructed. Fuel mass
consumed at each can be determined by backwards planning fuel requirements based on
updated masses. A tow vehicle returning to the ISS without payload requires approximately
700kg of fuel from GEO and 800kg from Polar. An additional 55-days and 60-days are
required for an empty return trip, assuming 5N of thrust.
The additional 700-800kg of fuel also impacts the initial departure. The EOL spacecraft is
likely to be heavier due to refuelling. To demonstrate how this affects the costs, 200kg was
added to the payload mass. Time of flight is likewise expected to increase for the initial leg.
For a more accurate result of both ǻt and fuel requirements, the calculations are conducted
separately at each leg, accounting for some accounting of mass losses due to fuel use. Also,
releasing a refurbished satellite at the target orbit is considered easier than docking,
represented by a smaller ǻv requirement. Table 8 shows total mass and fuel requirements for
each leg, assuming Isp of 3000s and 5N of thrust.
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Table 8: Fuel and time requirements based on ǻv budgets. Tow vehicle starts with 3700kg of
fuel for the GEO trip and 3800 for the polar trip
Manoeuvre
Depart ISS (heavy)
Transit
Release Payload
Return ISS (light)
Dock with ISS
Subtotal
Contingency – 5%
Total

ǻv GEO
0.4s
7.9
0.1
7.9
0.9
17.2
0.86
18.1s

ǻv POL
0.4s
9.1
0.1
9.1
0.9
19.6
0.98
11.4s

ǻt GEO
7.3days
142.5
0.9
72.0
6.3
229
11.5
240.5days

ǻt POL
7.4days
166.2
0.8
75.4
5.3
255.1
12.8
267.9days

Fuel (GEO)
3593kg
1752.9
1740.4
810.2
719.3
n/a
Included
2980.7kg

Fuel (POL)
3698.6 kg
1490.6
1478.4
550.3
473.2
n/a
Included
3326.8kg

5. Conclusions
This paper discussed the operational considerations for a conceptual space towing vehicle
missioned to retrieve EOL spacecraft and possibly space debris from GEO and polar/sunsynchronous orbits. Requirements for a Hubble Space Telescope retrieval mission were also
discussed. This study shows a towing vehicle can accomplish the common missions with the
following approximate criteria:
x
x
x
x
x

Mass: 2000-2500kg
Electric Power Requirement: 100-200kW
Fuel: 3000kg
Engine type: Xenon Electric Ion
Time: 340-370 days (including 100-day retrieval to ISS)

Various methods exist to further reduce the mass and time requirements. First, the ǻv values
presented (method from [17]) are not optimized values. Although optimizing was outside the
scope of this paper, it may result in a more refined ǻv. Table 8, for example, shows an
operational method of optimization by separating the calculation into specific legs of the
journey. This resulted in approximately 400-700kg of fuel savings, depending on orbit, which
will also result in a reduced timeline. More robust simulations iterating fuel consumption
over time (such as [13]) will likely result in more reduced values.
Results also suggest that time and electric power requirements are likely the largest challenges
to implementing a resupply infrastructure in this fashion. Although a 200-day Hubble
retrieval mission may be considered acceptable if there are no other options, a year may be
too long a lead time for on-orbit repair to be useful. It may still be useful for clearing debris
however. A corporate or government organization does not need to wait the full 100-days for
debris to return to the ISS—only about a week for the tow vehicle to clear itself and its debris
far enough away for insertion of a new spacecraft to be conducted safely.
EPS requirements between 100-200kW are most reasonably implemented with nuclear power.
Improving the thrust to power ratio is one important factor in the solution, both in mass and
time of flight. Until technology improves, this remains the single greatest factor in the
timeline. With the requirement of nuclear power for the EPS, it may be reasonable to expand
this study to include nuclear propulsion methods. This will be the direction of future research.
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Abstract
In this work we examine the relationships of FeO and TiO2 in the ejecta of 2059 lunar craters
in the Highland, Mare, and South Pole Aitken basin. The data were processed from Clementine
Imagery. This analysis provides a statistical overview of the iron and the titanium trends in these
three terranes, providing a guide for future work.
The distribution of FeO in the Highland terrane indicates a broad decrease in weight percentage
values with depth that correlates with TiO2 values. The Highland II iron-enhanced regions exhibit
unexpectedly high levels of iron, although concentrations still decline with depth.
The Mare terrane exhibits a decrease and a levelling of FeO values and then an increase in value.
This suggests that there are 3 layers – a) iron-rich basalt overlaying b) iron-poor material, possibly a
basalt / anorthosite mix, in turn overlying c) a mafic layer. The TiO2 content of Mare exhibits an even
distribution with depth and then an increase. This outcome might be as a result of two populations of
ejecta, one in the titanium-poor mare and the other in titanium-rich mare. Not all maria are covered
with titanium-rich basalts. Meteorite analysis indicate only barely significant traces of Ti at most,
therefore impactors are unlikely to be a significant source.
The FeO content in the South Pole Aitken basin displays no discernable trend, but the TiO2 content
shows a constant distribution with depth and a decrease at greatest depth of between 2 and 3
kilometres, that may suggest that the titanium source was outside this region.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to study the relationship of iron (FeO) and titanium (TiO2) in the
megaregolith / subsurface of the Highlands, Maria, and South Pole Aitken basin in relation with the
depth of the excavated craters. The data were derived from the Clementine space probe that orbited
the Moon in 1994 using the Lucey et al (2000) iron and titanium image algorithm, in association
with the US Geological Survey’s ISIS software. The ejecta of 2,000+ craters was analysed for the
average weight percentage values of iron and titanium. By doing so, craters can be used as natural
probes into the lunar crust (Spudis and Davis, 1986; Jackson 2001) and ejecta are the excavated
material. Broadly, craters with a diameter of less than 50 km have a depth about 10% of the diameter
as described by Grieve in 1981 and earlier by Croft in 1980. This is a facet of “simple craters”.
While some craters nearer the 50 km diameter range may be complex and this relation therefore not
strictly apply, craters of above a 50 km diameter will be complex in structure and cannot be used
for this study. This analysis provides a statistical overview of the iron and the titanium trends in the
three terranes, Highland, Maria, and South Pole Aitken basin (SPA), providing a guide for future
analysis.
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Methodology
The methodology used in extracting the data for this analysis has been described in Jackson and
Carter (Australian Journal of Earth Science, accepted 2006,) and also in Jackson et al. (2004), Spudis
et al. (2004). The resultant data set can be viewed at Australian Journal of Earth Science website
http://nla.gov.au/nla.arc-25194 or by contacting the corresponding author.

Graphical and Statistical Analysis of Results
The results are analysed by separating them into iron and titanium data for distinct Highland, Mare,
and South Pole Aitken basin regions (based on the province criteria of Jolliff et al., 2000). For each
region (Highland, Mare, South Pole Aitken basin) from the spreadsheet, a simple individual scatter
plot is constructed for analysis of “Iron”, or “Titanium”. Each is accompanied by an analysis plot
of “Iron (FeO)” and “Titanium (TiO2)” with a two standard deviation bar (sigma error bar) for
each grouping of mean crater diameter. One analysis plot has craters from 5 to 50 km and the other
with intervals of 5 km and 10 km for iron and titanium and terrane. These plots are accompanied
by related data tabulations that provides sub-population information for each grouping, and the
standard deviation. The standard deviation is the possible variance from the mean for the range of
values for each data diameter bin grouping.
In the analysis plots, the vertical bars represent a range of two standard deviation from
the mean for each grouping. An analysis program written in IDL groups crater mean diameters
into increasing 5 km diameter bins from 0 to 50 km, and calculates error bars on the basis of two
standard deviation from the mean of iron and titanium values for a given crater range. For example,
craters of 5 to 10 kilometres in diameter would have a mean of 7.5 kilometres. Similar plots with 10
km intervals have been constructed for comparison. The associated tables of data (Tables 1 to 12)
provide the total numbers of craters, and the number of craters for each crater range analysed.
A small number of craters (approximately less than 1 percent of the entire data set) overlapped
the Highland and Mare terranes. In these cases, a determination by iron (FeO) weight percentage
was made as to which category each crater belonged - whether they were more in Highland or more
in Mare in conjunction with Clementine spectral data. A number of anomalous iron and titanium
values were listed and previously described in Jackson and Carter (submitted) and shown in this
paper as Table 13. These craters and ejecta would seem to warrant a much closer study as these
anomalies may indicate unique histories or unusual processes at those locations.

Highland Iron
The Highland iron distribution graph (Figure 1) suggests a decline in iron concentration with
increasing depth. A few outlying points appear to have exceptionally high iron values (16 to 18
percent). These outliers in some sections of the highlands may be mixed with cryptomaria (Head



IDL is the Interactive Data Language distributed by www.ittvis.com of Boulder, Colorado USA.
“Cryptomaria” are hidden maria hence “cryptic” however the ages of such maria cannot be determined with
absolute certainty and various ages are estimated for different cryptomaria. These maria are thought to intrude into the
Anorthosite Highland crust (Hawke et al., 2005).
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and Wilson, 1992; Hawke et al. 2005), some basin ejecta, or intrusive material.
Figures 1, 2 and Table 1 in the analysis for Highland Iron (FeO) reveal a similar pattern of the
values of iron decrease with depth throughout. The Highland Iron data rely on fewer points at larger
crater diameters and hence produces larger statistical uncertainty. In Figure 3 and Table 2 the largest
craters shows a significant increase in iron content that could infer that in that area at that depth of
about 45 – 50 km there may be some small mafic (basaltic?) bodies that has been excavated with the
anorthosite in the ejecta or it has partly excavated into mafic material. A decline in iron is indicated
with increasing crater diameter from 5 km to 15 km size range; however the iron content seems to
be of similar values for the 15 to 50 km crater size ranges. The large error bar at the 40- 45 km bin
range in Figure 2 does provide some small concern for the reliability of data in this particular bin for
analysis. Similarly this appears so for the 40 to 50 km crater diameter range bin in Figure 3.
Interestingly, a point of note in Table 1 is that crater size range from 15 to 20 km has a
standard deviation of only 0.02 which is extremely small. This may indicate that material at the
level over the Highland region have almost no variation and therefore of a similar type, defined by
iron content. The same may be said of the 5 to 10km size range with a standard deviation of only
0.03, and of the 30 to 35 km size range with a standard deviation of only 0.08. These depth infer the
approximate excavation – the greater the diameter the greater the depth (Croft 1980, Grieve 1981).
These standard deviations may indicate that crater excavations to certain depths do not encounter
iron-bearing bodies, while excavations to other depths do encounter other iron-bearing bodies
(basalt?). The larger standard deviation in other size ranges may indicate that some craters are
excavated where iron bearing bodies (basalt?) also exist and others do not. The existence of ferroan
anorthosites (Jolliff et al, 1991, Norman et al., 1995) in some areas might be able to explain some of
the higher than expected iron values as seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Graph of Highland Average Iron Weight Percentage vs. Crater Diameter.
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Figure 2 Plot of Highland Iron (using two standard deviation error bars) relating to crater mean
diameter at 5 kilometre intervals. The 45 km to 50 km bin relies on one crater; therefore, no standard
deviation can be calculated.
Table 1 Average Highland Iron compared with mean crater diameter (5 km intervals).
Table of Highland Crater Ejecta Analysis for Iron.
Crater count =

1650

Crater

Number of Average Weight Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

0

n/a

n/a

5 to 10 km

242

5.37

0.06

10 to 15 km

649

4.32

0.42

15 to 20 km

416

3.96

0.03

20 to 25 km

173

4.30

0.67

25 to 30 km

79

3.93

0.26

30 to 35 km

52

3.60

0.17

35 to 40 km

32

3.81

0.32

40 to 45 km

6

2.80

1.31

45 to 50 km

1

5.3

n/a

<

5 km
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Figure 3 Plot of Highland Iron (using two standard deviation error bars) relating to crater mean
diameter at 10 kilometre intervals.

Table 2 Average Highland Iron compared with mean crater diameter (10 km intervals).
Table of Highland Crater Ejecta Analysis for Iron.
Crater Count = 1650
Crater

Number of

Average Weight

Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

< 5-10 km

242

5.37

0.06

10-20 km

1065

4.18

0.34

20-30 km

252

4.18

0.57

30-40km

84

3.68

0.11

40-50 km

7

3.16

1.48

Mare Iron
As expected, the median iron values here are higher than in other areas because of the basalt flows
that filled the basins to form the maria. Mare iron distribution values (Figure 4) show the iron values
to be more scattered than in the highlands. Figure 4 is biased by the crater diameter population
distribution. Mare terrane, because it has fewer craters, and especially very few larger craters, is
interpreted as younger than highland terrane. As a consequence, mare terrane has 369 craters and so
has fewer data points than highland terrane.
In Figures 5 and 6, for craters in the 5 to 30 km diameter range, there is a suggestion of a
trend of decreasing iron values with increasing crater size, followed by an iron value increase for
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the craters larger than 30 km diameter. The larger craters excavate deeper (Grieve, 1981) and hence
providing data that possibly extend into deep mafic crust. This trend of decreasing iron values to
certain depths (and then perhaps increasing) may be explained as the iron content of different rock
layers at different depths. Crater-forming impactors penetrate mare material, through the anorthositic
bedrock, and then into deep mafic crust. Hence the broad “U” shape suggested in Figure 6 tends
to support the concept of three rock layers of differing iron content. Tompkins and Pieters (1999)
indicates a mostly mixed to anorthositic bedrock, and does seem to lend support for the existence
of an iron-rich surface of basalt (~12 to ~19% FeO) over an lower-iron anorthositic(?) layer (~6 to
~12 % FeO) and a mafic (~12 to ~16% FeO) iron-rich layer. The maria data used in this study do not
exceed the maria iron (FeO) value range from 17.7% for Apollo 12 samples to the highest 22% from
the Apollo 15 samples (Taylor, 1982, pp 286-287). This work differs significantly from Tompkins
and Pieters’ lunar bedrock study in that we are analysing the megaregolith in Highland areas, South
Pole Aitken basin and maria (subsurface) that mostly overlays the bedrock.
Table 3, relating to Figure 5, describes the total numbers of craters, mean diameters, and
standard deviations for each set of grouped craters. It indicates that the majority of the 369 craters
are in the smaller diameter range. These craters were from all maria combining both lunar nearside
and farside populations.
Interestingly, the standard deviation for the 25 to 30 km crater diameter range (1.9) and
the 30 to 35 km size range (6.7) and the 40 to 45 km size range may indicate that at those levels
of excavation there was a significant variance in iron content in the ejecta. This may be further
evidence or indication of anorthositic bedrock underlaying the basalt of the maria and for different
thicknesses in the crust. Given the large error bars for the 5km bin analysis displayed in Figure 5, it
is better to use the 10km bin analysis displayed in Figure 6 to look for any trend with depth.
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Figure 4 Graph of Mare Average Iron Weight Percentage vs. Crater Diameter. This plot illustrates
the elevated iron values expected for basaltic regions.
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Figure 5 Plot of Mare Iron (using two standard deviation error bars) relating to crater mean
diameter at 5 kilometre intervals.
Table 3 Average Mare Iron compared with mean Crater Diameter (5 km intervals).
Table of Mare Crater Ejecta Analysis for Iron.
Crater count =

369

Crater

Number of Average Weight

Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

0

n/a

n/a

5 to 10 km

126

13.12

0.45

10 to 15 km

131

12.25

0.78

15 to 20 km

58

12.29

0.21

20 to 25 km

24

12.14

1.08

25 to 30 km

13

11.80

1.89

30 to 35 km

4

13.60

6.70

35 to 40 km

9

11.60

0.67

40 to 45 km

3

13.80

5.08

45 to 50 km

1

12.10

n/a

<

5 km
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Figure 6 Plot of Mare Iron (using two standard deviation error bars) relating to crater mean
diameter at 10 kilometre intervals.
Table 4 Average Mare Iron compared with mean crater diameter (10 km intervals).
Table of Mare Crater Ejecta Analysis for Iron.
Crater Count = 369
Crater

Number of

Average Weight

Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

< 5-10 km

126

13.12

0.45

10-20 km

189

12.26

0.12

20-30 km

37

12.02

0.83

30-40km

13

12.21

0.90

40-50 km

4

13.38

1.28

South Pole Aitken Basin Iron
South Pole Aitken (SPA) basin iron values (Figure 7) for 40 craters analysed show no apparent trend
with depth. As shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9 and in Tables 5 and 6, the iron remains uniform with
depth to within the error bars in the South Pole Aitken basin.
The range of diameters from 5 to 25 km provides a maximum excavation depth of 2.5
kilometres (Croft, 1980; Grieve, 1981) and the iron values are consistent in the data set. The South
Pole Aitken basin is a highly mafic region possibly exposing deep crustal or mantle material,
according to Lucey et al., 1998A. The large error bars in Figures 8 and 9 are a result of the limited
data available for this region and preclude a definitive result at this time.
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South Pole Aitken Basin Average Iron Weight Percentage in Ejecta.
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Figure 7 Graph of South Pole Aitken Average Iron Weight Percentage vs. Crater Diameter.

Figure 8 Plot of South Pole Aitken Basin Iron (with two standard deviation error bars) with 5 km
increments in crater mean diameter.
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Table 5 Average South Pole Aitken Basin Iron compared with mean crater diameter (5 km
intervals).
Table of South Pole Aitken Basin Crater Ejecta Analysis
for Iron.
Crater count = 40
Crater

Number of Average Weight Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

0

n/a

n/a

5 to 10 km

18

11.43

2.84

10 to 15 km

13

11.72

2.94

15 to 20 km

7

11.61

3.11

20 to 25 km

2

11.55

1.06

25 to 30 km

0

n/a

n/a

30 to 35 km

0

n/a

n/a

35 to 40 km

0

n/a

n/a

40 to 45 km

0

n/a

n/a

45 to 50 km

0

n/a

n/a

<

5 km

Figure 9 Plot of South Pole Aitken Basin Iron (with two standard deviation error bars) relating
to crater mean diameter at 10 kilometre intervals.Table 6 Average South Pole Aitken Basin Iron
compared with mean crater diameter (10 km intervals).
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Table of South Pole Aitken Basin Crater Ejecta Analysis for Iron.
Crater Count = 40
Crater
Size Range
< 5-10 km
10-20 km
20-30 km
30-40km
40-50 km

Number of
Craters
18
20
2
0
0

Average Weight
Percentage
11.42
11.68
11.55
n/a
n/a

Standard
Deviation
2.84
2.36
1.06
n/a
n/a

Highland Titanium
In highland areas (Figure 10), there is a clustering of points at the lower range of titanium values,
especially for smaller values. (The layered appearance of the data points in the plot is due to the
large number of data points at similar small values; also see Table 7.) The low titanium results are
as expected since the anorthositic highland material chemically does not usually contain titanium
and most of the high values are found in titanium-rich mare basalts (Iaroshevskii et al., 1980). The
titanium-rich basalts are the single most significant known source of titanium on the Moon (Taylor
1982). The exceptions are listed in the Table of Anomalies, Table 13 (Jackson and Carter submitted
2005), which shows craters that have high to moderately high titanium values in Highland areas.
This is perhaps an indication of some intrusion by titanium-rich basalt. In Figures 11 and 12 a
decline in titanium with crater diameter is evident. In addition, see Table 8 that is related to Figure
12. The low titanium values in these plots are as expected for Highland areas because the titanium
is incompatible with the structure of anorthosite and therefore is excluded during the cooling stages
of the anorthositic crust during the Moon’s early history (Iaroshevskii et al., 1980).
Table 7 gives for a highland population of 1650 crater the mean crater diameters and mean
titanium values with their standard deviation for each diameter range. This table provides a numerical
equivalent to Figure 11.
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Highland Average Titanium Weight Percentage in Ejecta.
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Figure 10 Graph of Highland Average Titanium Weight Percentage vs. Crater Diameter.

Figure 11 Plot of Highland Titanium (with two standard deviation error bars) relating to crater
mean diameter at 5 kilometre intervals. The data point on the extreme right hand side is based on a
single crater and hence no error bar can be given.
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Table 7 Average Highland Titanium compared with Mean Crater Diameter (5 km intervals).
Table of Highland Crater Ejecta Analysis for Titanium.
Crater count = 1650
Crater

Number of Average Weight Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

0

n/a

n/a

5 to 10 km

243

0.68

0.01

10 to 15 km

647

0.59

0.03

15 to 20 km

417

0.55

0.02

20 to 25 km

173

0.55

0.07

25 to 30 km

79

0.52

0.02

30 to 35 km

52

0.52

0.03

35 to 40 km

32

0.51

0.04

40 to 45 km

6

0.40

0.08

45 to 50 km

1

0.60

n/a

<

5 km

Figure 12 Plot of Highland Titanium (with two standard deviation error bars) relating to crater
mean diameter at 10 kilometre intervals.
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Table 8 Average Highland Titanium compared with mean crater diameter (10 km interval).
Table of Highland Crater Ejecta Analysis for Titanium.
Crater Count = 1650
Crater

Number of

Average Weight

Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

< 5-10 km

243

0.69

0.01

10-20 km

1065

0.57

0.02

20-30 km

252

0.54

0.06

30-40km

84

0.51

0.02

40-50 km

7

0.43

0.10

Mare Titanium
In this category there are 2 distinct populations of maria that have coverages of either titanium-poor
basalt flows or those of titanium-rich basalt flows.
Because of the maria that are covered with titanium-poor basalt, the data (see Figure 13) are
dominated by many small craters with relatively low titanium (TiO2) values. Broadly, the titanium
values are high, as expected, in areas where maria are covered with titanium-rich basalts.
In the maria the overall trend is one of a roughly constant titanium concentration of around
3 percent to a depth of about 3 km. This is shown by Figure 14 and Table 9. Due to the large error
bars in Figure 14, the interpretation of titanium concentration to depths over 3 km is not clear.
Nevertheless, when the data are re-binned to 10km crater diameter intervals, as shown in Figure 15
and Table 10, a rise in titanium concentration to more than 4 percent is indicated for depths greater
than 3 km.
Not all maria are covered with titanium-rich basalts, as noted earlier. For example, the eastern
part of Oceanus Procellarum is covered in titanium-poor basalt, which is overlaid by titanium-rich
basalt. (Jackson 2001; Jackson, 2003A and 2003 B). Therefore, craters excavating different depths
may give rise to different titanium levels. Alternatively, it could be speculated that impactors may
have excavated some craters near titanium-rich basalt outflows. The error bar in the 40 to 45 km
bin range is exceptionally large and doubt could be placed on its reliability, however this data bin
represents an extremely small population of 3 craters out of a population 20 2000+ craters and
therefore does not significantly bias the analysis
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Mare Average Titanium Weight Percentage in Ejecta.
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Figure 13 Graph of Mare Average Titanium Weight Percentage vs. Crater Diameter.

Figure 14 Plot of Mare Titanium using (with two standard deviation error bars) relating to increasing
crater mean diameter of 5 kilometre increments. The 45 to 50 km point relies on a single crater for
which no error bar can be given.
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Table 9 Mare Titanium compared with mean crater diameter (5 km intervals).
Table of Mare Crater Ejecta Analysis for Titanium.
Crater count =

369

Crater
Size
Range
< 5 km
5 to 10 km
10 to 15 km
15 to 20 km
20 to 25 km
25 to 30 km
30 to 35 km
35 to 40 km
40 to 45 km
45 to 50 km

Number
o
f
Craters
0
125
132
58
24
13
4
9
3
1

Average
We i g h t
percentage
n/a
2.87
2.65
2.68
2.85
2.72
4.33
2.26
4.80
2.60

Standard
Deviation
n/a
0.21
0.90
0.006
0.59
0.12
3.73
0.77
6.24
n/a

Figure 15 Plot of Mare Titanium (with two standard deviation error bars) for crater mean diameter
increasing by 10 kilometre increments.
Table 10 Average Mare Titanium compared with mean crater diameter (10 km intervals).
Table of Mare Crater Ejecta Analysis for Titanium.
Crater Count = 369
Crater
Size Range
< 5-10 km
10-20 km
20-30 km
30-40km
40-50 km
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Number of
Craters
126
189
37
13
4

Average Weight
Percentage
2.87
2.66
2.81
2.89
4.25

Standard
Deviation
0.21
0.006
0.46
0.99
1.65
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South Pole Aitken Basin Titanium
Figure 16 displays a spread of titanium values for the 40 craters in this population. This suggests that
the titanium values in this region remain fairly constant to about 1.7 km depth, and then decreasing
to about 2.5km. However, Pieters et al. (2001) describes the existence of some titanium-rich basalt
flows in the northern part of the South Pole Aitken basin; therefore, higher titanium values could
be expected in those areas. As is apparent from Lucey et al. (1998A) and Pieters et al. (2001), these
titanium-rich basalts seem to be mostly extend in a north-westerly to north-easterly arc, just inside
the edge curving around the northern limb of the basin.
Figures 17, and 18 and Tables 11 and 12 indicate a decline in titanium values with increasing
depth for the deepest measurable craters. The data in this study indicate that the highest value of
titanium is just under 2.5 percent, and therefore could be interpreted as titanium-rich material in
this northerly arc, mixed with underlying titanium-poor material of predominantly deep crust origin
(Pieters et al. 2001). Alternatively, the data indicate that the basalt may simply have contained
less titanium than other titanium-rich basalts found elsewhere on the Moon. Luna 24 sample data
analysed amount of TiO2 of 0.98% with Apollo data going as high as 13 % for Apollo 17. Although
the Luna and Apollo data (Taylor, 1982, pp 286-287) are not from the South Pole Aitken basin it
does provide an interesting comparison with other areas of the Moon. The result for this region of a
maximum of 2% TiO2 is not outside the range of known values for other parts of the Moon (Taylor,
1982, pp 286-287). The Apollo 15 samples having a 2.28% TiO2 are the closest to the results of this
study (Taylor, 1982, pp 286-287). Basalt sources are spatially separate partial melt zones within
the mantle and the geochemical composition of the basalts may vary as the composition of source
material may vary from place to place (Taylor, 2001).
The variation in titanium from place to place arises because the excavation of the South Pole
Aitken basin has exposed very deep crust (Lucey et al., 1998A, 1998 B), and so titanium-rich basalt
has flowed over what is interpreted as a titanium-poor mafic surface.
Although the size of the South Pole Aitken sample is small and does restrict interpretation,
it is large enough to suggest a decrease in titanium concentration at depth.
South Pole Aitken Basin Average Titanium Weight Percentage in Ejecta.
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Figure 16 Graph of South Pole Aitken Basin Average Titanium Weight Percentage vs. Crater Diameter.
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Figure 17 Plot of South Pole Aitken Basin Titanium (with two standard deviation error bars) ejecta
for increasing crater mean diameter in 5 kilometre increments.
Table 11 South Pole Aitken Basin Titanium for different mean crater diameter (5 km intervals).
Table of South Pole Aitken Basin Crater Ejecta Analysis for
Titanium.
Crater count =

40

Crater

Number of

Average Weight

Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

0

n/a

n/a

5 to 10 km

18

0.93

0.15

10 to 15 km

13

0.94

0.12

15 to 20 km

7

0.94

0.23

20 to 25 km

2

0.60

0.14

25 to 30 km

0

n/a

n/a

30 to 35 km

0

n/a

n/a

35 to 40 km

0

n/a

n/a

40 to 45 km

0

n/a

n/a

45 to 50 km

0

n/a

n/a

<

5 km
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Figure 18 Plot of South Pole Aitken Basin Titanium (with two standard deviation error bars) relating

to crater mean diameter, in increments of 10 kilometres.

Table 12 Average South Pole Aitken Basin Titanium compared with mean crater diameter (10 km
interval).
Table of South Pole Aitken Basin Crater Ejecta Analysis
for Titanium.
Crater Count = 40
Crater

Number of

Average Weight

Standard

Size Range

Craters

Percentage

Deviation

< 5-10 km

18

0.92

0.15

10-20 km

20

0.94

0.15

20-30 km

2

0.60

0.14

30-40km

0

n/a

n/a

40-50 km

0

n/a

n/a
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Crater

Latitude Longitude

Number
846
1061
1062
1106
1119
1128
1189
1276
1547
1694
1738
1739
1760
1761
1762
1763
1791
1792
1793
1794
1832
1833
1836
1891
1892
1895

15.6
50.5
52.2
54.4
17.5
45.5
-37.9
-19.8
-44.7
-38.4
-43
-49.6
-46.7
-44
-40.2
-32.7
-26.4
-34.2
-31.1
-36.8
-29.8
-28.6
-25.7
-48.7
-44.3
-43.7

-96.2
-24.4
-29.9
-4.6
-3.3
17.5
16.9
37.3
116.2
157.7
161.5
161.6
172.2
177.8
171.7
174.1
-170.7
-177.5
-170.6
-172.3
-165
-167.8
-169.2
-142.3
-143.7
-147.8

1900
2185
2215
2247
2350

-30.5
-39
-44.1
-31.2
-10.5

-147.3
-50.8
-46.4
-35.3
-5.1

Iron Av

Ti Av

Notes

Wt percent Wt percent
10.9
3.0
Highland
10.3
2.3
Highland
9.5
1.2
Highland
11.2
0.6
Highland
10
1.4
Highland
10.1
0.9
Highland
10.9
1.3
Highland
4.6
1.3
Highland / Mare border
10.4
1.1
Highland
11.1
1.1
Highland
12.4
1.4
Highland
12.4
1.2
Highland
10.2
0.8
Highland
11.8
1.0
Highland
10.2
1.1
Highland
12.4
1.7
Highland
11.8
1.0
Highland
11.4
1.2
Highland
12.6
1.8
Highland
11.9
1.4
Highland
10.9
1.2
Highland
11.4
1.5
Highland
10.2
1.2
Highland
13.1
0.9
Highland
10.3
0.7
Highland
10.1
1.0
Highland
Highland near small
10.1
1.0
Mare.
8.1
1.7
Highland
10.2
1.1
Highland / Mare
8.4
1.4
Highland
8.6
1.0
Highland / Mare

Table 13 Crater Ejecta containing Anomalous Iron (FeO) and Titanium (TiO2) Values.

Discussion
The distribution of values in Highland Iron (FeO) indicates a broad decrease in weight percentage
values with depth as do the Highland Titanium (TiO2) values. Although the statistical analysis is
not significantly affected it should be noted that the Highland II iron-enhanced regions (Jackson and
Carter submitted 2005, Spudis et al., 2004) do exhibit an unexpectedly levels of iron enhancement.
Mare Iron (FeO) exhibits a decrease and a levelling of values and then an increase in value
at greatest depth providing a broad “U” shape. Even allowing for the errors, this might suggest
that there are broadly 3 layers of firstly iron-rich basalt that overlays iron-poorer material (basalt /
anorthositic mix?) which in turn overlies a mafic layer. We note that layering is also implied by the
earlier work of Hawke et al. (2005), Norman et al. (1995) and Jolliff et al. (1991). In the future it
would thus be of interesting to extend our analysis to individual maria, to test whether this apparent
layering is truly universal.
Allowing for error bars, Mare Titanium (TiO2) exhibits an even distribution with depth and
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then an increase at greatest depth. This outcome might be as a result of two populations of ejecta one
in the titanium-poor mare and the other in titanium-rich mare.
Not all maria are covered with titanium-rich basalts, as noted earlier. For example, the eastern
part of Oceanus Procellarum is covered in titanium-poor basalt, which is overlaid by titanium-rich
basalt. (Jackson 2001; Jackson, 2003A and 2003 B). Therefore, craters excavating different depths
may give rise to different titanium levels. Alternatively, it could be speculated that impactors may
have excavated some craters near titanium-rich basalt outflows giving rise to the higher titanium
values.
It should be noted that the population or the largest caters numbers 4 and there fore is not a large
sample and is representative of only a relatively small area when compared to the total mare area.
This can bias the result.
South Pole Aitken basin Iron (FeO) displays no discernable trend. South Pole Aitken basin
Titanium (TiO2) shows a constant distribution with depth and a decrease at greatest depth of between
2 and 3 kilometres. Proposed sample return mission to the South Pole Aitken basin of the Moon,
once complete, will provide additional data and enable further statistical and other analysis of this
region.
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Towards a Classification System of Terrestrial Planets
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Abstract: The focus of extrasolar planet searches has become the detection of habitable terrestrial
planets. Planetary mass and orbit have large and obvious effects on habitability. Since the chemical
compositions of terrestrial planets also play an important role in habitability, we propose the creation
of a classification system for Earth-like planets based on the abundances of elements most important
for habitability. We describe the methodology for the creation of such a classification system based
on the observed chemical abundances of stars.
Keywords: Terrestrial planet formation, Solar system, chemical composition

Introduction
Background for the Creation of a Planet Classification System
Scientific understanding of a group of new objects begins with a useful classification scheme. For
a century astronomers have relied on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram to classify stars according
to their colour and magnitude. In the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram the Sun is seen to be part of the
main sequence of hydrogen-burning stars. An analogous classification system for planets has yet to
emerge. In our Solar System we have: small rocky planets close to the Sun (Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, asteroids), the gas giants (Jupiter and Saturn), then the ice giants (Uranus and Neptune) and
finally a swarm of small dirty snow balls (Pluto and company). This rudimentary orbital-radiusdependent pattern of small refractory rocks, then large gas giants, then smaller ice giants, was taken
as the standard model of planetary systems until the discovery of exoplanetary systems that did not
conform to this pattern.
Detected Exoplanets and their Implications for Extrasolar Terrestrial Planets
More than 200 giant extrasolar planets have been found over the past 15 years [1]. Statistical
distributions of the masses and orbital periods of the ~200 detected exoplanets are beginning to
reveal the fraction of Sun-like stars that host planets. The current best estimate is that at least ~25%
of Sun-like stars host currently observable planets [2]. Since our data is necessarily incomplete,
this number is only a lower limit; the actual number could be ~100% [2]. The limited sensitivity
of planet detection techniques and current observational durations of less than ~15 years heavily
favours detections of the most massive short-period exoplanets. For example, it is still the case that
if the Sun were among the targets being searched for planets, neither Jupiter nor any of the other
planets is massive enough or has a short enough period to have been detected around the Sun [3].
Over the next few years this situation will change as the baseline of observation extends to periods
longer than Jupiter’s 12 year period and thus to distances beyond ~ 5 AU from the central star.
Despite these limitations, we have a preliminary answer to the question: Is our Solar System typical
of planetary systems? By examining the period and mass histograms of detected exoplanets and by
correcting for known selection effects in the data, we found that the exoplanet data strongly suggest
that Jupiter-like planets in Jupiter-like orbits are common [3,4], i.e., Jupiter may be a typical planet,
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not an outlier. More definitively, over the next few years, radial velocity searches will start to detect
Jupiter-like planets at 5 AU and more, from their host stars, if they exist [3].
If the goal is to find planets that could harbour life, these detected exoplanets are not good
candidates. Most are gas giants with no solid surfaces and no liquid water. They are not terrestrial
planets in circumstellar habitable zones [5]. Finding terrestrial planets (not just planets) is the next
big initiative in astronomy and the next big step towards understanding the Earth [6]. Although
terrestrial planets are currently beyond detection limits, many are expected to be found over the
next 20 years using half a dozen multi-million dollar ground- and space-based instruments designed
specifically to detect them (e.g. SIM, COROT, Kepler, Terrestrial Planet Finder, Darwin). The
determination of how common terrestrial planets are in the universe depends on how precisely
one wants to define “terrestrial”. Here we use “terrestrial” as a synonym for rocky. Terrestrial
planets are those that resemble the Earth, and are thus composed of a silicate shell surrounding a
metallic core, as opposed to Jupiter-like planets that are mostly composed of light elements such as
H and He. Thus, Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars are terrestrial planets. Detecting, characterizing
and determining the habitability of nearby terrestrial planets is one of the highest priority areas in
astronomy with far reaching implications for humanity.
The consensus picture of rocky planet formation by core accretion in a protoplanetary disk [7, 8]
suggests that terrestrial planet formation is a common corollary of star formation. The concepts
and observations upon which this picture is based include our understanding of i) the behaviour of
volatile and refractory elements; volatile elements are swept out of the inner accretion disk leaving
the more refractory elements to form the rocky planets (e.g. [9]) ii) the position of the snowline in
a circumstellar disk; the snowline is the distance from the central star beyond which the temperature
is low enough for water to condense into ice [10], iii) infrared spectroscopy of stars of different
ages which yields the frequency of circumstellar disks as a function of stellar age; [11] and iv) the
observed few million year time scale for the disappearance of the circumstellar disks, corresponds
well with the time scales of the formation of terrestrial planets obtained from numerical simulations
[12, 13, 14].
Several sets of observations have important implications for the existence of extrasolar terrestrial
planets. Observed exoplanets are too massive to have formed in the short-period close-orbits
where we detect them. They must have migrated or been gravitationally scattered into their current
orbits [15]. Since these planets must have formed beyond the snowline outside of the circumstellar
habitable zone [2], it seems plausible that their transport inwards through the habitable zone would
have destroyed any habitable terrestrial planets that may have been in the system. This is one factor
that has been cited against the idea of terrestrial planets being common. However hot Jupiters that
have migrated through the habitable zone make up a small (~ 5% ) minority of systems. In addition,
in systems where this transport has happened, it is possible that terrestrial planets can form after the
passage of the giant [16].
The truncation of protoplanetary disks by close passages of nearby stars in the same stellar nursery
has been hypothesized to play an important role in determining how common terrestrial planets are.
However, Adams et. al. [25] find that most planetary systems with diameters less than 30 AU, would
not be substantially disrupted by the passage of nearby stars or by far ultra violet flux, which can be
seen ablating disks in the most dense star forming regions such as Orion.
Another factor that has been cited against the idea of terrestrial planets being common is that the gas
giants in our Solar System seem to have unusually low eccentricities compared to the set of detected
exoplanets. The low eccentricity of Jupiter may have played an important role in the formation
of the terrestrial planets in stable orbits and the delivery of volatiles to the inner Solar System.
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However, we do not know how frequent low eccentricities are. The broad range of eccentricities
currently observed is probably correlated to the migration or gravitational scattering of these planets
into observable orbits. Since these detected planets represent ~10-20% of the all systems, there is
still room (80-90%) for most planetary systems to be much more like ours, i.e., with low eccentricity
gas giants beyond the snowline and a few terrestrial planets nearer the host star.
Water and Habitability
All life on Earth depends on water. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect, on terrestrial planets
elsewhere in the universe, the same close association between the presence of liquid water and the
presence of life. Thus, we are most interested in terrestrial planets like the Earth that have liquid
water on their surfaces. Although H2O is the most common triatomic molecule in the universe, most
of it is a solid or a gas. Therefore, an important potentially limiting factor on extraterrestrial life is
not the presence of H2O, but the presence of the pressure and temperature regimes to keep the H2O
liquid. Temperature and pressure regimes consistent with keeping H2O a liquid are determined by
planetary mass and planetary orbit, which are therefore the main constraints defining a circumstellar
habitable zone [5]. The orbit should be the right size to keep the surface water between 0 and 100
C under the Earth’s atmosphere - with higher temperature limits for denser atmospheres. Also, the
mass of the planet must be sufficient to hold an atmosphere dense enough to maintain a pressure
above the 6 millibar triple point pressure of H2O and below the 220 bar critical point pressure of
H2O. Thus, habitability for water-based life is determined by a planet’s mass [17], its proximity to
the circumstellar habitable zone [5, 18], and by its bulk chemical composition.
Although H2O is common in the universe, it is probably a universal feature of terrestrial planet
formation that the inner 1 or 2 AU of a planetary system is relatively dehydrated due to its proximity
to the host star. The water abundance in the asteroid belt places the snowline in our Solar System
at ~2.7 AU [19] and we expect analogous snowlines in other planetary systems. The distance of
these snowlines from their host stars depends on the luminosity of the host star. Since H2O has to
be delivered, the mechanisms that deliver volatiles into the inner planetary system are probably
important prerequisites for volatile-based life on dry rocky planets. The Earth received its water
from a combination of water-rich (~10% by mass) asteroid impacts from the outer asteroid belt,
water-rich planetesimals from the Jupiter-Saturn region and to a lesser extent a late veneer of water
from cometary nuclei [19, 20]. The delivery of water to the inner planetary system is controlled by
the presence of gas giants with the right amount of eccentricity [21, 22]. These gas giants perturb
water-rich bodies beyond the snowline and produce radial mixing of the material in the Solar System,
much as the magnetic fields in the X-wind model [23] produce the radial mixing of components of
meteorites that have undergone varying degrees of thermal processing.

Methodology for creating a classification system: the chemical composition and
the habitability of terrestrial planets
The collapse of molecular clouds into stars, proto-planetary disks and eventually terrestrial planets
is a process that involves a series of fractionation events. Hydrogen, helium and other volatiles are
removed leaving the more refractory elements. The refractory elements are then further fractionated
as a result of cooling, condensation sequences, chemical affinity and the magnetically modulated
bipolar outflows seen as a normal feature of star formation. The resultant fractionation (at least in
one example) can be constrained by measurements of the elemental abundances in the terrestrial
planets and meteorites of our Solar System. The Earth is made of an iron core, a silicate mantle
and a volatile-rich crust/ocean/atmosphere that harbours life. This composition was determined by
the elemental abundances of the primordial Sun and the fractionation processes that occurred in the
accretion disk at ~ 1 AU from the Sun. The other terrestrial planets (Mercury, Venus and Mars) have
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bulk compositions similar to the Earth.
We propose that the bulk compositions of terrestrial planets orbiting other stars can be extracted
from measurements of stellar elemental abundances. These bulk compositions will provide the
basis for the first chemical-composition-based classification system of terrestrial planets. With the
initial framework of such a classification system, we will begin to be able to answer the question:
How does the chemical composition of the Earth and biosphere compare to the composition of other
terrestrial planets and other biospheres that may exist in the Universe? Our classification system
of terrestrial planets will inform our searches for other earths, and constrain our speculations about
extraterrestrial life [27, 28].
Existing ways to obtain information on the composition of an extrasolar planet are limited. In
rare cases when the planetary orbit is seen edge on from the Earth, transit photometry and radial
velocity measurements yield the radius, mass and hence the density of the planet, from which rough
estimates of the composition are made. Another way is to identify minerals in protoplanetary disks
by absorption and emission features in infrared spectra. Limited angular resolution prevents this
approach from probing the parts of the disks in circumstellar habitable zones [29].
The elemental abundances of the Sun provided the raw material for the terrestrial planets. The
most obvious pattern is the extreme depletion in the terrestrial planets of the most volatile elements:
hydrogen (H) and the noble gases (He, Ne, Ar). The abundances of the most refractory elements,
(Mg, Si, Fe Al, Ca, Ni, Cr, Ti and Co) are virtually identical in the Sun and terrestrial planets [30,
31]. The distribution of elemental abundances in Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars is a measure
of how different terrestrial objects can be, starting from the same solar material. [32, 8, 33, 34].
The observed range then gives us preliminary estimates of the range of elemental depletion in the
terrestrial planets orbiting nearby stars.
An increasingly large body of observations of circumstellar accretion disks, including infra-red
spectroscopy sensitive to mineralogy (e.g. [29]), suggests that the fundamental aspects of the
accretion and fractionation processes that led to the depletion pattern in our Solar System are
universal. Elemental volatility is universal within the range of temperatures and pressures expected
in protoplanetary disks. That is, terrestrial planets around other stars will have refractory elemental
abundances that match their host stars. Also, terrestrial planets will be severely depleted in the noble
gases compared to their host stars. These simple plausible examples have major implications for the
composition of terrestrial planets orbiting other stars – stars whose relative abundances of refractory
elements can vary by factors of at least two compared to the Sun.
A planetary classification system must be informed by how the composition of the Sun compares
to the compositions of other stars [35] and by how these compositional differences propagate into
compositional differences in the terrestrial planets that orbit them. Based on the plausible assumption
that the basic features of the elemental depletion patterns seen in our Solar System are universal, the
elemental abundances from comprehensive stellar spectral surveys can be used to estimate the bulk
chemical composition of the terrestrial planets that orbit these stars. Thus, elemental abundances of
other stars give us an estimate of the bulk compositions of other earths.
It is important to note that these estimates can be done in a statistical way or on a star-by-star basis.
The statistical analysis will yield a classification scheme for terrestrial planets enabling us to place
the composition of the Earth in context and begin to answer the question: How typical is the Earth?
The star-by-star analysis will enable us to predict what kind of terrestrial planet will be orbiting
each star – information that will help interpret the anticipated infrared spectra of terrestrial planet
atmospheres and help us locate the nearest habitable terrestrial planets.
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The translation of stellar chemical abundances into meaningful robust conclusions about the
“geology” and thus the habitability of terrestrial planets is a difficult challenge. However, it promises
to extend the concept of a circumstellar habitable zone to include the idea of a chemical habitable
zone based on the chemical abundances of extrasolar terrestrial planets. This chemical habitable
zone, or terrestrial planet classification system, will be a multi-dimensional scheme that will locate
terrestrial planets within estimated abundance ranges of particularly important elements. The most
important of these elements will be carbon, oxygen, magnesium, silicon, sulfur and the radioactive
isotopes responsible for keeping planets convectively active.
Important information about terrestrial planets can be extracted from the observed stellar ratio of
two elements: carbon and oxygen. These two elements are the most important “metals” making
up ~ 2/3 of the non-hydrogen/non-helium mass of the Sun (i.e. 2/3 of ~1.4%). The C/O ratio
determines the type of chemical environment in which the other elements condense and therefore
the mineral and bulk composition of the terrestrial planets that form around the star. The minerals
that elements condense into, depend on the C/O ratio of the host star. To first order, C and O pair up
to form CO, a volatile gas that is swept out of the inner parts of the planetary system. The remaining
atoms (either C or O, depending respectively on whether C/O >1 or < 1) dominate disk chemistry.
For example in our Solar System (C/O ~ ½), after most of the C was swept away as volatile CO
or CH4, the remaining surplus of oxygen combined with the next most abundant elements iron,
magnesium and silicon to form the predominant minerals in the Earth: the iron magnesium silicates
olivine and pyroxene.
In an oxygen rich, “oxidizing” protoplanetary disk, with C/O < 1, silicates and oxides form, as
happened 4.5 billion years ago in the case of the Earth. If C/O > 1, instead of a rocky silicate planet,
the carbon-rich reducing environment produces a carbon planet [36] made of reduced condensate
- predominantly graphite and silicon and titanium carbides. This would be a terrestrial planet
drastically different from Earth. Thus, surveys of stellar C/O ratios [37] will be one of the most
important data sets in classifying terrestrial planets [38].
Quantifying Radioactivity and the Heat Budget
The role of temperature in the origin of life is a topic of active research (see [39] and references
therein). We have discussed how temperature at the surface is controlled by orbital radius and
planetary mass which gravitationally binds an atmosphere. But heat generated by radioactivity (and
possibly by gravitational accretion, gravitational settling and the latent heat of the phase transition
of the cooling core) plays an important role in resupplying the surface with material out of chemical
equilibrium. One of the first steps towards estimating the habitability of a terrestrial planet will be
to determine whether chemical disequilibria are maintained by the resurfacing of the planet, either
through plate tectonics or some other mode of resurfacing. This in turn is determined by the heat
budget. The abundances of radioactive isotopes play the dominant role in setting the heat budget of
a terrestrial planet.
The thermal budget of the earth is determined by mantle heat production from radioactive decay of
a small number of isotopes. The abundances of the radioactive isotopes 40K, 235U, 238U and 232Th
dominate the heat production of terrestrial planets. To estimate the abundance of these radioactive
isotopes in other earths we will determine the best proxy elements whose abundances track most
closely the abundance of the element for which little or no data is available. Estimates of the relative
abundances of potassium, uranium and thorium can be made in this way when direct observations
are not available. To convert elemental abundances to isotopic abundances, we assume solar relative
abundances for the isotopes [40]. With the resulting isotopic abundances we can model the heat
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budgets of other earths as a function of time and make rough estimates of whether terrestrial planets
of a given mass will still be undergoing convectively driven resurfacing (see [41, 42, 43]).

Summary
Estimating the habitability of nearby planets is one of the most important priorities in astronomy.
Small variations in the abundances of critical elements (e.g. C, O, Mg, Si, S and radioactive
isotopes) strongly affect habitability. In our preliminary efforts to make quantitative estimates of
the characteristics of Earth-like planets orbiting nearby stars and determine their habitability, we
will proceed as follows:
1. determine the elemental fractionation depletion patterns that produced the terrestrial planets of
our Solar System starting from solar composition material
2. determine the range of stellar elemental abundances from comprehensive new stellar
spectroscopic surveys and compare the abundances to solar values
3. estimate the chemical composition of terrestrial planets around nearby stars based on the
depletion pattern of 1. and the stellar abundances of 2. above
4. classify terrestrial planets based on the estimates of the ranges over which the most important
elemental abundances of terrestrial planets can vary
5. develop tighter links between bulk composition and habitability by studying these links on
Earth.
This proposed research will provide the basis for the first classification system of terrestrial planets
and help focus subsequent studies of the habitability of nearby earth-like planets.
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Summary: Increasing innovation within educational institutions augments the need for adaptable,
effective, low budget-rapid schedule system prototype demonstration. This is especially true for
technologies with applications in the extreme environmental conditions of space. An inflatable
antenna prototype has recently been developed at RMIT University; however, the viability of
university-based, low cost, inflatable system prototype demonstration has not been established.
Consequently, a nano class satellite project is proposed to conduct a system demonstration of the
RMIT inflatable antenna prototype in space. This consists of design and analysis of a 1 kg nano
satellite system demonstration mission, production of a detailed design of the nano satellite system,
and the design and testing of an inflation mechanism for the inflatable antenna. This design concept
can be applied to other developing satellite technologies, particularly inflatable and gossamer-type
structures, and as such, increases the scope of university-based space development and innovation.
Keywords: nanosatellite, inflatable antenna, system prototype demonstration, low cost, one
kilogram nanosatellite, inflatables, satellite communications, university space program

Introduction
For the past decade there has been an on-going revolution in satellite engineering and design
philosophy. Shrinking budgets, a greater demand for social relevance, and recognition of the
benefits of fast technological turnaround, have precipitated the need for rapid schedules and small
scale programs accessible to a more diverse community of developers [1]. Previously, satellite
development required several years and significant financial resources, making it unaffordable and
unattractive for small programs [2]. However, recent advances in small low-power electronics have
facilitated miniaturisation beyond the microsatellite scale [3]. Consequently, a tendency towards
smaller, simpler, faster and cheaper is prevailing [4], with a proliferation of nano- and pico-class
satellites.
The commercialisation of space and increased pressure to reduce costs associated with design,
fabrication and launch of space innovations has also stimulated further investigation into spacebased inflatable structures as a solution to many applications. Such inflatable structures provide
a low-cost, loss-mass alternative to mechanically-deployed space structures, whilst reduction in
system mass and deployment complexity increase the reliability of the system [5, 6]. Applications
of inflatable technologies in space range from lunar and planetary habitats, to optical and infrared
imaging, to solar propulsion and sunshades, as well as space and satellite communications such as
radar reflect arrays and antennae. There are, however, significant challenges facing the use of such
applications, particularly related to manufacture, deployment, performance and longevity [5, 6].
Despite these challenges, the favourable characteristics of inflatables that lend themselves to such a
breadth of applications are similarly appealing to nanosatellite system applications, whose imminent
concern is to increase functionality with no system weight impact. Already the use of inflatables as a
de-orbiting device for picosatellites is being investigated. Furthermore, nanosatellites’ growing role
as a test-bed for commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technology and innovative hardware makes them
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a prospective experimental platform for inflatables.
At RMIT University, PhD student Naomi Mathers is currently developing an inflatable antenna and
has fabricated a prototype. Constructed using thin films, the 0.5 metre diameter inflatable antenna
prototype has a parabolic dish and conical shape [7].

Fig. 1: Diagram of Mathers’ Inflatable Antenna[8]
At present, no means to test the prototype in space exists at the university. Indeed, a nanosatellite
has never been developed for such a purpose. Consequently, a nanosatellite mission and a onekilogram spacecraft for the deployment of Mathers’ antenna will be designed. This paper presents
the specification of the aforementioned mission and a brief reflection on design considerations in
progress.

Mission Specification
Mission Objectives
The primary objective of the nanosatellite mission is to perform system prototype demonstration
of the inflatable antenna prototype, including execution and recording of deployment, monitoring
and logging of physical stability, configuration, orientation and status, for a short time in space at
minimal cost with nominal resources. Secondary objectives include furthering the development of the
antenna prototype, extending nanosatellite technology demonstration of inflatables and enhancing
university participation in space development and innovation. This has been quantified in a set of
top-level mission requirements in Appendix.
Mission Characterisation
The approach to mission design is best described as minimalist. The mission is to be executed by
a small budget and unsophisticated program with nominal investment into mission architecture,
while making use of established facilities, equipment and procedures, as well as services where
required. Therefore dominance of acquisition cost and design-to-orbit schedule drivers is critical to
design, resulting in a short and autonomous mission, with limited but specific mission capability and
success criteria, with mission oriented design.
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Mission Architecture
The mission architecture can be defined to include a number of mission elements, which have been
briefly characterised and displayed in the table below.

Table 1: Mission Architecture
Mission Elements
Launch System

Orbit
Mission Operations

Communications
Architecture
Ground System

Description
Characterisation
The systems required to place the Contracted Launch Service
spacecraft in orbit.
Provider as secondary
payload or cooperated
primary payload
Spacecrafts path or trajectory
LEO between 200 to 500
km
The people, hardware and
The nanosatellite is to be
software that execute the
completely autonomous
mission, the mission operations
concept and attendant policies,
procedures and data flows during
mission.
Arrangement of components that Satellite communication
satisfy command, control and
system and ground system
communications requirements. only. No command or
control.
Those systems on the ground that Established tracking facility
receive, transmit, and distribute and downlink (kA band to
data for, or obtained by, the
download video) to modest
spacecraft.
ground station

Each mission element has been characterised and specified in accordance with the approach
described in the Mission Characterisation.
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Mission Profile
The mission can be broken down into a number of discrete phases; these constitute the mission
profile and are shown below.
Table 2: Mission Profile
Mission Phase
Launch Phase
Insertion Phase
Activation Phase
Inflation Phase
Operation Phase
Decommission Phase
Disposal Phase

Description
The transport of the nanosatellite from earth
to mission orbit altitude within the launch
vehicle
The transfer of nanosatellite at altitude from
the launch vehicle into orbit
The initiation of all necessary on-board
systems to active state (to function during
inflation and operation phases)
The deployment of the inflatable antenna
via the nanosatellite inflation system and
video recorded by on-board camera
The operation of on-board processes
required to monitor the payload and
transmit data to ground
Post mission operation prior to destruction
The destruction or de-orbiting of the
nanosatellite

The total mission duration has been constricted to 48 hours as per the mission requirements,
to maximise capability and reliability against mission cost.

Design
Preliminary design commenced with comparative studies of like nano- and pico-class satellite
applications, designs and components. A functional baseline is being developed, with the aim of
producing a minimum design point from which to increase capability if weight, power and cost
budgets allow. The following are preliminary design considerations of each nanosatellite subsystem
for point design.
Design Philosophy
Similar to mission characterisation, to achieve maximum functionality at minimum cost and volume
the use of state-of-the-art COTS technology is essential. However, the resources that are afforded
by conventional satellite programs for thorough testing are unavailable to small satellite missions.
Therefore, it is most likely that technology that is not space qualified will be employed. The problems
associated with this will be mitigated through careful risk management, system level testing and
sound design practices. Critical to this is the use of fully redundant subsystems, achieved through
layered architectures with proven systems used at the lower level [9].
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Fig. 2: Spacecraft elements and technology permeation[10]
Payload
The payload consists of three interdependent systems. The first of these is the antenna prototype
itself. This includes the antenna structure, feed horn and stabilising torus. The second system is the
antenna deployment system or inflation system that will deploy and inflate the antenna prototype at
the appropriate mission time. This comprises the packing method, gas supply, inflation mechanism
and related components. The final system is the payload monitoring or observation system, which is
made up of thermal sensors, vibration sensors and pressure transducers to monitor antenna prototype
status, as well as a CCDV camera to record deployment.

Propulsion System
The short duration and refined mission capability negate the need for orbital adjustment. Additionally,
complete autonomy and the absence of command and control render active attitude control
unnecessary. Therefore, there is little benefit for any propulsion system and its absence results in
considerable savings in weight and power.
Structure
A rectangular prism configuration has been chosen as a baseline, due to the superior structural
stability and rigidity of the shape, as well as maximum solar power output since deployables will be
kept to a minimum. Moreover, the recent popularity of a cubic structural layout makes it likely that
such a configuration will be more easily integrated into launch provider’s existing installation and
deployment systems. Aluminium alloys are being investigated for primary structural elements due
to their strength to weight properties and commercial availability.
Attitude Determination & Control
System autonomy precludes active control and the need for attitude determination, however, the
effects of undesirable motion and the consequent stability requirements of nanosatellite systems
are being investigated. Passive attitude control methods will be used to address these requirements.
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Thermal Control System
The impact of thermal control techniques used on nanosatellites is not yet established, and many
have been launched with no thermal management. Thermal control will therefore be limited for
point design to establishing operational thermal environmental conditions and thermal modes of the
nanosatellites, prescribing system thermal requirements and then using these as a guide to selecting
components with appropriate operating thermal ranges. Additionally, thermal control methods will
be reviewed.
Flight Computer System
For point design, only simple operations will be considered. More complex tasking may be required
but will only be decided at later stages based on trade analysis of power requirements and additional
costs and weight. The low earth orbit is selected to minimise the error detection and correction
requirements. Flight hardware components such as memory, microprocessors and integrated
circuitry are being investigated. On-board storage is largely dependent on the sensor payload,
achievable downlink data rates and orbit parameters, while the microprocessor selected based on
cost, functionality, size and power reqiurements.
Power Supply System
Installed power requirements are being kept to a minimum, however the lack of tasking or scheduling
may result in undesirable increases. Power supply is therefore going to be from both solar cells and
battery, which may be reduced beyond point design with the added capability. Direct power to
weight trades are necessary.
Communications System
The high degree of autonomy places high demands on the nanosatellite communication system.
Although point design only requires downlink, the communications system must cope with relatively
high bandwidths and data rates to accommodate video data transmission, albeit only for a brief
period of the mission. Furthermore, due to the paucity of active attitude control, omnidirectional
antennae and spin modulated transmission are required. Operating environment effects are being
investigated, with signal acquisition and impact on ground system requirements assessed.
Mechanical & Pyrotechnic Systems
The explosive and mechanical mechanisms will be avoided and only reviewed for deployment
and launch vehicle separation. The following considerations are being addressed: activation and
initiation, function and operation, control and regulation, as well as components sizing, materials
and acquisition.

Testing
Given the critical and particular nature of the antenna prototype deployment and inflation system
to mission success, an experimental investigation and subsequent testing of this system will be
undertaken. Specifically, the effects of packaging methodology, gas supply, and deployment and
inflation mechanism alternatives will be considered, in order to evaluate the most efficient system i.e.
incorporating the minimum wet mass and hardware to achieve suitable inflation pressure, flow rates
and temperature results. In particular, the following will be assessed: packing factor, phase change
and residual air gas supply methods, and deployment casing detachment. Inflatable spheres as well
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as an inflatable prototype will be inflated in an anechoic chamber to this end, and results documented
and used for detailed system design. The resultant system will be fabricated and tested to validate
the experimental results and final deployment and inflation system design configuration.

Conclusion
st

Nanosatellites have assumed a crucial role in space innovation at the beginning of the 21 century.
As low budget, rapid schedule entities that employ COTS technology they are ideal for the essential
step of testing new designs in space, and so enable educational institutions and small industry to
participate in the production of completed, space-qualified technology.
Similarly, inflatable technology has a significant role in the future of space innovation. It is low
mass, low cost, robust and durable, with simple deployment mechanisms and high reliability, making
it highly appealing throughout the space community.
This project will design a nanosatellite for the deployment of the Mathers’ inflatable antenna
prototype at RMIT University. With a focus on mission, nanosatellite and inflation system design, the
project endeavours to design a nanosatellite for the express purpose of inflatable system prototype
demonstration. Its success will have significant implications. The design concept can be applied to
other developing satellite technologies, particularly inflatable and gossamer-type structures. In this
way the project emphasises that small scale developers are indeed able to test and evaluate, and thus
to space qualify, their own innovations, so imparting greater ownership of the technology to the
original developers and increasing the scope of small program space development and innovation.
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Appendix
Mission Requirements
Mission Functional Requirements:
M1.0 All stages of the antenna prototype inflation process must be
visually recorded. M2.0 Inflatable antenna prototype vibrations must
be recorded over the duration of the mission. M3.0 Inflatable antenna
prototype base diameter and height variations must be recorded
for the duration of the mission. M4.0 Inflatable antenna prototype
internal pressure must be recorded throughout the duration of the
mission. M5.0 Inflatable antenna prototype internal temperature must
be recorded throughout the duration of the mission.
Mission Operational Requirements:
M6.0 The Space Vehicle Communications System must support Ku Band frequencies
at a minimum for the transmission of both video and data to the Ground System.
M7.0 The Space Vehicle’s Structural System must withstand launch and separation/
deployment loads and vibrations.
M8.0 The Space Vehicle Systems must be completely autonomous in-flight, particularly the
deployment of the inflatable antenna prototype and related observation and monitoring
equipment.
M9.0 The Space Vehicle System’s separation/deployment mechanism must be
compatible with the Launch Service nanosatellite deployer. M10.0 All nonsubcontracted mission systems must be installed, operated and maintained by
RMIT University students and/or personnel.
Mission Constraints:
M11.0 The total mass of the Space Vehicle System is constrained to no greater than one
kilogram in order to minimize launch costs.
M12.0 The total volume occupied by the Space Vehicle System is constrained to be compatible
with the Launch Service nanosatellite deployer, payload adaptor, or in its absence, stowage
space.
M13.0 The service life is constrained to 48 hours to reduce mission costs, mission
resources and Space Vehicle System weight and power requirements.
M14.0 The total mission acquisition time frame is constrained to 2 years.
M15.0 The total mission acquisition cost is constrained to US$20,000.
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Summary: The Moon is the cornerstone of our understanding about the formation of terrestrial
planets and the gateway to future exploration of the Solar System. Australian scientists led by
Ross Taylor, Ted Ringwood, and Bill Compston played a major role in the pioneering efforts to
understand the origin and evolution of the Moon through studies of lunar samples returned to
Earth by the Apollo program. The current international lunar exploration environment will provide
new opportunities for Australian participation ranging from planetary geology, geochemistry, and
geophysics to remote sensing of Earth, space physics, planetary astronomy, biomedics, technology
development and information management. Key rationales for returning to the Moon include:
Science: The Moon is a witness to 4.5 billion years of Solar System evolution. Global datasets
for key parameters such as mineralogy and chemistry obtained by orbiting spacecraft can be linked
with detailed laboratory analysis of lunar samples to reveal the formation of terrestrial planets.
The lunar crust provides spectacular evidence of early global magmatism, and bombardment by
asteroid-size planetesimals, a history intimately linked to the early Earth but not preserved in the
terrestrial rock record.
Resources: The Moon contains reservoirs of material and energy necessary for living and
working space. Volatile elements such as hydrogen occur in permanently shadowed regions near
the poles, either as ice or implanted in reactive surfaces of mineral grains from which water can be
extracted. Permanently sunlit areas near the poles provide continuous solar power without the need
for overnight storage. The Moon is a staging ground and supply station for voyages to Mars and
beyond. Economic opportunities exist for creative solutions to long-standing problems of providing
fuel and consumables for space operations.
International cooperation: Effective exploration of the Moon will require unprecedented
levels of international cooperation. The national and scientific rationales for planetary exploration
are recognized by many nations, and several spacecraft missions for lunar exploration will fly over
the next few years. World leaders will need to acknowledge the dual drivers of cooperation and
competition that will propel the long-term exploration of the Moon and other planets.
Inspiration: Overcoming the challenges that confront planetary pioneers takes invention and
personal involvement. Exploration requires not only the best technical knowledge but also resourceful
solutions to demanding problems. Creativity is the core renewable resource of a vibrant society.
Opening new frontiers engages the public and fosters a culture of education and innovation.
Introduction
The Moon has been a source of wonder and inspiration for thousands of years. More recently it
has assumed iconic status as the cornerstone of our understanding about the formation and early
evolution of terrestrial planets. Sending spacecraft and human missions to the Moon is now the
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central focus of several national space programs, including those of Europe, Japan, China, and India,
as well as the USA. Planetary science offers a cost effective means by which the Australian public,
science, and business communities can participate in and benefit from this grand adventure.
Exploring the Moon is important for many reasons, including new science, economic opportunities,
inspiration, and the refinement of human institutions. In this article we outline briefly why the Moon
is a cornerstone of planetary science and the gateway to future exploration of the Solar System.
Science
The Moon is a unique scientific laboratory of extraordinary facility and diversity. Four and a half
billion years of geological history are preserved and readable in the rocks and dust found on the
lunar surface. About 400 kg of lunar rocks and regolith have been returned to Earth by manned
and robotic missions to the Moon and by recovery of lunar meteorites from Antarctica and the hot
deserts. Importantly, most lunar samples can be placed within a specific geological context, which is
not the case for meteorites from Mars or the asteroids. In addition to photographic coverage, global
datasets for key parameters such as major and trace element chemistry (e.g., Al, Fe, Ti, Th) are
now available from orbital spacecraft missions such as Clementine [Nozette et al., 1994; Sorensen
and Spudis, 2005] and Prospector [Binder, 1998]. These global data can be linked with detailed
laboratory analysis of lunar rocks and soils to discover new facets of the Moon.
Global geology
The orbital datasets obtained by the Clementine and Prospector missions generated significant new
concepts about the structure and origin of the lunar crust. Early studies of lunar samples returned
by the Apollo missions proposed a concentrically layered structure for the lunar crust with a highly
aluminous anorthositic layer overlying a more basaltic lower crust [Ryder and Wood, 1977]. In
contrast, the geochemical maps, multispectral images, and geophysical data from the Clementine and
Prospector missions revised this view by showing that the lunar crust is asymmetric in composition
and structure, and composed of distinct terranes that vary laterally and vertically in composition and
geological history [Jolliff et al., 2000; Robinson and Riner, 2005].
These global datasets highlight much that we do not understand about the Moon, such as (1) the
origin of the regional Procellarum ‘hotspot’ with striking enrichments in heat-producing elements
such as uranium, thorium, and potassium [Jolliff et al., 2000], (2) when the gigantic farside South
Pole-Aitken Basin formed [Petro and Pieters, 2004], and (3) whether or not ice exists in permanently
shadowed regions near the lunar poles [Feldman et al., 1998, 2000].
In 2006 the European Space Agency’s SMART-1 (Small Missions for Advanced Research in
Technology) spacecraft mapped variations in lunar gravity, topography, and composition, and
surveyed the surface distribution of minerals such as pyroxenes, olivines and feldspars [Foing et
al., 2005]. The mission ended in September 2006 when the spacecraft impacted the lunar surface.
The pace of lunar exploration will increase dramatically over the next few years with the Chinese
Chang’E, Japanese Selene, and Indian Chandrayaan-1 missions scheduled to launch in 2007 and the
NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) in 2008. These missions will deliver improved image
sets and global maps of topography, gravity, physical characteristics, mineralogy, and chemistry of
the lunar surface with particular emphasis on evaluating the possible occurrence of ice in permanently
shadowed regions near the lunar poles.
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Early planetary differentiation
The scarred surface of the Moon provides spectacular evidence of global processes that shaped the
early terrestrial planets. The concepts of giant impacts and planetary magma oceans, the calibration
of absolute timescales for Mars, Mercury and Venus from crater distributions, and the idea that a late
bombardment struck the Earth and Moon about ~3.9 billion years ago all derive from studies of the
Moon. Australian scientists lead by Ted Ringwood, Ross Taylor and Bill Compston played a major
role in our current understanding of the origin and evolution of the Moon through studies of lunar
samples returned to Earth by the Apollo program.
One of the most influential discoveries was the realisation that the Moon experienced extensive
melting and large-scale differentiation into an aluminous crust and ultramafic mantle very early
in its history, probably by crystallisation of a global magma ocean following a gigantic collision
between the proto-Earth and a Mars-sized planetesimal [Wood et al., 1972; Taylor and Jakes, 1974,
Canup, 2004]. Isotopic studies of lunar samples have shown that initial differentiation of the Moon
occurred within 50-100 million years after condensation of the solar nebula [Norman et al., 2003;
Klein et al. 2005] with crystallization of the magma ocean probably continuing for another 100-250
million years [Nyquist and Shih, 1992; Nyquist et al., 1995].
The magma ocean model was developed initially for the Moon, but it now appears that Mars
[Brandon et al., 2000; Foley et al., 2005] and the Earth [Bennett et al., 1993; Boyet and Carlson,
2005; Harrison et al., 2005] also experienced large-scale crust-mantle differentiation soon after they
formed. The timing and sequence of events that produced terrestrial planets in our Solar System
is an area of active research but it seems clear that early differentiation was a general feature that
set initial boundary conditions and may have played a key role in the development of planet-scale
chemical and physical structures [Wood et al., 2006].
Impact history: a late cataclysm
The return of rock samples from the Moon marked a turning point in our appreciation of impact
as a fundamental geological process. Virtually all of the rocks in the lunar highlands are impact
breccias of one type or another. They show that the upper crust of the Moon has been reworked
extensively by impact bombardment dating from the time of lunar crustal formation at ~4.45 Ga
until the present. An accurate reading of the impact history of the Moon is essential for establishing
absolute timescales of geological events on other planets, the effects of large impact events on
crustal and biological evolution on Earth, and a better understanding of planetary dynamics [Gomes
et al., 2005; Strom et al., 2005; Hartmann et al., 2007].
A major unexpected discovery obtained from geochronological studies of lunar impact melt breccias
was the realisation that massive impact events occurred considerably later than most models of
planetary accretion would predict. The age distribution of lunar impact melt rocks shows that a
population of large (10-100 km diameter) planetesimals struck the lunar surface at ~3.8 to 4.0 billion
years ago, some 500-700 million years after initial differentiation of the crust and mantle [Hartmann
et al., 2000; Warren, 2004; Norman et al., 2006]. This clustering of impact ages corresponds to an
episode of intense crustal metamorphism defined by U-Pb isotopic compositions of lunar anorthosites,
an observation that lead to proposals for a ‘cataclysmic’ spike in the number of large impact events
on the Moon [Tera et al. 1974; Ryder, 2002]. In this scenario, at least 15 of the major lunar basins
formed within a relatively brief (~100-200 million years) episode of heavy bombardment [Stöffler
and Ryder, 2001].
Where these impactors came from, why they invaded the inner Solar System at this particular
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time long after planetary accretion has ceased, and their possible influence on the evolution of the
terrestrial planets are topics of current research [Norman et al., 2002; Gomes et al., 2005; Strom et
al., 2005]. Lunar samples provide the best opportunity for understanding what happened during this
enigmatic episode of planetary evolution as virtually all vestiges of this major geological event have
been wiped from the Earth by erosion and tectonism.
High-resolution images and data from recent spacecraft missions and laboratory studies of meteorites
suggest that a late heavy bombardment probably occurred on Mars [Hartmann and Neukum, 2001]
and many of the asteroids [Bogard, 1995], so the Earth was almost certainly hit as well. The
implications of a late heavy bombardment for development of early crust and emergence of biology
on the terrestrial planets are just beginning to be appreciated [Ryder, 2002; Segura et al., 2002;
Bailey, 2007].
Solar System dynamics
The provenance of the impactors responsible for creating the large lunar basins is controversial.
Recent dynamical models suggest that icy objects from the outer Solar System may have been
scattered inward toward the terrestrial planets by the late migration of the orbits of Neptune and
Uranus [Gomes et al., 2005]. In contrast, the size distribution of lunar craters is more consistent with
an origin of the impacting bodies in the asteroid belt rather than comets [Strom et al., 2005].
Siderophile (‘iron-loving’) element compositions of lunar impact breccias provide a unique record
of the nature of planetesimals populations in the inner Solar System and one way to test these
various models for early Solar System dynamics. Siderophile elements are sensitive tracers of
meteoritic contributions to impact melts because of their low concentrations in crustal target rocks
compared to common classes of chondritic and iron meteorites (factors of 102-105). Different groups
of chondritic meteorites (i.e., carbonaceous, ordinary, and enstatite chondrites) have measurable
differences in their siderophile element signatures, probably reflecting volatility and redox related
processes in the nebula and the parent bodies. From geochemical studies of siderophile element
abundances in impact melt breccias the impactor that created the Serenitatis basin was identified
as an enstatite chondrite, a relatively rare type of highly reduced meteorite [Norman et al., 2002,
Kring and Cohen, 2002]. Our recent studies of Apollo 16 melt breccias have recognized at least two
different siderophile element signatures, consistent with ordinary chondrite and enstatite chondrite
impactors [Bennett and Norman, 2005; Norman and Bennett, 2006].
The provenance of enstatite and ordinary chondrites is thought to be the asteroid belt, which is
consistent with the size distribution of lunar craters [Strom et al., 2005]. Although the siderophile
element compositions of comets are unknown, a reasonable assumption is that they resemble
carbonaceous chondrites. The lack of carbonaceous chondrite signatures in lunar melt breccias argues
against comets from the Oort Cloud or Kuiper Belt as a major source of impacting planetesimals
during the late heavy bombardment of the Moon [cf. Gomes et al., 2005].
The siderophile element compositions of lunar impact breccias support the hypothesis that multiple
impact events hit the lunar surface within a relatively brief interval of time. The immediate source of
these impacting planetesimals appears to be the asteroid belt rather than comets. Further tests of the
cataclysm hypothesis and the source of impacting planetesimals are from additional determinations
of the ages and siderophile element compositions of lunar impact breccias are in progress.
Resources
Although composed largely of common silicate minerals (mainly feldspar, pyroxene, and olivine),
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the Moon contains resources of material and energy that we need to survive and operate in space.
With its proximity to Earth, the Moon is a natural logistics and supply station for basic consumables,
an offshore island of useful commodities for use locally, in space, and in some cases ultimately back
on Earth.
Water is an extremely valuable resource in space. In its liquid form it supports life and it can be
broken down into its two components, hydrogen and oxygen. These elements can be recombined
make the highest-energy chemical rocket propellant known. Orbiting spacecraft have discovered
high concentrations of hydrogen in permanently shadowed regions of craters near the poles of the
Moon [Nozette et al., 1994; Feldman et al., 1998, 2000]. Although the exact form and origin of
this hydrogen remains to be determined, a sizable fraction may exist as ice, perhaps trapped from
impacting comets. If all of the hydrogen is bound as ice, this constitutes a potential resource of more
than 10 billion tons of water, or enough hydrogen and oxygen to launch a fully fueled space shuttle
once a day, every day for almost 40 years.
Although lunar ice would be an important resource, it is not absolutely necessary to support resource
utilization for exploration. Water can be made anywhere on the Moon by heating the regolith.
Significant amounts of solar wind hydrogen (50-150 ppm in Apollo regolith samples), helium,
carbon, nitrogen, and noble gases have been implanted in the surfaces of mineral grains over billions
of years of exposure to the solar wind [see review by Haskin and Warren, 1991, pp. 436-448]. When
heated, the implanted hydrogen will react with oxides and glasses to produce water. Approaching
the lunar poles, it is clear that solar wind hydrogen concentrations increase, as probably do helium
and other solar wind volatiles. Associated increases in the abundance of the rare isotope helium-3
would further enhance the economic potential of this fusion energy fuel for use on Earth and for
interplanetary propulsion and life support [Schmitt, 2005]. Major scientific and industrial efforts are
underway to design systems to extract, store, and use lunar volatiles for fuel and consumables.
By an interesting coincidence, other areas near the lunar poles are appear to be constantly illuminated
by the Sun [Burke, 2005]. These permanently lit areas may provide some of the best sites for
sustaining long-term operations on the lunar surface due to the continuous availability of solar
power without the need for overnight storage. Hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells also need to be evaluated
to meet specific applications of the lunar exploration systems.
In addition to providing support for robotic and manned activities on the lunar surface, it is possible
that solar energy could be collected, concentrated, and beamed to Earth, potentially providing a
clean and reliable energy source [Criswell, 1998]. Generating solar power on the Moon solves the
apparent “showstopper” of non-lunar, space-based solar power systems, i.e., the high cost of getting
the solar arrays into space. Instead of launching arrays from the deep gravity well of Earth, lunar soil
can be used to make the solar panels directly on the Moon. As with all other aspects of the emerging
industrialisation of the Moon, lunar-based solar power systems must be evaluated economically and
environmentally against equally intriguing helium-3 fusion power systems, and indeed any lunarbased system must be weighed against competitive terrestrial energy before the viability of any
particular approach can be determined. Space-based energy systems do, however, offer new options
as human needs evolve through the 21st century.

International cooperation
Exploring the Moon presents opportunities for an unprecedented level of international cooperation.
Europe [Foing et al., 2005], Japan [Mizutani et al., 2005; Hisahiro et al., 2005], China [Huixian et
al., 2005], India [Bhandari, 2005], and the USA have active lunar exploration programs. Russia
[Galimov, 2005] and several other nations are seriously considering spacecraft missions to the Moon.
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The mix of robotic spacecraft and humans vary in these plans, but the political, economic, and
scientific rationales for exploration are clearly recognized by many nations. Australia remains one
of the few developed nations without a space agency or a space science and engineering program.
International cooperation offers synergies for science and long-term public and private development
through coordinated spacecraft operations and the exchange and integration of mission data. It is
no longer a question of “if” we return to the Moon. The real unknown is how fast, and the degree
to which international cooperation can be achieved. Unlike the first race to the Moon during the
1960’s, advanced technology is now broadly distributed and almost impossible to contain. With 35
years of experience in robotic exploration of the Solar System, planetary scientists have evolved into
a relatively open community with mutual goals and a philosophy of sharing data with colleagues
around the world. The electronic revolution allows data to be systematically stored, exchanged, and
analyzed with fewer constraints imposed by the tyranny of distance.
The coming decade will return a deluge of data about the Moon. International participants are now
developing their data policies, with most participants recognizing that it is advantageous to present
validated data in the international arena. Science has few borders and the international scientific
community will be the first beneficiary of the initial wave of new data obtained with orbital sensors.
As the various programs expand to landers and outposts, national space agencies and world leaders
will need to acknowledge and accommodate the creative and competitive spirit that is the primary
driver for long-term exploration of the Moon and other planets. Australian geoscientists and
entrepreneurs, alone or in teaming arrangements, can have an immediate impact through lunar and
planetary science research, instrument and component design and manufacture, and the development
of global infrastructure such as communications and data management systems.
Inspiration
In the 21st-century, increasing technological and environmental challenges will call for an educated
and energetic workforce. Tackling the challenges of exploring another planet will require not only
the best technical knowledge we can muster but also the best imaginations. Creativity is the core
renewable resource of a vibrant society; it functions best by confronting and surmounting unknowns
and challenges of new frontiers [Andriopoulos and Gotsi, 2005].
The Moon is close in space, only three days away, yet another world filled with mysteries, alien
landscapes and treasures waiting to be discovered. By embracing the difficult task of living and
working there, we can learn how to combine the efforts of humans and machines to enable new
levels of production. Exploring the Moon will expand the sphere of both human and robotic activity
in space beyond low-Earth orbit. As we master the skills of extracting local resources and develop
our capabilities to journey and explore in hostile regions, we will create new reservoirs of human
culture and expand the human experience. Ultimately we will travel to Mars and beyond, but the
skills and infrastructure necessary to undertake those long journeys begin with going to the Moon,
the staging ground, supply station and classroom for our voyage into the universe.
Conclusions
Lunar sample studies have been fundamental to developing modern concepts of the origin and early
evolution of terrestrial planets and the dynamics of planetary systems. They lead to major revisions
in our understanding of processes of planetary accretion and early differentiation, and the impact
history of the inner Solar System. Impressive as these accomplishments are, they have been achieved
from what amounts to a brief reconnaissance of the Moon. Only a small fraction of the lunar surface
has been sampled and the global datasets obtained from recent orbital missions highlight much that
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we do not understand about the Moon. New orbital and landed missions over the coming decade
will address these questions and return new sample suites for laboratory studies. Inevitably this
will generate unexpected discoveries and new ideas that drive the science and development of new
technologies. Investment in utilisation of lunar resources will motivate closer examination of lunar
materials to understand unique properties of the regolith and effects of long-term exposure to solar
wind, radiation, and meteorite impacts on scales ranging from sub-micron dust to km-size asteroids.
Continued international dialogue is needed to define the elements of future exploration and to expand
the dialogue between commercial, technical and scientific stakeholders and participants.
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Abstract: This paper describes the suite of hardware and software which is being developed
in conjunction with the University of Sydney’s Ogoun project to intelligently control a liquid
fuelled bi-propellent premix rocket motor. A digital system incorporating basic control
schemes through open and closed loop control is described. The results of a cold injector test,
and a hardware in the loop simulation are presented.

1. Introduction
The Ogoun Project
The Ogoun project is a student run venture held in conjunction with the University of
Sydney’s Space Engineering faculty and the University of Sydney Rocket Society
(ROCKETSOC). The main objective of the Ogoun project is to design, test, and build a small
1000 N bipropellant, liquid fueled, premix rocket motor. The aim of the project is to ascertain
the feasibility of the premix design and analyze its potential for small spacecraft motors or as
control thrusters for much larger space craft.
Although the problem of rocket engine control may encompass a number of different power
plants the one with which this paper is concerned operates much the same as the original
liquid fuelled gas pressurised rockets designed by Robert H. Goddard in 1914, with the added
challenge of premixed propellents. The premix design mixes the oxidizer and fuel before
entering the injector manifold and injects the mixed solution, thus impinging of the
propellents can be done at much tighter angles. The flame wave may occur much closer to the
injectors allowing for a smaller motor design with comparable thrust (thus increasing the
specific impulse of the engine).
Control Overview
This paper will cover both the hardware and software design of the controller with the initial
results implemented in a simulation using Matlab. The controller is to be designed for remote
operation of the motor so a safe distance between it and the human operators can be
maintained. It will provide a number of basic control features that allow for the safe,
systematic, and repeatable testing of the motor so that accurate test data can be accumulated.
Two diagrams illustrating the Ogoun motor design and the proposed propellant feed diagram
to service the motor are shown as Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
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Ogoun project motor properties:
1) Nozzle exit diameter: 5cm
2) Nozzle throat area: 3cm
3) Length:
4) Diameter:
5) Ignition: Spark ignition of ethanol
stream
6) Propellants: (O/F) Nitrous oxide /
Ethanol
7) Mixture Ratio (O:F) 3.5:1
8) Proposed thrust: 1000N
9) Proposed ISP: 240s (in vacuum)

Figure 1: Ogoun motor design

Figure 2: Ogoun propellant feed diagram
The Intelligent control of rocket propulsion systems offers the same incentives of performance
and efficiency as the arrival of engine control units in automobiles. The reason for their
absence in rocket propulsions systems of the past is the result of a number of factors prevalent
at the time. Firstly rocket propulsion systems suffered from a lack of mechanical reliability
and safety allowing for cheaper mechanical opportunities to improve engine performance.
Secondly computational power to weight ratio was not yet good enough to justify the
inclusion of bulky computer hardware at the expense of reduced payload. Finally the added
complexity of including engine control systems to the already overwhelming engineering feat
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of rocket engine design was only seen to further increase instabilities in the motors of the
time. As time has progressed however these factors have been overcome and engine control
units now serve as the primary unit to further increase performance, efficiency, stability, and
safety of rocket engine propulsion systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes background math required to
implement the controller. Section 3 provides an overview of the basic control systems of
thrust level control, mixture ratio control, ignition and motor shut down. Section 4 details the
simulator program. Section 5 presents the results and discussion. And Section 6 concludes
and discusses the direction of future work.
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2. Background Math
This section discusses the design equations and performance parameters that should be
considered for the design and control of any liquid fuelled rocket propulsion system.
2.2.1 Total Impulse It - (s) Seconds [2]
The total impulse is a measure of the total energy released by the propellent in a propulsion
system. Mathematically speaking it is the thrust force F multiplied by the time of burn. Thus
for a thrust that varies over time,
t
2.2.1

I t =  Fdt
0

Where It is the total impulse of the rocket, F is the thrust in Newtons, and t is time in seconds.

Finding the total amount of energy released by the motor is obviously useful for gauging both
its performance and efficiency. Later relationships between the motors design and its Isp will
be will explored.
2.2.2 Specific impulse Isp – (s) Seconds [2]
The specific impulse is simply the total impulse It divided by the unit weight of propellent
combusted. It is effectively a measure of the thrust produced per unit weight of fuel. Here we
see for the first time relationship between the propellent flow rate m and the thrust of the
motor. The specific impulse is analogous to the Km/litre measurement used in automobile
design.
t

 Fdt

Is =

0

2.2.2

t

g  m dt
0

Where g is the acceleration due to gravity.
2.2.3 Thrust:
Thrust is arguably the most important performance parameter of any rocket motor, therefore
understanding its origin is of great importance. What follows is the derivation of a workable
thrust equation derived with reference to figure 2.2.1.

Figure 2.2.1: Standard air breathing engine that combines fuel with oxidant found in the
atmosphere.

Figure 2.2.1 illustrates the operation of a standard air breathing engine where, V1 = Velocity
of mass entering engine, dm1/dt = Mass flow rate entering engine
P1 = pressure at entrance to engine, subscript 2 denotes the engine exit or exhaust.
A standard air breathing engine is illustrated in figure 2.2.1 above, the momentum of an object
is a product of its mass times its velocity, thus in the figure above the change in momentum
with time can be written as
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m2V2 − m1V1
t 2 − t1

2.2.3

F = m 2V2 − m 1V1

2.2.4

F=

Where m is mass in Kg and V is velocity in ms-1 and t is time in seconds.
This can be re-written as
Where m is the mass flow rate in Kg/ms-1.
If the exit pressure and inlet pressure are different then the equation takes on an added thrust
term due to this pressure change.

F = m 2V2 − m 1V1 +( P2 − P1 ) A2

2.2.5
Where P2 is the pressure at the exit (Pa), P1 is the pressure at the inlet (Pa), and A2 is the cross
sectional area (m2).
As a rocket motor carries its own oxidant there is no mass flow into the engine and therefore
m 1 = 0 and thus our final working equation is as follows.

F = m 2V2 + ( P2 − P3 ) A2

2.2.6

Where m 2 is the propellent mass flow rate through the nozzle (Kg/ms-1), V2 is the exhaust
velocity of gasses relative to the motor (ms-1), P2 is the exhaust gas pressure (Pa), P3 is the
ambient (atmosphere) fluid pressure (Pa), and A2 is the cross sectional area of the nozzle exit
(m2).

Figure 2.2.2: A Diagram illustrating the unbalanced pressures on the chamber and nozzle
walls [2]

The thrust equation derived above is defined as the sum of two terms, the first a momentum
term m 2V2 and the second a pressure term ( P2 − P3 ) A2 . The momentum term is the product of
the mass flow rate ( m ), and the exhaust velocity V2 , and is the ejection of low mass gasses at
very high velocities. The pressure term is the product of the cross sectional area of the nozzle
exit A2 and the difference between the exhaust pressure P2 and the ambient fluid pressure P3 .
Both the exhaust velocity and the exit pressure depend on the nozzle expansion ratio (See
Section 2.2.5), with optimum performance occurring when the ambient pressure equals the
exhaust pressure ( P2 = P3 ). If this is not the case and exhaust pressure is less than the
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ambient ( P2 < P3 ) there is a loss in thrust. If the exhaust pressure exceeds the ambient
( P2 > P3 ) then the full potential in thrust is also not realized [3].
2.2.4 Effective exhaust velocity c - (m/s) meters per second [2]
In a rocket nozzle the actual exhaust velocity is not uniform over the entire exit cross-section
and does not represent the entire thrust magnitude. The effective exhaust velocity c, is the
average equivalent velocity at which propellant is ejected from the engine. It is defined as:

c = Is g =

F
m

2.2.7

Thus it can be seen that both c and Is differ only by the constant g, thus either one can be used
as a measure of engine performance. Generally however due to the difficulty in measuring the
propellent flow rate accurately, the specific impulse Is is calculated from the total impulse It
and the propellent weight is found by measuring the tank mass before and after firing.
In nozzles with a sonic velocity at the throat the quantity C* reflects the effective energy level
of the propellents and the design quality of the injector and thrust chamber [1].

c* =

P1 At g
Wtc

2.2.8

Where P1 is the combustion chamber pressure (Pa), At is the cross sectional area of the nozzle
throat (m2), g is the acceleration due to gravity, and W tc is the propellent flow rate through the
thrust chamber (Kg/ms-1).
2.2.5 Nozzle Expansion ratio [3]
This section is only going to serve to outline the basic relationships between nozzle design,
thrust and specific impulse of a propellent system. Due to the many variables related to nozzle
design and their effect on performance it is wise to include them in any document detailing
rocket propulsion performance. However since the nozzle design for the Ogoun project is
currently fixed it is not a control parameter and will be discussed in any further detail. For
information concerning the mathematics behind the nozzle expansion ratio and nozzle design
please refer to reference [2].

Figure 2.2.3: Diagram illustrating the four possible types of exhaust flow [3].

Figure 2.2.3 above outlines the four possible outcomes for an exhaust stream being expanded
through a supersonic nozzle. The first case “slightly under expanded” occurs when the exhaust
pressure is greater than the ambient pressure P2 > P3 . In this case the expansion of the gas
inside the nozzle is incomplete and must take place outside the nozzle thus the exhaust stream
rapidly expands until it reaches equilibrium with the ambient pressure [4]. Thrust is decreased
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for a variety of reasons; first as the exhaust stream leaves the nozzle the thrust vectors of the
stream are no longer uniform decreasing the overall thrust vector. Second as the nozzle section
is too small gas particles stack up inside the nozzle causing a bottleneck decreasing the kinetic
energy of the particles [4].
The second case is the ideal situation of exhaust pressure equalling the ambient pressure
P2 = P3 [4]. This is the maximum thrust and is thus ideal for the nozzle’s design. However due
to varying levels of ambient pressure throughout the trajectory of a rocket engine and
assuming a fixed chamber pressure it is usually only possible to obtain this ideal design for a
certain stage in the trajectory. Hence shedding light on another advantage of staging where
different stages contain uniquely sized nozzles to meet varying altitudes and ambient pressures
to maximize the overall thrust of the journey.
The third possibility is “over expansion” characterised by the exhaust pressure being less than
the external pressure P2 < P3 . This causes the exhaust stream to contract.
Figure 2.2.4 below investigates the phenomenon of an over expanded nozzle [2].

Figure 2.2.4: Distribution of pressures in a converging-diverging nozzle for different flow
conditions. Inlet remains constant but exit pressure changes, based on experimental data from,
A.Stodala [2].

Curve AB corresponds to the optimum pressure ratio for this particular propulsion system.
Curves AG to AC show the pressure along the axis for increasingly higher external pressures.
It can be seen that for all cases the expansion within the nozzle proceeds normally for the
initial portion of the nozzle. At point I on the graph for example (considering path AD), the
pressure is lower than the exit pressure and a sudden rise in pressure takes place which is
accompanied by the separation of the flow from the walls (described later). This rapid rise in
pressure causes a compression or shock wave to form inside the diverging nozzle section
which adversely affects the thrust values, curve ID is one such compression wave. It is noted
that these compression waves are strictly a supersonic phenomena and do not occur with
subsonic gas flow.
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The fourth case is termed “separated flow” and this occurs with extreme overexpansion, or
when P2 << P3 . In this case the exhaust stream separates from the wall of the nozzle and the
point of separation continues to travel downstream decreasing in pressure as it does so. When
it reaches the nozzle exit the flow in the centre of the stream remains supersonic however it is
surrounded by an annular section or layer of subsonic flow [2]. Termed recirculation it is
characterised by the formation of oblique shock waves [3] in the external exhaust plume.
It must be noted that the control system will be running on a statically tested ground propellant
system. Thus the nozzle exit pressure will invariably be less than the one atmosphere of the
surroundings, and the plume will therefore contract (Over expanded case). If the design exit
pressure is relatively close to one atmosphere then the exhaust stream will still flow full out of
the nozzle and the gases will over expand and then contract outside the nozzle. This
characteristic allows for diagnostic measurements of exit plane properties during testing that
are then applicable to the exhaust plume of the engine in flight [3].
2.2.6 Volume flow rate for incompressible fluid through hydraulic orifices [12]
The volume flow rate (and hence mass flow rate m ) through a length of pipe is dependent on
the dimensions of the piping, the fluid flow properties of the propellents, and the pressure
difference between the inlet and outlet as given in equation 2.2.9.

m = Vρ

2.2.9a

4
(
)
∆Ρ
−
ρ
gLSin
θ
π
D
V =

2.2.9b

128 µL

Where V is the volume flow rate, ∆Ρ is the change in pressure from inlet to outlet (Pa),  is
the density of the fluid (Kg/m3), g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2), L is the length of the
pipe (m),  is the angle of the pipe (0), D is the diameter of the tube (m), and  is the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid (m2/s).

2.2.7 Relationship between burnout velocity Isp and system weight
There are two main performance gains that premix motors offer over conventional bipropellent ones. The first is an increased total Isp and the second is increased payload carrying
capacity. Both of these benefits are a direct result of the smaller size (reduced mass) and
comparable thrust characterised by the premix design.
Equation 2.2.10 is used to illustrate the relationship between engine weight, the payload
weight and the total Isp of the motor.

  usable propellant 

 
 + (Payload weight ) + (Inert weight ) 
weight

 2.2.10

Vbo = Cvc * g * Isp * ln 

(Payload weight ) + (Inert weight )






Where inert weight = weight of propellents remaining at burnout + engine system weight +
structure, guidance system, other weights that aren’t payload.
Therefore for a constant burnout velocity, with all other items kept constant there is a direct
relationship between the engine system weight and the payload weight, with a 1 unit decrease
in engine weight resulting in a 1 unit increase in payload weight. In actual fact the total weight
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reduction effect may be even greater than a 1 for 1 trade off as smaller engine weights impose
less demand on their actuation systems which in turn can be reduced in size and hence weight.
Therefore a roll on effect is experienced increasing the importance of engine weight reduction.
Alternatively if the payload weight is fixed then a decrease in engine weight will lead to
significant burnout velocity increases.
The relationship between Isp and the engine weight can also be established through equation
2.2.11 where for a fixed burnout velocity total Isp equals,
Vbo
Cve g
Isp =
 C + engine system weight 

ln 1
 C 2 + engine system weight 

2.2.11

Where C2 = payload weight + weight of propellents remaining at burnout + structure, guidance
system or other weights that aren’t payload. C1 = propellent weight + C2
Therefore as the engine system weight decreases the required Isp for that specific burn out
velocity also drops. Therefore for a fixed Vbo a motor of less weight will have less demands on
its propellent feed system than a heavier motor of the same design.
The preceding design equations give the reader a solid understanding of the basic factors
affecting rocket propulsion. This list is by no means exhaustive and simply serves as a basis
for the design and analysis covered in chapter 3.
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3. Basic Control
Controller Tasks
Three fundamental control tasks affect a motor’s thrust and specific impulse, hence its
performance. First is the propellent flow rate, which is the m3/sec of premixed propellents
entering the thrust chamber through the injection plate. Second is the mixture ratio, which is
the ratio of fuel and oxidizer in the premix to generate maximum efficient combustion. Third
is the ignition, shutdown, and if desired, a restart. These fundamental components represent
the most basic level of control and form the foundation for every liquid fuelled rocket engine
controller irrespective of its eventual complexity.
The following section outlines the basic control elements implemented in the Ogoun rocket
controller and are in fact required for the safe and reliable operation of any liquid fuelled
rocket motor and must be in place before any more elaborate advanced control can be
implemented.
3.1 Engine Thrust Level Control
The ability to remotely control the thrust of a rocket motor forms a fundamental component of
any rocket engine control system. The task may be done in any number of ways but all
systems work on the same principal that by varying the propellant flow rate the combustion
chamber pressure Pc and thus the thrust can be controlled. This section outlines the design and
operation of the thrust control system for the University of Sydney’s space propulsion
program.
Concept
The engine thrust level controller being designed is of the common closed loop proportional
integral and differential (PID) variety used to regulate the chamber pressure of the motor. The
system must be able to vary the thrust from 0 N to the desired operating thrust of 1000 N with
a desired accuracy of +- 10% for a duration of 20 seconds plus startup and shutdown
transients.
Design
Thrust controllers are generally employed in systems that require a higher degree of precision
and repeatability, in the case of the Ogoun premixed design it also forms a fundamental safety
component to ensure the forward momentum of the propellants relative to the propellant feed
system even during times of thrust reduction. The thrust level controller is composed of the
following components, a pressure regulator (MPR) and two metered flow valves (MOV,
MFV) see figure 3.1.1. These three valves serve two main functions, first the MPR regulates
the propellant tank pressures, and second The MOV & MFV regulate the propellant flow
rates. Typically only one or the other is required for complete control over the motors thrust
range however due to the complexities associated with the premix design both methods will
be used simultaneously to achieve safe and reliable thrust regulation.
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Figure 3.1.1: Propellant flow diagram with thrust control components highlighted.

Control theory
The combination of the MPR, MOV and MFV into a single thrust control actuator suite was
decided for a number of reasons. Consider the following examples describing an abbreviated
hot test using each of the control techniques in isolation.
Thrust control using MPR only: At time 5 seconds until ignition the MPR opens to 25%
allowing low pressure propellants (200-300 Psi) into the combustion chamber. Assuming the
correct mixture ratio for ignition (i.e. fuel rich) the propellant stream is ignited and the MPR is
gradually opened until the motor reaches its duration thrust level. The problem with this
method arises when the thrust needs to be decreased, for example to keep the motor within
acceptable limits, or simply a programmed or user initiated thrust decrease. As the MPR is
backed off the feed pressure will momentarily drop below Pc. For conventional motors this is
not a problem as the propellants are separated, in liquid form, and under pressure making them
difficult to ignite. Eventually the pressure in the combustion chamber settles to a value just
below the feed pressure and stable combustion resumes. The premix design however makes it
imperative that the feed pressure never falls below the combustion chamber pressure to
prevent back draft and pre-ignition of the premixed flow. Although the premixed flow is also
in liquid form making it harder to ignite, the potential for pre-ignition is much greater than for
a conventional liquid fueled engine where the propellants are mixed inside the combustion
chamber.
Thrust control MOV & MFV only: This time consider the MPR is fixed to output 1000 Psi
and thrust control is done using the MOV and MFV. At time 5 seconds before ignition the
MFV is opened to 25% allowing a small flow of high pressure fuel to enter to the combustion
chamber. Being at such high pressure makes the jet of fuel extremely difficult to ignite.
Assuming it ignites the MOV is then gradually opened until the desired mixture ratio is set.
Then both valves are opened together to raise the propellant flow rate and hence the thrust. In
order to not upset the mixture ratio a mechanical coupling can be installed to operate both the
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MOV and MFV simultaneously this however requires another actuator and increased
mechanical complexity. In order to decrease the thrust the MOV and MFV are simply closed
off as required, with the final shut down occurring by totally closing the MOV and after that
the MFV.
Thrust control using MPR, MOV, and MFV: In order to gain safe and reliable thrust
control at start-up, main stage, and shutdown a system incorporating the MPR, MOV and
MFV has been developed. At time 5 seconds until ignition the MPR is opened to 25%
pressurizing the propellant tanks, the MFV is then opened to 25% allowing a small flow of
low pressure fuel to enter the combustion chamber where it can more easily be ignited. When
ignition takes place the MOV gradually opens until the desired mixture ratio is set. The MPR
is then opened up until the desired main stage pressure is reached and any required thrust
variation is serviced by the MOV and MFV’s. By decreasing the propellant flow rate the
chamber pressure is accordingly reduced, however the injection pressure remains constant
preventing any back draft from taking place. Using all 3 actuators also introduces a level of
redundancy; in the event that either the MPR or the MOV/MFV fails the other system can take
over and depending on the situation shut the motor down or resume operation.
Because the MOV and MFV are already being actuated to service the requirement of premix
it’s logical to also implement closed loop mixture ratio control as the actuating hardware is
already available and in use, see section 3.2 for more details. Table 3.1.1 summarizes the
different thrust level control techniques discussed above.
Stage
Start-up
Main
Shutdown

MPR only
MOV & MFV only
Fair – requires MR Poor
control
Good
Good
Poor
Fair, Good if mechanical
coupling of MOV & MFV is
used
Table 3.1.1: Thrust level control procedures

MPR,MFV,MOV
Good
Good
Fair, good
mechanical
coupling

with

Thrust sensing:
In order to accurately measure the thrust being generated by the motor a number of sensing
means were considered. The first and preferred approach is to use a thrust chamber pressure
transducer to directly measure the thrust chamber pressure. Advantages of this system include
its suitability for motors actually in flight, and high accuracy, however the disadvantages
include the high cost, and problems with gaining access to the combustion chamber during
firing. For these reasons it was decided that the cheaper and simpler approach of using a thrust
load cell would be used which could also be designed and tested in isolation to the as yet
incomplete motor body. Although the thrust load cell would only be applicable for measuring
loads during ground testing it would be very simple and cheap to construct and still provide
fairly good accuracy.
The control loop can therefore be closed loop around measured values of thrust from the thrust
load cell. Figures 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 demonstrate this process.
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Figure 3.1.2: Thrust throttle control loop for the Ogoun motor startup & shutdown stages

Figure 3.1.3: Thrust throttle control loop for the Ogoun motor main stage

Main stage thrust control:
During main stage thrust control only the MFV and MOV are varied to control the propellant
flow rate into the motor (see figure 3.1.3). The desired valve positions could be easily
maintained using a PID control system if the valve actuators had sensor feedback from an
optical encoder for example, however due to cost limitations the valves have no feedback and
control will be done as described for the MPR below. The MOV and MFV are actuated by two
24V DC electric motors one connected to each valve. For main stage thrust control the MOV
and MFV actuators are actually connected to the same driving signal thus the system can be
thought of as being actuated by just a single DC motor with the two valves connected through
a mechanical coupling (see figure 3.1.4). It is assumed the reader has an understanding of the
basic PID control process and it will not be covered here.
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Figure 3.1.4: Diagram illustrating MOV & MFV actuator coupling.

Mathematical principals behind thrust control:
Equation 2.2.6 which was derived in section 2 shows that the thrust of a rocket motor is
dependent only on two terms. The first is a momentum term caused by the ejection of high
speed propellant particles. The second term is a pressure term resulting from the exhaust gases
expanding in the nozzle. This equation is reproduced here for convenience.

F = m 2V2 + ( P2 − P3 ) A2

3.1.1

In a vacuum (P3 = 0) the thrust is thus dependent only upon the combustion chamber pressure.
Equation 2.2.9b illustrates this as the volume flow rate (and hence m ) is dependent only upon
the pressure drop across, and the dimensions of, the combustion chamber as well as the
chemical properties of the propellants. Thus one can see how varying the chamber pressure
will alter m thus affecting the thrust of the motor. In atmosphere the same principal applies
however the affect of the atmospheric pressure P3 must also be accounted for.

Startup and shutdown thrust control:
Startup and shut down thrust control uses the exact same control method as used during the
main stage however the extra task of regulating the feed pressure is included to ensure easy
ignition at startup, and Pinj > Pc at shutdown. The MPR is set to a generic position depending
on the stage of operation for example 25% at startup and 90% during main stage and shut
down. The actual position of the MPR cannot be confirmed as there is no sensor feed back on
the valve or motor thus control will be done through experimental observations and the
relationship between distance traveled, the motors speed, and the applied voltage as shown in
equation 3.1.2.
3.1.2
60V

n=

s

Zφ

Where n is the speed of rotation in rev/min, Vs is the supply voltage in Volts, Z is the total
number of armature conductors and φ is the flux per pole which is assumed to be constant for
a DC motor. Thus the speed is dependent only upon the supply voltage.

Valve position sensing:
In order to accurately determine the MPR MOV, MFV valve positions ideally some form of
sensor hardware (such as an optical encoder) would be used, however due to time and cost
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limitations a software encoder was developed that does an admirable job. The encoder works
on the assumption that the valves start at the fully closed position. From there it monitors all
movement of the valve in both directions so that it can track its current position. By knowing
the duration the motor has been running and the speed at which it operates (currently 12RPM
confirmed through testing) the distance the valve has traveled can be accurately determined.

Thrust level control valves:
Figure 3.1.5 is a schematic diagram of the thrust controller hardware for cost, pressure, and
temperature ratings please refer to table 3.1.1.

Figure 3.1.5: Diagram of MOV and MFV, handle will be replaced with DC motor.

3.2 Mixture Ratio control
Introduction
While thrust regulation provides a finer level of engine control over non regulated motors,
mixture ratio control provides increased performance over similarly un regulated systems.
Mixture ratio control is simply the ability to vary the oxidant and fuel flow rates relative to
one another during actual motor operation (MR = O:F). It has a number of performance
benefits that far outweigh the small weight penalty associated with the extra valves and
actuators. These benefits include finer thrust magnitude control, increased performance (Isp),
better control over the startup and shutdown transients, optional temperature regulation, health
monitoring applications, and propellant utilization.
Concept
The mixture ratio controller is being designed so that one day it can meet all the benefits listed
above however due to time restrictions only startup, shutdown and temperature regulation will
be discussed here. Although the mixture ratio control system will operate on the same valves
as the thrust level controller (MOV,MFV) the two control systems are being designed to
operate in isolation of one another to prevent undesirable interactions between them. This is
achieved as the thrust level controller manipulates the magnitudes of the valves /MOV +
MFV/ while the mixture ratio controller manipulates the ratio between them MOV:MFV.
Overview:
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The optimum mixture ratio is that which will produce the highest specific impulse for a given
set of propellants [4]. It is also strongly dependent however on the current operation of the
motor, with low specific impulse ratio’s often being preferred if other gains such as reliability
and stability are a result. For certain propellants the optimum mixture ratio also various as a
function of chamber pressure (see figure 3.2.1) however the analysis of this will not be
covered here.

Startup and shutdown
The most important factor during engine startup is the successful ignition of the motor; to
increase the probability of successful ignition, a low pressure; fuel rich mixture ratio is to be
used. Low pressure helps ignition by reducing the propellant flow velocity (as discussed in
section 3.3) this increases the amount of time each propellant molecule is exposed to the
ignition source. Fuel rich mixture ratios are also easier to ignite due to their lower activation
energies, the chemistry will not be covered here but the principal is the same as that found in
studies of octane rating and ‘knocking’ in the internal combustion engine. For atmospheric
ignition a stream of pure ethanol will be used (MR = 0:1) as the surrounding atmosphere
provides ample oxygen to promote combustion.
A second benefit of low mixture ratios at startup is the increased Isp they generate at low
combustion chamber pressures although we are always striving for increased efficiency this is
not of primary concern at this stage of development and the analysis given in figure 3.2.1 is
simply to highlight this area as a future avenue for expansion.
Engine cutoff is similarly going to be done using a fuel rich mixture ratio which prevents a
number of undesirable affects such as overheating the combustion chamber and erosion of its
structural members in particular the graphite nozzle. This will be achieved by giving a slight
lead to the MOV during cutoff operations.

Figure 3.2.1: Graph of mixture ratio variation at varying chamber pressure for fixed exhaust
pressures Pe. NOTE: propellants are liquid oxygen + liquid ethanol [4]

Main stage mixture ratio
The mixture ratio at main stage operation is generally set for maximum efficiency (Isp)
neglecting other factors such as cooling and propellant utilization. It is logical to assume that
the maximum efficiency and hence Isp would occur at the mixture ratio that facilitates the
complete combustion of the propellants. This mixture ratio is called the stoichiometric ratio
and for nitrous oxide and ethanol it is given as 6:1 (equation 3.2.1). As complete combustion
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occurs at this ratio it is also results in the highest combustion chamber temperatures.
Interestingly however the stoichiometric ratio is not the ideal main stage mixture ratio and
actually running a slightly fuel rich ratio results in a higher Isp. This is due to the lower
molecular weight of the fuel hence resulting in a higher exhaust velocity as shown in equation
4.1.5 where decreasing R will increase the characteristic exhaust velocity. Testing varying
mixture ratio’s below the stoichiometric value using the PROPEP chemical analysis program
found the optimum value to actually be 4.5:1 (O:F).

Temperature regulation
As mixture ratio is directly related to the adiabatic flame temperature (see figure 3.2.2) careful
selection of the mixture ratio can be used to prevent excess temperature in the combustion
chamber. The ignition temperature of pure ethanol is 425 0C (698 0K) [5] which is confirmed
in figure 3.3.1 the theoretical maximum flame temperature of 3256 K occurs at mixture ratio
of 5.5:1 to 6:1 which is also confirmed chemically through the balanced combustion equation
for Ethanol + nitrous oxide as shown in equation 4.6.1.

C 2 H 5OH + 6 N 2 O 
→ 2CO 2 + 3 H 2 0 + 6 N

3.2.1

Therefore as the mixture ratio is varied around the stoichiometric mixture ratio (6:1) the
adiabatic flame temperature (AFT) reduces. A steeper decline is observed for mixture ratios
less than the stoichiometric value than for mixture ratios above it thus the mixture ratio will be
reduced to regulate temperatures when they exceed boundary level conditions. It must be
noted that although the AFT exceeds the melting point of aluminum (660C0) for almost all
mixture ratios greater than 1 higher temperatures can be sustained through the use of active
chamber cooling control.
The mathematical calculations used to accurately determine the AFT at varying pressures and
for different mixture ratios is a numerically complex iterative process that eventually
converges to the desired value. A number of programs exist that can run the simulations for a
variety of reactants the first is a freeware program called PROPEP which was used to generate
the data for figure 3.2.2 and the second is CEA (Chemical equilibrium with applications)
which is the industry standard written by and for NASA. Rights to both programs were
obtained and they are now part of the University of Sydney’s Space Propulsion software
library. A manual computation of the AFT was also carried out (below) however large errors
are introduced by assuming the simplified combustion equation (3.2.1), assuming the reaction
is a constant pressure process, and assuming no disassociation or breakdown of molecules into
more elemental products which would absorb energy thus reducing the combustion
temperature.
Assuming the simplified combustion equation 4.6.1 an enthalpy balance between the reactants
and products can be carried out using the energy balance equation 4.6.2.

 n [h
i

R

f

+ ∆h ]i =  ne [ h f + ∆h]e

3.2.2

P

Where R and P refer to the reactants and products respectively, ni and ne are the individual
reactant and product mole numbers respectively, hf is the enthalpy of formation per mole, and
h is the standard enthalpy at the specified temperature per mole.

Molecule or element
Ethanol
Nitrous oxide
Carbon Dioxide
Water

Equation
C2H5OH
N 2O
CO2
H2O

hf / KJ mol-1
-235
82
-393.51
-242
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Nitrogen gas
N2
0
Table 3.2.1: Table of enthalpy of formations [6].

Temperature (0K) CO2 H2O N2
2800
140.4 115.5 85.26
3300
171.6 143.4 103.9
Table 3.2.2: Table of standard enthalpies [7].
Note: it was guessed that the AFT would lie somewhere between 2800 – 3300 but no matter
what the guess the answer would eventually converge.
Substituting the data contained from tables 3.2.1 into equation 3.2.2.

1(−235 + 0) + 6(82.05 + 0) = 2(−393.51 + ∆hCO 2 ) + 3(−241.83 + ∆hH 2O ) + 6(0 + ∆hN 2 )
3.2.3

1769.81 = 2∆hCO 2 + 3∆hH 2O + 6∆hN 2

A guess that the temperature lay between 2800 and 3300K was used and these values were
substituted to confirm it.
Substituting values at T = 2800 from table 3.2.2 into equation 3.2.3.

2(140.4)+ 3(115.5) + 6(85.26) = 1138.86kJ / mole
Substituting values at T = 3300 from table 3.2.2 into equation 3.2.3

2(171.6) + 3(143.4) + 6(103.9) = 1396.8kJ / mole
Therefore the actual temperature does lie somewhere between 2800 and 3300 0K. The exact
value can be found by linear interpolation

(1769.81 − 1138.86)
* (3300 − 2800) + 2800 = 4022K
(1396.8 − 1138.86)

3.2.4

Mixture Ratio Vs AFT
Ethanol + Nitrous Oxide
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Figure 3.2.2: Graph of mixture ratio Vs AFT for nitrous oxide + Ethanol at 600 Psi chamber
pressure.
Control theory
Because both the MOV and MFV are pressured by the same source and because the pressure
drops across the NOx and Ethanol run tanks and their subsequent plumbing is assumed to be
in linear proportion. The ratio between the MOV position and the MFV position is expected to
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be the same as the ratio between m oxident and m fuel thus no sensor feedback is required. If
sensor feedback was required the actual measured mixture ratio can be determined through
either measuring the combustion chamber temperature, or through measured values of the
propellant flow rate obtained using propellant flow meters in the fuel and oxidant lines. It is
assumed that the relationship between the pressure drop across the MPR is a linear function of
its position, and similarly the change in flow rate across the metered flow valves as shown in
figure 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 where MOV and MPR are percentages between 0% (closed) and 100 %
(fully open).

( m ox ) Out

( m ox ) In

( m ox ) Out = MOV * ( m ox ) In
MOV
Figure 3.2.3: Relationship between input & output flow rates for MOV and MFV
PIn

Pout

POut = MPR * PIn
MPR
Figure 3.2.4: Relationship between input & output pressure for MPR
Thus as the mixture ratio is a relative term (fuel relative to oxidizer) the actual flow rate
values are not required for the mixture ratio controller to function effectively.

Programmed mixture ratio control
Once control of the mixture ratio is established it is possible to implement programmed
changes to it throughout the duration of the flight yielding a number of desirable outcomes. By
varying the mixture ratio in favor of the heavier element during the early portion of the flight
and then switching it back to the lighter one the accelerated vehicle mass is reduced faster [1],
and by programming the mixture ratio for higher thrust during steep sections of the ascent a
better thrust to weight ratio in the presence of gravity can be realized. These along with
propellant utilization schemes provide many future avenues for expansion of the mixture ratio
controller.
3.3 Motor Ignition
Introduction
Motor ignition or startup requires a special set of circumstances to ensure a rapid rise in
chamber pressure free of any excessive combustion instabilities. Combustion instability is
simply the presence of concentrated pressure fluctuations at specific amplitudes inside the
combustion chamber. This vibratory energy can cause damage to the thrust chamber structure
as well as reduce performance by upsetting the flow of combustion products. A reduction or
prevention of these combustion instabilities is achieved through the close design of the
injector, igniter and propellant feed control systems.
Concept
The ignition system being designed for the Ogoun motor follows many the same concepts
found in conventional bi-propellant motors however the premixing characteristic does
introduce a number of unique considerations that must be addressed accordingly.
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Design
Fuel rich mixture ratio
At startup a pure ethanol propellant stream will be used as nitrous oxide is not required to
facilitate combustion of ethanol in atmospheric conditions. Furthermore more reliable ignition
is experienced with a fuel rich mixture ratio as explained below.
Propellant flow rates and preventing low frequency instabilities
At engine startup the initial propellant flow rate must be much lower than that found at main
stage operation to prevent the accumulation of propellants that could result in local
detonations. These detonations can create pressure spikes that if large enough can exceed the
thrust chambers design specifications and lead to the failure of the system. Furthermore these
pressure spikes can cause a reduction or possible reversal of propellant flow which may be
disastrous for a premixed motor design. Therefore at startup a small propellant flow rate is
desirable to allow for stable ignition of the propellants as the following analysis indicates.
The minimum ignition energy (MIE) for ethanol gas is roughly 0.14mJ [8], assuming that the
spark plug emits roughly 1/10 joule per spark [1] ignition of the propellant stream should not
be a problem. However this MIE is strongly dependent on the purity of the fuel among other
factors [9]. Empirical values for methanol (which has almost identical ignition properties to
ethanol) were obtained over a wider range of conditions as shown in figure 3.3.1 below.

Figure 3.3.1: Methanol minimum ignition energy (MIE) [9].
Here it can be seen that the MIE of 0.14mJ is confirmed but only for temperatures of at least
200C and a number of non ignitions are still evident. Based on figure 3.3.1 above and
assuming a test temperature range of 10-300C it can be expected that reliable ignition of
ethanol may occur for ignition energies equal to and above 100mJ, which coincidently is the
same energy provided by each spark of the spark plug. This would seem to indicate that the
flow velocity of the propellants doesn’t need to be reduced at startup because even using
conservative estimates there is always enough energy to ignite the flow. This is practically
incorrect however as it is assuming that every gas particle in the propellant stream is focused
onto the 1mm thick 5mm long spark; a near impossibility given that the very purpose of the
injectors is to atomize (and hence disperse) the propellants. Even if this could be achieved it
would be undesirable for conventional bi-propellant motors that require mixing of the
propellants to take place inside the combustion chamber. Therefore to reduce accumulation of
un-ignited propellants the propellant flow rate, or injection pressure must be reduced.

Premix
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Because the premix design does not require mixing of the propellants inside the combustion
chamber the only limiting factor in focusing the propellant stream and hence increasing the
likelihood of ignition is the injectors design. Because of this it is possible that the premix
design will potentially be easier to ignite (and hence more reliable at startup) than a
conventional liquid motor using the same starting propellant flow rate. This however is
assuming that the injector is designed in such a way as to exploit this potential (that is tighter
propellant stream impingement).
For this reason a small MPR position of between 5-10% will still be used during engine
startup until ignition has been visually detected. Once the ethanol stream has ignited there is
sufficient energy to sustain the chemical reactions between the nitrous oxide and ethanol
reactants. The exact amount of energy required is the activation energy (Ea) and can be
calculated from the Arrhenius equation 3.3.1.

k = A * exp

 − Ea 


 R *T 

3.3.1

Where k is the rate coefficient, A is the frequency or pre-exponential factor which is constant
for different mixtures. This value accounts for the frequency of collisions and their orientation
and it varies slightly with temperature but not by much and as such is assumed as a constant
over small temperature changes. Ea is the activation energy in (J/mol), R=8.314x10-3 kJ mol1 -1
K (Universal Gas Constant), and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin.
The activation energy for ethanol in pure oxygen is given in the Russian chemical bulletin
[10] as 16.736 kJ/mol, however the stated temperature is not given. Another study by Sarka
Langer [11] lists the rate coefficient and pre-exponential factors as 1.37x10-15 mol-1 and 6.99e13 respectively. Re-arranging equation 3.3.1 and solving for Ea at 293K (200C) yields an
activation energy of Ea=15.2 kJ mol-1.
Obviously this is well within the heat of combustion of ethanol (1300 kJ/mol) which can be
calculated as the difference between the heat of formation of the products and reactants as
covered in section 3.2. Therefore even with incomplete combustion the reaction can be seen to
be self sustaining.

Ignition source and actuation
The igniter system is a small automotive spark plug that is powered by a 12V ignition coil
connected to a Jacobs ladder. The activation of the ignition system is controlled by a 12v relay
switch which is connected to one of the digital outputs of the controller. When activated the
Jacobs ladder produces a spark frequency of 50Hz which was successful in igniting crudely
concocted mixtures of nitrous oxide and ethanol during a number of propellant tests carried
out in early 2006.
Other non desirable conditions at startup
Turbulent flow due to the high pressure drops across valve components at startup commonly
introduces air bubbles into the propellant feed lines. This and other flow irregularities such as
those resulting from different hydraulic resistances and pressures between the oxidant and fuel
lines often result in noticeable combustion instabilities during startup. These issues are to be
avoided through smooth actuation of the thrust and mixture ratio control valves and the
presence of a common pressure source that is inherent to the propellant feed system design
which should effectively eliminate cross talk between the two lines.
3.4 Motor cut off
Motor cut off is generally achieved in one or two ways through either propellent depletion or
guided cut off. Since it is desired that the Ogoun motor be restartable a guided cut off regime
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is to be implemented. The unique issues associated with premix require that an injection
pressure of greater than 150 Psi be maintained at all times even during engine cut-off. This
means the reduction of the propellent flow rate must be achieved by closing off the MOV and
MFV whilst maintaining a significantly high value of the MPR. Simulations addressing motor
cut off were conducted and are discussed in chapter 5 Results and Discussions.
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4. Simulator program
The simulator program was written to answer the question “what are the performance benefits
associated with premix rocket motor designs?” By estimating the Ogoun motors performance
under varying environmental, propellant, injection, and motor design parameters it can be
shown that comparable thrust can still be obtained from the Ogoun motor despite its reduced
size. An explanation of the method used to design the simulator program is given throughout
this section.
Two simulator programs were designed, the first, ‘PerformanceSim’ is designed to run a
simulation using the motor parameters discussed below. The second program called
‘TrainerSim’ is designed to simulate a hot test of the motor and is primarily used for ground
station personnel training purposes for information on TrainerSim please consult the help files
contained within the Rocket Motor Controller program.

PerformanceSim
At the core of PerformanceSim is the simulation function which when executed creates a
model of the motor for one time step, with the thrust, Isp, and other motor parameters being
calculated from a limited set of input arguments.
Input arguments:
The input arguments required by the simulator function are obtained from the parameters
setup in the Rocket Motor Controller GUI. Following is a description of the list of the input
arguments and their purpose:
Inputs required only for printing to file purposes:
• Iteration: the current iteration being simulated to be displayed in the
Output file.
• outPut: Filename of the desired output file name (default:
simOutPut.txt) found in the matlab working directory.
Motor simulation inputs:
• MOV: Main Oxidant Valve position. (% open)
• MFV: Main Fuel Valve position. (% open)
• MPV: Main Pressurant Valve. (% open)
• Dt: Diameter of the nozzle throat in inches (m)
• De: Diameter of the nozzle exit in inches (m)
• Moles: molecular weight of combustion products (obtained using
external software GUIPEP).
• Gamma: Ratio of specific heats of propellents (obtained using external
software GUIPEP).
• Pa: External atmospheric pressure in Psi.
• g: acceleration due to gravity in ft/s.
Motor outputs: Shown below is the full list of motor parameters calculated for one
time step of the simulation their location in the motor is shown diagrammatically in
figure 4.1.1. Any one of these parameters can be an output of the function depending
on the requirements of the program using the function.
• Pcinj: Combustion chamber injector pressure (Psi).
• Pcns: Combustion chamber nozzle stagnation pressure or chamber total
pressure (Psi).
• Pi: Flow static pressure at the nozzle inlet (Psi).
• Pt: Flow static pressure at the nozzle throat with sonic flow (Psi).
• Pe: Flow static pressure at the nozzle exit, ideally should equal Pa (Psi).
• Tcinj: Combustion chamber injector temperature (Rankine).
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Tcns: Combustion chamber nozzle stagnation temperature or chamber
total temperature (Rankine).
Ti: Flow temperature at nozzle inlet (Rankine)
Tt: Flow temperature at nozzle throat (Rankine)
Te: Flow temperature at nozzle exit (Rankine)
Vinj: Flow specific volume at injectors (ft^3/Ib).
Vi: Flow specific volume at nozzle inlet (ft^3/Ib).
Vt: Flow specific volume at nozzle throat (ft^3/Ib).
vi: Flow velocity at nozzle inlet (ft/sec).
vt: Flow velocity at nozzle throat (ft/sec).
ve: Flow velocity at nozzle exit (ft/sec).
Me: Mach number at nozzle exit (unit less).
Wtc: Propellent flow rate through the nozzle throat (Ib/sec).
C*: The characteristic velocity reflects the energy level of the
propellents, and the design quality of the injectors and combustion
chamber as shown by equation 10 (ft/sec).
Ct: Coefficient of thrust is a measure of the propellent gas expansion
properties, and the quality of the nozzle design, as shown in equation 11
(unit less).
Isp: Isp is a measure of overall engine efficiency combining the
propellent efficiency term C* and the motor design efficiency term Ct
as shown in equation 12, (seconds) or (Ib.Seconds/Ib).
Thrust: Once the motor has been accurately modelled for one time step
the thrust can be calculated in many ways equation 13a being just one
of the many options available. (Ib).

Figure 4.1.1: Schematic of rocket thrust chamber illustrating the location of simulated motor
parameters.
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The basic process being simulated with reference the figure 4.1.1 above is as follows. The
liquid propellents are injected into the combustion chamber with a small velocity that is
assumed to be 0 (injection velocity is negligible in comparison with the velocity of the gases
travelling through the nozzle throat). The propellents are ignited and the combustion process
proceeds throughout the length of the chamber and is assumed to be completed at the nozzle
inlet. As the gases propagate from the injection plane to the nozzle inlet their volume
increases as a direct result of the heat liberated due to combustion. As to not violate the law of
constant mass flow as the volume increases there is also a slight drop in the pressure of the
gases as they are accelerated towards the nozzle inlet thus the combustion chamber pressure is
found to be less than the injection pressure. Once the combustion process is complete the gas
pressure and temperature are referred to as the nozzle stagnation pressure and nozzle
stagnation temperature, ( (Pc)ns and (Tc)ns ), while there is a drop in the nozzle stagnation
pressure between the injection plane and the nozzle inlet, the nozzle stagnation temperature
can be assumed to be constant (despite a small change) this greatly simplifies the simulation.
This drop in pressure and temperature causes permanent energy losses which are a function of
the gas properties , R and the nozzle area ratio A* (equation 4), these losses occur whenever
the acceleration of the gases is effected by expansion due to heat release, rather than by a
change of area as in a nozzle [1].
Assuming the combustion process is complete at the end of the combustion chamber, the
gases are then accelerated through the convergent nozzle section in an isentropic process (i.e
assuming there is no further pressure loss). They then reach the throat where they are choked
reaching sonic velocity (Have a mach number Mt = 1). The gas is then expanded to the local
atmospheric pressure through the divergent nozzle section. The purpose of the divergent
section is to prevent the gases from accelerating in random directions and only in the one
preferred direction parallel to the motors direction of travel.
Thus the simulator analysis starts at the injection plane and proceeds left to right throughout
the thrust chamber finishing with the exit conditions of the gases. From these exit conditions
the Isp and thrust of the motor (arguably the two most important performance parameters) can
be determined.

Mathematics:
The mathematical equations given here form the foundation for the MATLAB simulator.
They are commonly known functions that determine the various states of a generic chemical
rocket engine and were obtained from reference [1]. The simulator program sequentially
solves a set of 9 thermodynamic equations that describe the operation of the motor in
progressively more detail starting with propellent injection and finishing with the nozzle
exhaust conditions.
Mach numbers
The Mach number of the propellents at different locations within the motor can be calculated
by knowing the cross sectional area at that point and the cross sectional area of the nozzle
throat At. This relationship is shown in equation 1
γ +1

Ax
1
=
At M x

 γ −1
 γ −1
1 + 2 M x 
 γ +1 


2



4.1.1

Where Mx is the mach number at position x, Ax is the cross sectional area at position x, At is
the cross sectional area of the nozzle throat. This equation is used to find the Mach number at
the inlet of the nozzle however it is only used once and not in every iteration of the simulation.
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Temperature
The nozzle stagnation temperature (Tc)ns or (AFT) can be calculated for different propellent
combinations as explained in section 3.2. It can also be calculated using code from one of the
many available propellent analysis programs such as PROPEP. Because of the complexity
involved with writing a program to iteratively solve for the propellent properties another
method was employed. Multiple runs of PROPEP were used with the results of the AFT
tabulated into an excel spreadsheet. The simulator program then simply looks up the
corresponding AFT that matches the current mixture ratio. Because of this only a set number
of mixture ratios (up to 14:1) are supported and only for nitrous oxide and ethanol
combinations. It is left as a future implementation
Pressures
(Pc)inj is the injection pressure of the propellents and can be calculated as follows
MPR 

4.1.2
( Pc ) inj =  Pfeed *
 − Pinjector
100 

Where Pfeed is the pressure of the premixed stream of propellents on the propellent feed side of
the injector face, MPR is the position of the MPR valve between 0-100, and Pinjector is the
designed pressure drop over the injectors.
P* is the ratio of injection pressure and combustion chamber nozzle stagnation pressure. By
knowing injection pressure (Pc)inj we can calculate (Pc)ns

( pc ) inj

=

( pc ) ns

1 + γM i 2
 γ −1

M i2 
1 +
2



γ /( γ −1)

4.1.3

.
Where γ is the ratio of specific heats of propellents Cp/Cv, M i is the mach number at the
nozzle inlet, Pcns is the combustion chamber nozzle stagnation pressure.
Exhaust pressure Pe can then be calculated from A* which is the ratio between the cross
sectional area of the nozzle exit Ae and the cross sectional area of the nozzle throat, by
knowing (Pc)ns Pe can be calculated.

A* =

Ae
=
At

1

1


γ + 1   pe
1− 
γ − 1   ( pc ) ns


γ −1
γ

 2  γ −1  ( pc ) ns  γ

 

 γ + 1   pe 









4.1.4

Performance Parameters
From these values various performance parameters of the motor can be found including the
thrust, characteristic velocity, thrust coefficient, and specific impulse as described below.
C* is the characteristic velocity, it is a measure of the effective energy level of the propellants
and the design quality of the injector and the combustion chamber it is defined as follows
C* =

gγR (Tc ) ns
γ +1

 2  γ −1
γ 

 γ + 1
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Ct is the thrust coefficient, which is a measure of the combustion products gas expansion
properties and the design quality of the nozzle.

2γ  2 
Ct =
γ − 1  γ + 1 
2

γ +1
γ −1


  Pe
1 −  ( P
  c ) ns






γ −1
γ


 Ae  Pe − Pa 
 + A  (P ) 
t 
c ns 


4.1.6

Isp is the thrust chamber specific impulse and is a measure of the overall performance of the
thrust chamber, it incorporates both C* and Ct as shown below.

c *C t
( I s ) tc =
g

4.1.7

F is the output thrust of the motor, it can be calculated in a number of ways two of which are
shown below
F
4.1.8a

( I s ) tc =

Ct =

W tc

F
At ( Pc ) ns

4.1.8b

where W tc is the steady weight flow rate of propellants.
ve is the flow velocity at the nozzle exit, by knowing g, R, (Tc)ns, Pe, (Pc)ns, γ , we can
calculate ve

ve =

γ −1


γ
4.1.9


2 gγ
P

e
 
R (Tc ) ns 1 − 


γ −1
(P )
  c ns  

4.1.9

For each time step of the simulator the preceding 9 equations must be solved with Pcinj and
W tc varying as a function of the premix propellant valve position (at present the relationship
between the MPR, MOV and MFV positions and P & W is assumed to be linear).
cinj

tc

There are many other motor parameters that can be calculated as shown on the diagram in
figure 4.1.1, however since they are not directly required to calculate any of the required
performance parameters they are not discussed here.

4.1.4 Confirming the Ogoun design
In order to confirm that the Ogoun design does in fact meet the requirements for 1000N with
an Isp of 200 seconds a simulation was run to determine what propellant flow rate W tc would
be required to generate these performance values. Once knowing this the required nozzle
throat cross sectional area and hence diameter could be determined from equation 4.1.10
below.

At =

(144 *W

tc

*Vt )

4.1.10

vt

Where At is the cross sectional area of the throat in inch2, Vt is the flow volume at the nozzle

throat (ft^3/Ib), vt is the flow velocity through the nozzle throat (ft/sec).
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Running a simulation at 1000 N of thrust with an Isp of 244.59 seconds the following values

were obtained Vt= 4.8114, vt =3.4184x103, W tc =0.91916522 therefore solving for At yields,

At =

(144 * 0.91916522 * 4.8114) = 0.18629inch 2
3.4184 x103

Converting At to radius at the throat Rt and into S.I units yields Rt=6.1853 mm and therefore
the required diameter of the throat is 12.3 mm which meets the current Ogoun nozzle design
of Dt = 12 mm.
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5. Results and Discussion
The suitability of the final controller design was evaluated through a cold test of the injector
and a hardware in the loop test to simulate a live firing of the motor. These two tests were
conducted to determine whether or not the control system in its current form was suitable for
controlling a hot the test of the engine with the following results obtained.

5.1 Cold injector test
A cold injector test was conducted to determine the effectiveness of the control system to
regulate the flow of a high pressure, cryogenic, liquid medium. The test was comprised of
running nitrous oxide from the nitrous tank, through the MOV to the injector plate. The sub
systems evaluated during the test were the DC motor actuators, the controller start-up
sequence, the DC motor software encoder, the power and electronics systems, and the motor
support harness. The test setup (shown in figure 5.1.1) is comprised of the motor test stand
and its actuating hardware, a limited propellent feed system (only required to connect the
nitrous tank to the stand and injector), and the software control interface which is comprised
of the laptop and the electronic control boxes.
The test consisted of opening the MOV to a run position of 50% before the test to ensure a
steady flow of nitrous to the injector. The nitrous feed tank was manually operated and when
opened plumes of liquid nitrous oxide were seen emerging from the injector holes as shown in
figure 5.1.2. A close up view of the injector is shown in figure 5.1.3 to show the reader some
of the peripheral hardware being serviced by the rocket motor control system.

Figure 5.1.1: Complete test stand setup including all required hardware
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Figure 5.1.2: Injector during test, an atomized spray of liquid nitrous oxide can be seen
emerging from the holes along with a block of ice blown clear of the surface.

Figure 5.1.3: View of the injector plate, note the two impinging holes located either side of
the igniter.
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The test of the motor proved that the control hardware was capable of providing high pressure
liquid (750 Psi) to a source without any propellent feed lines coming loose or any leakage
throughout the system. Furthermore the cryogenic conditions caused by the expanding nitrous
oxide in the valves did not adversely affect the valves or their actuating hardware.
A second test was conducted to see if completely closing the valves would prevent the flow of
nitrous oxide to simulate a shut down sequence. It was found that even with the valves
completely closed the flow of nitrous oxide was not retarded. A Later analysis revealed that
the mechanical coupling between the DC motors and the valve spindle was on too far thus
preventing the valve from completely closing. Subsequent tests using compressed air at 8 bar
has proved that the flow is indeed prevented once the correction to the coupling has been
made.
Throughout the test it was also discovered that the speed of the DC motors would prove
problematic during the rocket engines start-up, shutdown and abort sequences.
The slow speed of the DC motors (12Rpm) resulted in a delay of 23 seconds to open the MOV
to 50%. It can be predicted that during a live test this would be extremely undesirable due to
the high propellent usage and lack of rapid abort capability.
Overall the test was a great success as it proved the control system was capable of providing
and preventing the flow of propellents to the motor in a remotely operated fashion. The
applicability of the control system for a hot test however remains to be seen something the
analysis in sections 5.2 and 5.3 seeks to address.

5.2 Control system analysis
In order to determine the suitability of the control system for carrying out a hot test of the
motor a ‘hardware in the loop’ test was conducted. This test replaces the actual motor with the
simulator program described in section 4. In this way the motor controller could still be tested
with sensor feedback supplied by the simulator program rather than the motors own sensing
hardware. By doing this it was hoped that the relationship between the various controller
attributes, and the motors performance could be studied. Figure 5.2.1 demonstrates this
process of replacing the hardware feedback with simulated values, which are then used to
control the position of the valves.

Figure 5.2.1: Thrust level control using hardware in the loop simulation.

5.2.1 Test 1: Hardware in the loop test
The hardware in the loop test was conducted using a standard set of motor design,
environmental and propellent parameters that are known to produce the desired performance
results of around 1000N thrust with an Isp 250 seconds. The thrust level and mixture ratio
control settings for the test were as follows:
• MPR pre-ignition value 10%,
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• MPR main stage value 72%,
• MOV & MFV pre-ignition values 10% and 25% respectively,
• MOV& MFV main stage values 100% and 33% respectively.
Figure 5.2.2 displays simulator interface which provides the user with the current list of test
and controller parameters just described, a remote view of the test stand during testing, and the
simulated performance data for the current set of valve positions.
Once started the test would carry out the start-up, duration, and shutdown phases for a
simulated hot test of the rocket motor based on the current positional feedback of the DC
motors. The test profile can be read from figure 5.2.3 which plots the Isp Vs time for the test
duration. The point of ignition, start-up transient, 10 second main stage burn, and shutdown
sequences are all clearly defined and are labelled on the graph. It can be clearly seen from all
graphs (figures 5.2.3 to 5.2.5) that the test duration was 223 seconds; which is a result of the
DC motor speed of 12 Rpm and the control method being used to run them. This results in a
number of critical issues that must be addressed before any hot test of the motor can be carried
out.

Figure 5.2.2: Diagram of the simulator user interface
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Figure 5.2.3: Isp (s) Vs Time (s), Max Isp 264.8 s, Avrg Isp 154.7 s.

Figure 5.2.4: Thrust (N) Vs Time (s) Max thrust 1004, Avrg 536 N.
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Figure 5.2.5: Required Propellent flow rate (Lb/s) to maintain current chamber pressure Vs
Time (s), Max Wdot=1.25, Avrg Wdot=0.27

Analysis
Decreased Isp
Figure 5.2.2 shows the maximum Isp (264s) occurring during the 10 second burn duration
which is to be expected due to the optimal mixture ratio at this time. However due to the
excessively long start-up and shutdown transients the burn duration only comprises 4% of the
total test time. This has the effect of greatly reducing the average Isp over the entire test period
by almost half to 154 seconds. This inefficiency is a direct result of the slow motor speeds and
effectively removes the major advantage of the premix design being increased Isp.
Delayed ignition
The second issue is a result of the long pre-ignition time of 25 seconds which increases the
likelihood of propellent detonation upon ignition. From figure 5.2.5 it can be measured that in
the first 20 seconds before ignition 5 Lb/s (2.2 Kg/s) of fuel has entered the combustion
chamber. Therefore it can be seen that slow response time during start-up is dangerous and
undesirable.
Excessive propellent use
Perhaps the most important factor for ruling out the control system in its current design is the
propellent levels required to support it. For a total test duration of 223 seconds at an average
actual propellent flow rate of 0.27 Lb/s (figure 5.2.5) a rough estimation of the propellents
consumed was calculated to be roughly 27Kg’s. This results in a fuel and oxidant
consumption of 6.6 Kg’s and 20.4 Kg’s respectively. This greatly exceeds the current fuel and
oxidant tank designs and would also result in a monumental Isp penalty as is shown in
equations 2.2.10 & 2.2.11. Note: Figure 5.2.5 shows the required propellent flow rate to
maintain a specific chamber pressure, because this is what the simulator uses to determine the
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thrust of the motor. At times of varying mixture ratio this graph will over estimate the
propellent flow rate as it detects more fuel is required to maintain a desired chamber pressure.
In reality the propellent flow rate would drop off linearly as the MOV and MFV are closed
and this relationship is shown as the ‘actual’ propellent flow rate line marked on the figure.

Lack of ABORT capability
The current design also fails to support any kind of ABORT functionality with the valves
taking 57.5 seconds to go from completely open to completely closed. This would make it
likely that if an abort action was requested the motor and test stand would have been
completely destroyed by the time the abort command was serviced. As a guide ABORT
sequences for catastrophic failures should be serviced within 500mS requiring a much more
rapid form of valve actuation than the one currently available.
Simulator inaccuracies
The hardware in the loop test also highlighted a number of inefficiencies in the simulator
design that should be addressed. The calculation of the Isp in figure 5.2.3 is a prime example
of this with its stepwise appearance due to the calculation of the AFT (see section 3.2). To
address this an integrated chemical analysis program could be used to greatly improve the
accuracy of the Isp during the simulation. Secondly the simulator fails to account for the
effects of changing mixture ratio on thrust as shown in figure 5.2.4 even after the MOV and
MFV are closed off the thrust remains constant until the MPR is shut off. This assumption is
fairly accurate as long as the propellent flow rate remains constant; however this is not the
case at engine shutdown as can be seen in figure 5.2.5. As the Mixture ratio is changed during
shut off the required propellent flow rate to maintain the chamber pressure required for 1000N
increases dramatically. If the propellent feed system does not meet this requirement then the
thrust will drop off accordingly.
5.2.3 Test 2: Increasing DC motor speed
Because of the numerous issues highlighted by the hardware in the loop test the controller in
its current form will never be implemented for an actual hot test. Because all the issues
revolve around the slow response time of the control system a second simulation was carried
out to determine the effect faster DC motors would have on the performance of the controller.
As different control hardware was to be simulated a hardware in the loop test was not
applicable, rather the software encoder programmed onto the PIC was converted to a
MATLAB function to allow motors of different speeds to be simulated. As a first iteration to
test the hypothesis that the faster motors would address the issues highlighted in the hardware
in the loop test, a generic motor speed of 100 Rpm was chosen. The results for this test are
shown in the figures below.
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Figure 5.2.6: Isp (s) Vs Time (s), Max Isp 268 s, Avrg Isp 175 s.
Figure 5.2.6 shows the test duration has been drastically reduced to 37 seconds a substantial
85% improvement over the original design. This results in the main stage period being
increased to 27% of the total test time. The improvements in average Isp are clear (15-20
second improvement) as a greater percentage of the test is now carried out at the ideal mixture
ratio. Also the propellent flow characteristics are greatly improved over the previous design
despite the average actual propellent flow rate increasing (due to the longer time spent at main
stage). The total propellent consumed can again be estimated from figure 5.2.7, as 16.65 Lb’s
(7.55 Kg’s) equating to 5.66 Kg’s and 1.886 Kg’s of oxidizer and fuel respectively. This
configuration now falls within the requirements of the Ogoun tank design. Similarly the preignition propellent consumption is drastically reduced (0.36287 Kg’s) decreasing the risk of
propellent detonation at ignition. However whilst improved a pre-ignition start-up of 4
seconds is still not ideal and significant start-up risks are still associated with this design,
furthermore even at 100 Rpm any ABORT action taken when the valves are at their fully open
position would take almost 7 seconds to be serviced. In fact in order to achieve an ABORT
sequence of less than 1 second a Motor speed of 690 Rpm would be required which would
have to be geared down (through voltage regulation) for normal valve operations to allow fine
control and prevent pressure oscillations. Alternatively ABORT sequences could be serviced
through the inclusion of two on/off solenoid valves positioned after the MOV and MFV’s.
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Figure 5.2.7: Required Propellent flow rate (Lb/s) to maintain current chamber pressure Vs
Time (s), Max Wdot=1.8, Avrg Wdot=0.7

5.2.4 Test 3: Synchronous motor operation
Because the results of experiment two clearly showed an improvement over the hardware in
the loop test, A third test was conducted to see if further Isp and propellant gains could be
further increased by the simultaneous control of all three DC motors to further reduce the
control system latency. Once again the test was carried out under the same motor parameters
at a motor speed of 100 Rpm. The results of the test are shown in the following figures.
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Figure 5.2.8: Isp (s) Vs Time (s), Max Isp 275 s, Avrg Isp 190 s.
Using the same analysis as before the average Isp can again be seen to increase a further 10-15
seconds as the main stage operation consumes nearly half the entire test period of 23.5
seconds. The total propellent consumed has also been improved on the previous tests with the
total amount consumed being 5.8 Kg’s (4.39 Kg oxidant, 1.4 Kg’s fuel). The start-up transient
has also been reduced by around 50% now requiring only 2.5 seconds resulting in a rough preignition propellent flow of, (0.2*2.5) = 0.226 Kg’s.

Figure 5.2.9: Required Propellent flow rate (Lb/s) to maintain current chamber pressure Vs
Time (s), Max Wdot = 0.84, Avrg Wdot = 0.5337
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Figure 5.2.10: Thrust (N) Vs Time (s) Max thrust 1004, Avrg 572 N

Comparison of results:
By comparing the results of the three tests it can be seen that increasing the response time of
the controller effectively overcomes the problems associated with the original design. The
large propellent usage seen in the hardware in the loop test and the low average Isp that
resulted were seen to greatly improve as a function of decreased controller response time. This
decreased controller latency was achieved through increasing the speed of the DC motors and
enabling them to be actuated synchronously. The following figures compare the response
times and performances of the control system over the three experiments tested.

Figure 5.2.11: Comparison of thrust profiles for each of the three test setups.
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Figure 5.2.12: Comparison of Isp profiles for each of the three test setups

Figure 5.2.13: Comparison of propellent flow rate profiles for each of the three test setups
Figure 5.2.11 is included simply to show the varying test duration between the three tests, the
higher thrust of tests 2 and 3 are simply a result of inaccuracies resulting from porting the
software encoder from the PIC to the MATLAB simulator and from individual test anomalies
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such as valve noise that will be different for each simulation run. Increasing the valve
response time is not predicted to affect the thrust despite what is shown here.
Figure 5.2.12 shows that as the motor response time increased the average Isp of the motor
also increased accordingly. By increasing the motor speed to 100 Rpm the Isp increase was in
the region of 15-20 seconds, the synchronous operation of the motors resulted in a further
increase of 10-15 seconds. This resulted in a 30-40 second increase in the average Isp of the
motor over the entire test duration. These increases were a result of the motor spending a
greater proportion of the test period at the maximum efficiency configured for the main stage
operation. The results of the three tests are summarised in Figure 5.2.13 where it can be seen
that the faster DC motor speeds result in improved propellent consumption and average Isp
values.

Test

Motor
Speed
(Rpm)

Control
type

Total
propellent
consumed
Kg’s
27

Pre-ignition
propellent
Kg’s

Average
Isp
Seconds

Hardware in
12
Sequential
2.2
154.7
the loop
2
100
Sequential
7.5
0.36
175
3
100
Synchronous
5.8
0.226
190
Table 5.2.1: Table summarising the relationship between DC motor speed, propellent
consumption and average Isp.

Conclusion
As it stands the current control system will not be adequate for hot testing of the motor, the
lengthy test duration would make it impossible to provide the amount of required propellents,
as well as drastically reduce the overall performance of the motor. More importantly however
the slow response time of the control system would make any hot test an extremely dangerous
undertaking as an ABORT scenario would effectively not be supported, and the lengthy preignition period would almost certainly lead to chamber detonation at ignition. Despite this
however small modifications to the control system such as increasing the motor speed to 100
Rpm and synchronous control of the three DC motors promises to offer the performance and
reliability required to carry out a hot test of the motor.
5.3 Analysis of unique premix issues
Premix rocket motors are unique in that if at any time the injection pressure falls below a
value that prevents the backward propagation of the flame front a catastrophic failure could
result. In order to investigate the likelihood of this occurring a simulation was run measuring
the propellant flow rates at different stages of the Ogoun test profile to see if the injection
velocity ever fell below 150 Psi which was calculated to be the minimum safe pressure drop.
Because the ultimate performance is desired the tests were carried on from ‘test 3’ covered in
section 5.2. As before the tests were conducted using the same set of test parameters with
motor speeds of 100 Rpm synchronously controlled. Figure 5.3.1 illustrates the physical
location of the pressures talked about in the following analysis.

Figure 5.3.1: Pressure locations inside rocket motor.
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5.3.1 Test 4: Analysis of start up and shut down transients

Figure 5.3.2: (Pfeed – Pcns) for the simulated test duration.
Figure 5.3.2 graphs the feed pressure (Pfeed) minus the nozzle stagnation pressure (Pcns) as
function of time over the whole test period. From this graph the locations at which the
pressure difference falls below 150 Psi can be determined. From the graphs (figure 5.3.3 and
5.3.4) one can see that the changeover occurs during the start-up and shutdown transients as
would be expected at times of 4.5 seconds and 25.9 seconds respectively. It is at these two
locations that we will concentrate our analysis.

Figure 5.3.3: Start up cross over point at 4.5 seconds
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Figure 5.3.4: Shut down cross over point at 25.94 seconds
At any time before 4.5 seconds or after 25.9 seconds the motor is potentially unsafe if the
thrust chamber is at a point that it can sustain combustion (i.e. the igniter is switched on for
the start-up transient, or the motor is still hot enough to ignite the propellants in the shut down
transient). For this reason an examination of the MPR, MOV, and MFV positions, as well as
the ignition timing is required.

Start-up transient
Figure 5.3.5 clearly shows that the exact point of ignition is at t = 3 seconds, therefore this
falls outside the required safety limits and the potential exists that if this was a hot test that the
motor would in fact detonate. It is therefore required that the point of ignition is retarded by at
least 1.5 seconds to meet the required safety limitations. This is not without drawbacks
however as the longer pre-ignition time results in greater propellant accumulation and the
higher associated injection pressures making it harder to ignite the propellant stream (these are
covered in detail in section 3.3). This can be easily overcome however by simply delaying the
opening of the MOV and MFV valves also by 1.5 seconds.

Figure 5.3.5: Exact point of ignition 3 seconds
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Figure 5.3.6: MPR position at time 4.5 seconds
Figure 5.3.6 shows the value of the MPR that yielded the pressure difference of 150 Psi. as
being 29% open. This means that ignition should not take place until the MPR has surpassed
this point. From this we can determine the corrected ignition time based on the speed of the
MPR DC motor.
Tignition =

Required position
29
=
= 2 sec onds
Speed of motors 14.49

5.3.1

Where the required position is 29% open, (11.5 revolutions is 100 % open),
and the speed of the motors is 100 Rpm / 60 seconds = 1.66 Rps = 14.5% per second
This indicates that the MPR needs to be running for at least 2 seconds before ignition can take
place. From this the required MFV and MOV timings can also be calculated. Note: the MOV
and MFV positions are limited to values less than the MPR starting value. As they must be
opened AFTER the MPR valve has reached the minimum starting pressure of 150 Psi (29%
open). The time delay between the MPR opening and the MFV opening is called the MFV
start delay (TMFV ) delay , and is dependent on the desired MFV pre-ignition value. The MFV or
MOV start delay’s can be calculated as follows,

 ( MPRstartpos )   ( MXVstartpos ) 
 − 

(TMXV ) delay = 
 14.49   14.49


5.3.2

Where MPRstartpos is the starting position of the MPR (29%) and MXV is the desired valve
position of the valve you want to calculate the delay for (in %).
Assuming a MFV start position of 20% and a MOV start position of 5% the motor delays can
be calculated as
(TMFV ) = 0.62 sec onds and (TMOV ) = 1.655 sec onds respectively.
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This results in a start up transient culminating in ignition at T = +2s with the following control
valve positions. MPR: 29% generating a feed pressure of 150 Psi
MFV:20%
MOV: 5%.
A simulation running the revised start-up transient is shown in figure 5.3.7 below.

Figure 5.3.7: Modified start up transient to meet the pressure difference requirement of 150
Psi.

Shutdown transient
The 150 Psi pressure drop must also be maintained during motor shutdown. Figure 5.3.8
shows the extended view of the test incorporating the modified start-up transient. Here it can
be seen that the control system already accounts for the shutdown period quiet well. The MOV
and MFV begin shut off at T = +15 seconds where the MOV valve is completely closed at t =
+16s, and the MFV closes 4 seconds later at T = +20s. Meanwhile the MPR is maintained at
its run position until both the MOV and MFV are completely closed. This ensures that the
injection pressure is maintained at a high level until the propellants are cut off from the
combustion chamber. Furthermore the fuel rich burn off discussed in section 3.4 is also
achieved by this control setup. The exact timing of the MOV shut off can be delayed to reduce
the amount of fuel rich burn off however 4 seconds should not adversely affect the engine and
serves as a good starting point.
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Figure 5.3.8: MPR, MOV and MFV positions for the simulated test incorporating modified
start-up transient

Valve Start-up delay
(s)
MPR
MOV
MFV
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Startup
Shut down
Shut down
position
delay
position
(%)
(s)
(%)
0
29
7
66
1.655
5
0
25
062
20
0
75
Table 5.3.1: Table summarizing valve positions during transient operations.
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Figure 5.3.9: Thrust and Isp Vs time for the modified startup transient test.
Figure 5.3.9 illustrates that the motor still reaches the required performance values despite the
heavy manipulation of the control system dynamics.

Conclusion
The unique issue of premix rocket motor control requires an injection pressure of 150 Psi be
maintained at all times to prevent the backward travel of the combustion chamber flame front.
There are two points at which this is most likely to occur the first is at motor start-up and the
second is during times of thrust decrease or motor shut down. Therefore careful design of the
control systems start-up and shut down transients is required. Testing revealed the existing
control system did not meet these transient conditions and would have resulted in a motor
detonation upon live testing. The redesign of the start-up transient found that a minimum time
of 2 seconds is required for opening the MPR to allow it to establish a feed pressure of 150
Psi. MOV and MFV start delays of 1.65s and 0.62s respectively were also calculated for
optimal start-up conditions. This re-design was tested in simulation and was found to meet the
requirements for premixed design in both the start-up and shut down phases.
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6. Future Work and Conclusions
There are numerous avenues for expansion to the current work provided in this paper. The
most pressing recommendation is for the modification of the control hardware to facilitate safe
hot testing of the motor. However once this is achieved there are many avenues of future work
that could be explored to further increase the reliability and performance of the controller. The
incorporation of additional sensor hardware to determine more accurately the performance of
the rocket motor could include chamber pressure transducers, flow meters in the propellent
feed lines, Vibration sensors on the rocket body, optical encoders on the 3 DC control valves,
and the completion of the thrust load cell all of which would provide priceless empirical data
on the performance of the engine being tested. Furthermore there are a number of
optimizations to the existing motor and control system design that would further improve their
efficiency and performance. These include a study into the minimization of the injector face
pressure drop which would lead to reduced demands on the propellent feed system for a
comparable thrust. An investigation into the ideal propellent feed system conditions for
different thrust levels (does having a tubing diameter set for the maximum thrust condition
prevent air bubbles and reduce pressure oscillations in the system? Does having a propellent
feed diameter equal to the nozzle diameter affect performance?). As well as a complete study
into the design requirements for converting the control system for use in space including
miniaturization, and weight reduction requirements. Now that the groundwork has been laid
there is truly an endless array of small modular additions that can be included to further
student’s knowledge into the operation of liquid fuelled rocket motors and bring the whole
design closer to inclusion in a functional rocket body.
This paper presented both the hardware and software plan of the University of Sydney’s
Ogoun project rocket controller. A real hardware test of the control system revealed it could
successfully control the flow of liquid nitrous oxide during a cold test of the injector. However
subsequent testing using hardware in the loop analysis revealed that a number of changes must
be made before the controller is capable of servicing the motor during a hot test. This paper
covered the basic requirements needed for non line of sight control of any liquid fueled bipropellant rocket motor. The control system itself is being designed to be forward compatible
so that it is open to future enhancements for more complex control and data monitoring
capabilities.
Overall the goal of implementing a basic control system comprising all the components
explained above in only one year is an ambitious yet achievable task. If accomplished it will
position the University of Sydney well for an expanding space engineering curriculum
providing a framework around which future space engineering projects can be launched.
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Is the Sun a Random Star?
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Abstract: The properties of our star may be associated with special prerequisites for life. By
comparing our Sun to other stars in our galaxy, we may be able to identify such prerequisites. If our
star is typical, stellar conditions appropriate for life, and life itself may be common in the Universe.
On the other hand, if the Sun is atypical, conditions appropriate for life may be uncommon. Here we
describe a method to quantify how typical or atypical the Sun is compared with other stars
Keywords: Sun, Sun–like stars, Planetary Systems, Habitability, Exoplanets

Introduction
Looking for extrasolar terrestrial planets
Eleven years ago, the first extrasolar planet around a main sequence star was found (51Pegasi) [1].
That event unleashed a planet hunting fever, making searching for exoplanets one of the hottest
topics of observational astronomy. More than 200 exoplanets have been found [2], most of them in
large surveys using the radial velocity technique, (e.g. California and Carnegie Planet Search Project,
[3]). The radial velocity or Doppler method involves measuring the variations an orbiting planet
causes on the host star’s line–of–sight velocity. These variations are derived from the displacement
in the star’s spectral lines. The radial velocity technique is, however, biased toward discovering high
mass and short period planets [4] “hot jupiters”, which are probably uninhabitable. The interest of
planet searchers and the public has shifted to low mass terrestrial planets. This interest is driven by
the desire to find habitable planets, and even life. Therefore, the next generation of planet searches
will be focused on the detection of these terrestrial planets. We are thus most interested in those
terrestrial planets orbiting within the Continuous Habitable Zone (CHZ), which is the range of
orbital radii where liquid water on the surface of a planet can exist for several billion years [5]. Such
planets are beyond the current detection sensitivity limits of planet finding techniques, hence none
has yet been found.
Looking for another Sun
Conditions for habitability are not only determined by a planet’s properties itself, they are given
by the star–planet system characteristics (stellar type, planetary orbital parameters, and planetary
masses). Hence, habitability is a function of both, planet and stellar properties. For example: Earth’s
habitability depends on a number of properties intrinsic to the Sun, or the molecular cloud that
became the Sun e.g., a minimum abundance of heavy elements was needed to build it up, the solar
carbon to oxygen ratio lower than one, resulted in an oxidizing rather than a reducing chemistry –
allowing abundant water and silicate–rock to form. In the search for terrestrial planets around other
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stars, the simplest assumption is that the most Earth–like planets orbit Sun–like stars. The more a star
resembles the Sun, the more solar system–like its planets might be. This idea motivated our search
for solar twins – stars whose fundamental parameters (e.g. mass, effective temperature, chemical
composition, luminosity and as many other observables as possible) are indistinguishable from solar
values [6]. A few of these properties could be important initial conditions for the formation of stable
habitable planets. To date, the two best solar twins found are 18–Sco [7] and HD 98618 [8]. They
have no CHZ crossing hot jupiters around them (Marcy et al. 2005), and thus have been regarded as
potential hosts to solar system like planetary systems and plausible candidates for hosting terrestrial
planets in their habitable zones.

Previous Studies
Placing our Sun in context and identifying it as an anomalous or average star has proved to be
a complex task. Gustafsson [9] and Gonzalez [10] have both looked at this issue. Their analyses
attempted to answer the question by comparing the solar values of some observable parameters
(e.g. chemical composition, mass, luminosity) to stellar values from particular samples of stars.
While they agree on issues such as the Sun being moderately iron rich and more massive than most
of the stars in the Galaxy, they suggest different explanations and their conclusions are somewhat
incompatible.
After review of the solar mass, age, chemical composition, rotation rate, chromospheric activity and
binarity, Gustafsson concludes that the Sun seems normal for its mass and age. He explains the mass
and non–binarity of the Sun in anthropic terms: more massive stars would not allow the time needed
for life to evolve, while a less massive star would have a lower probability of hosting planets in the
habitable zone. An important suggestion drawn from this study is that since the Sun is normal, life
does not need a very special environment to form [9].
After review of the solar mass, chemical composition, photometric variability, chemical composition
and space motion (galactic velocities), Gonzalez found the Sun to be anomalous in most of the
observed parameters: The Sun is more luminous than 88% of the stars within 10 parsecs. The Sun’s
photometric variability appears to be smaller than stars with a similar level of chromospheric activity.
The Sun is oxygen–rich and carbon–poor and hence has a relatively small C/O ratio. The orbit of
the Sun around the Galaxy has lower eccentricity and a smaller maximum distance from the galactic
plane than most nearby F and G stars. Gonzalez proposes that these anomalies are explained by the
anthropic principle; they were necessary for our existence [10]. Gonzalez argues that a G dwarf
(such as the Sun) has better chances of being habitable than a K or M dwarf. Therefore, because stars
more massive than the Sun do not live long enough to support the evolution of complex life and the
Sun is among the 9% most massive stars in the neighbourhood, Gonzalez concludes that less than
9% of the nearby stars have masses within the habitable mass range.
Gustafsson [9] and Gonzalez [10] come to different conclusions regarding the Sun’s typicality despite
using a similar approach. While Gustafsson classifies the Sun as a normal star for its mass, Gonzalez
finds the Sun to be anomalous and explains these anomalies as requirements for habitability. These
studies have a black or white classification of the Sun for each parameter observed (i.e. either typical
or atypical). Overall, Gustafsson suggests the Sun is a typical star while Gonzalez suggests the
opposite. Here we describe a method to resolve this important issue by quantifying how atypical the
Sun is, not whether it is or is not typical.
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Methodology
To estimate how typical or atypical the Sun is compared other stars, solar values should be compared
to a representative sample of stars. That is, for each parameter, how many standard deviations the
Sun is from the mean of this stellar sample needs to be determined. By doing this comparison with a
dozen or so parameters, a χ2 analysis can quantify the degree of anomaly that the Sun displays. For
example, imagine that life on Earth were uranium based, and that the Sun was anomalously rich in
uranium compared to other stars. We would then expect a high abundance of uranium in a stars to
be a prerequisite for life.
Here we list a few stellar parameters with a brief description of their possible implications for
habitability. Some stellar parameters are intrinsically dependent on others. Identifying this is needed
to know the number of independent degrees of freedom.
• Mass, Luminosity and Temperature: The luminosity and effective temperature of star are two of
the easiest stellar properties to derive. They determine its spectral class and therefore its position
in the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram. However, they both depend on how massive the star is. Mass
and age determine the luminosity and effective temperature at any given moment throughout the
star’s lifetime. The initial mass alone will dictate how long the star shines with roughly constant
luminosity (main sequence phase).
• Age: The age determination method introduces inherent uncertainties: well–determined stellar
ages can only be deduced for old stars [11; 12]. Therefore, in samples of stars with well–determined
ages, there is a clear over–representation of old stars. This prevents correct estimates of how much
older or younger the Sun is with respect to an unbiased sample of stars.
• Orbital Parameters and Galactic Velocities: The Galactic velocity components of a star (U,V
and W), eccentricity, minimum galactic radius and maximum distance from the galactic plane are
related to each other. Gustafsson [9] and Gonzalez [10; 13] suggest that eccentricity and distance
to the galactic plane could be related to habitability – large eccentricities being responsible for
allowing a star to orbit closer to the galactic centre, where the danger of supernovae blast waves and
cosmic, gamma and X–ray radiation increases considerably (see [14] and references therein for a
quantification of the danger posed by supernovae). Also, the periodicity of the passage of the Sun
through the thin disk, could be associated with perturbations of Oort cloud objects that can hit Earth
and cause mass extinction of varying severity [15].
• Chemical Composition: The amount of heavier–than–helium elements in a star is one of the most
important factors for planet formation. The solar system’s terrestrial planets are depleted in volatile
elements while their refractory abundances closely resemble the solar refractory abundances.
Likewise, the abundance patterns in extrasolar terrestrial planets will match those of their host stars
[16]. When comparing stellar to solar abundances, abundances derived in a differential approach
cancel out basic deficiencies of the analysis. For example, the assumption of Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium LTE (when corrections for non–LTE effects are not available) cause an equal offset in
the elemental abundance determinations for both, the Sun and stars. This offset is cancelled out in F,
G and K dwarfs when the stellar abundances are expressed relative to solar [17]:
[X/H] = log(X/H)star - log(X/H)sun

(1)

• Elemental Abundance Ratios: The composition and chemistry of the planets determined by the
initial elemental composition of the protoplanetary disk can be expressed as elemental abundance
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ratios. Different elemental ratios of a host star produce different compositions and chemistries of its
terrestrial planets. The carbon to oxygen ratio (C/O) is the most significant; if the C/O ratio is larger
than one, oxygen will pair up with carbon, forming carbon monoxide, which will be driven away
by the stellar wind. In this oxygen–depleted scenario, planets will be mostly composed of carbon
compounds, e.g. silicon carbide [18]. Despite the importance of the C/O ratio, the available stellar
oxygen and carbon abundance data is limited. This is due to the thermal sensitivity of the OI infrared
triplet line at 7775Å and the CI line at 6587Å which make these abundances amongst the hardest to
determine accurately [19; 12; 20].
• Stellar Activity: Radick [21] and Gustafsson [9] find that the Sun’s photometric variability is
relatively low for its level of chromospheric activity. Gustafsson reported that the chromospheric
activity seems typical for stars with solar age and rotation. Leitzinger et al. [23] stress the relevance
of stellar activity and its possible connection to habitability. They propose levels of coronal mass
ejections as another determinant of habitability.
• UV Radiation Environment: Early UV radiation from young stars is more intense, and thus can
play an important part in the formation of early atmospheres and the evolution of life [23]. Stellar
rotation and/or activity may be a currently observable proxy for the Sun’s early solar system UV
environment [23].
Ideally, all the observable properties of the Sun should be compared to an unbiased sample of
stars. However, limited observational capabilities and resources make the selection of datasets and
parameters a non–trivial process. To allow a consistent comparison between the results obtained by
different studies (e.g. metallicities reported by Nördstrom [11] and Valenti [24]), special attention
must be paid to the details of sample selection effects, systematic errors and calibration methods.

Conclusion
In our search for extrasolar worlds, we want to know how special stars with habitable planets are.
Whether the Sun is or is not a random star, might reveal which stellar properties are related to
habitability. Previous studies have addressed the issue and come to somewhat contradictory results.
Here we present the idea of how to quantify how typical or atypical the Sun is compared to a
representative sample of stars in the Galaxy.
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Abstract
The development of space-related activities is linked to the ability to conduct reduced-gravity
research. Reduced-gravity experimentation is important in the understanding of fundamental and
applied aspects of many physical phenomena. This paper highlights the importance of reduced-gravity
testing, and describes the ground-based and space-based facilities currently available for experimental
work. A new 2.0-second reduced-gravity facility at Queensland University of Technology (QUT) is
also described, including its specifications and performance. Current areas of research performed
by the QUT Phenomena in Microgravity Laboratory (PML) are also presented and discussed. These
include: 1) Combustion: PML has conducted experiments on the effects of gravity on the burning
of bulk engineering metals (Ti, Al, Fe, etc). This research has many applications relating to the fire
safety of oxygen systems. 2) Fluid Dynamics: PML is investigating the fundamental fluid dynamics
of droplet production in both normal and reduced gravity environments. The group has conducted
experimental, analytical and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) investigations into the break-up
of cylindrical liquid jets due to surface tension induced instabilities, benefiting researchers in areas
ranging from manufacturing to genome printing. 3) Nanomaterials: As demonstrated by research
into crystal growth, gravity has a noticeable effect on the synthesis of molecular structures. Work
conducted by the PML clearly demonstrated that the same is true for sol-gels, which have potential
applications in emerging fields of science (quantum computing, fuel cells etc). Finally, collaborative
opportunities for researchers to use the QUT facility are also presented and discussed.
1. Introduction
The operational characteristics of a reduced gravity testing facility located in the School of
Engineering Systems at Queensland University of Technology (QUT) are presented. The facility is
a 2.0-second drop tower capable of producing high quality reduced-gravity environments for large
experimental packages. The Phenomena in Microgravity Laboratory (PML) operates the tower,
and runs several research programs investigating gravity dependent phenomena. Several of these
programs are outlined in this paper in the areas of combustion, fluid dynamics and nanomaterials.
2. Background
Research under reduced-gravity conditions allows the investigation of physical phenomena that
are typically masked by gravitational forces. This has implications for fundamental and applied
research. Applications of reduced-gravity research have resulted in many new products with further
applications emerging from these studies [1]. Most research in reduced gravity has typically been
commercially motivated in an effort to optimise and understand various processes. Major research
areas include materials science, fluid dynamics and combustion. Within the field of materials science,
current areas of commercial interest are ‘containerless’ processing, crystal growth and metal/alloy/
composite fabrication. Studies show that it is possible to grow crystals which are virtually defect
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free and are up to 400 times larger in size than their terrestrial counterparts. In the field of fluid
dynamics, the study of single and multiphase flows and transport phenomena in reduced gravity
is also important. Fluids research has produced a greater understanding of cavitation and capillary
flow important in the design of fluidic systems (fuel tanks, cooling loops etc.) both in space and
on the ground. Combustion research is mainly concerned with fundamental research, fire safety
and propulsion studies. Fire safety is an ongoing concern as the destructive effects of uncontrolled
burning in space is potentially life threatening, as demonstrated by the fire onboard the MIR space
station [2].
3. Reduced Gravity Facilities
The ability to conduct tests in a reduced-gravity environment is made possible though a number
of testing facilities, which are ground-, flight-or space-based. Ground-based facilities include drop
towers and drop tubes; flight-based facilities use planes, sounding rockets or balloons; and spacebased facilities currently are limited to the space shuttle, the ISS or remote platforms. The operating
characteristics of each of these test facilities are defined in relation to microgravity quality, test
duration and cost per test. Table 1 provides a relative estimate of the microgravity quality (or g-level
magnitude), test duration and test cost between various reduced-gravity test facilities.
Table 1 -Relative Quality, Duration, and Cost of Reduced Gravity Facilities
Facility Type
Drop Tower
Sounding Rocket
Aircraft
Space Shuttle
Space Station
Space Platform

Quality
Very Good
Low
Low
Good
Good+
Very Good

Duration
Short
Medium+
Medium
Long
Very Long
Very Long+

Cost per test
Low
High
Medium
Very HighVery High
Very High+

A drop tower typically produces very high quality reduced gravity but the test time is typically
short. However, it is inexpensive to test in a drop tower and easily accessible to researchers, allowing
multiple tests to be performed
at a-6 low price. Test times for a drop tower vary from 1 to 10 seconds,
-4
with gravity levels of 10 g to 10 g reproducibly attained. However, it is necessary to allow for the
large decelerations (~10-25 g) present at the completion of a test. Research is often first conducted in
a drop tower, at low cost, to determine if longer duration test times and more expensive facilities are
warranted [2]. Aircraft, such as the NASA KC-135, which is a modified four engine turbojet Boeing
707, are used to fly a parabolic trajectory to achieve
reduced
gravity. Test times are typically 25
-2
-4
seconds; however, the gravity quality is only 10 g to 10 g. The gravity level can also vary during
flight due to a phenomena referred to as ‘g-jitter’ from engine vibrations. Flight path variations can
also cause negative gravity vectors to be produced. Sounding rockets are capable of longer test times
(1 -5
minutes)
and are also subject to similar drawbacks in the quality of reduced gravity achievable
-1
-3
(10 g to 10 g). The space shuttle, International Space Station and other orbiting platforms allow
testing times of the order of days, weeks and months, respectively. Good quality reduced gravity is
produced, but testing on space platforms is both expensive and subject to international competition.
4. QUT Drop Tower Infrastructure and Test Support
The QUT drop tower, schematically shown in Figure 1, is a facility developed for use by the scientific
and engineering community. Capable of 2.0 seconds of high quality reduced gravity, at relatively
inexpensive testing costs, it provides an excellent testing environment for any investigation requiring
access to reduced-gravity conditions. Table 2 provides the functional parameters for the drop tower.
Test duration is 2.0 seconds (in reduced gravity), and it is possible to conduct between 15-20 tests
per day, as required.
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Figure 1 – Drop Tower Schematic
The drop package comprises both the drag shield and the experiment platform. The experiment
platform measures 800 mm in diameter and is 900 mm high and is able to support an experimental
apparatus weighing a maximum of 150 kg. All objects mounted on the experiment platform
experience reduced-gravity conditions.
There are several support facilities available for use within the drop tower:
•
•
•
•
•

A National Instruments Data Acquisition and Control System (NI DACS) AC/DC Power
Compressed Gases
Multiple drop tower access points
Technical and drop test staff support
Visitors area with computer access

The NI DACS has a 233 MHz CPU controlling an E-series DAC card able to simultaneously receive
16 analog channels, sending 2 analog outputs and sending and receiving up to 32 digital I/O’s at
200 kHz. The system is rated to a 30 g shock loading, and is available prior to and during a test.
Compressed gases and many fluids are available in the laboratory. The drop tower can be accessed
at multiple levels, with the second-level laboratory typically used for most interaction with the
experimental payload. At the top and base of the tower, the package can be accessed for minor
adjustments, if necessary, before and after a drop.
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Table 2 -QUT Drop Tower Functional Parameters
Test Time

2.0 seconds

Gravity Level

Better than 10 g

Tower Height

23.23 m

Maximum Deceleration

25 g

Duration of Deceleration

0.3 seconds

Max. Experiment Dim.

800 mm diameter x 900 mm high

Max. Experiment Mass

150 kg

-3

At the beginning of each test, the drop package is winched to the top of the tower and suspended
from a thin wire release mechanism. The wire is then cut and the experiment is released so it can
free fall to the base of the tower, where it is decelerated by a large vented air bag. Controlled
venting of the air ensures that the package is brought to a stop quickly and safely. During
a drop, the experiment platform is enclosed within the drag shield, as shown in Figure 2. This
protects the experiment against the effects of aerodynamic drag and the large deceleration
forces. Excellent levels of reduced gravity can be achieved with the use of a drag shield.

Figure 2 -Drag shield operation
The drop tower incorporates an innovative method of decelerating the drop package at the conclusion
of a test. This is achieved by a vented air bag, capable of absorbing large amounts of kinetic energy. The
design of this air bag was based on the work of Snyder et al [3] for the NASA Glenn Research Center
drop tower. A typical trace of the deceleration from an onboard accelerometer is shown in Figure 3
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.
Figure 3 – Gravity level traces for a typical test
5. Current Experimental Programs
There are several research programs being conducted at QUT within the drop tower, under the
direction of the PML. Current programs in the fields of combustion, fluid dynamics, and nanomaterials
are briefly presented.
5.1 Combustion
The study of combustion in both normal gravity and reduced gravity often provides critical insight
into burning phenomenology. In reduced gravity, burning occurs in the absence of buoyancy. The
PML is studying the burning of bulk metallic and polymer materials. It has been clearly demonstrated
that most materials burn in oxygen-enriched environments, however, in reduced gravity, some metals
burn faster and more readily than in normal gravity [4]. This is an effect contrary to the results for
non-metals that are burned in reduced gravity. The causes of these unusual results are the subject of
an investigation currently being conducted by the group. This will directly contribute to spacecraft
fire safety, but will also contribute to oxygen system fire safety in general, by providing insight into
heterogeneous burning. In addition, the group also investigates the influence of sample ignition and
sample geometry on standard flammability testing results, which will lead to improved test methods
and better use of existing data.

Figure 4 -A metallic rod sample burning in (a) normal gravity and (b) in reduced gravity
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5.2 Fluid Dynamics
Research by the PML into fluid dynamics has looked at surface tension dominated flows. Liquid
jetting and dripping [5] and the transition between the two is being investigated under normal gravity
and reduced gravity [6]. Figure 5 shows a dripping mode observed in reduced gravity with necking
of the attached drop occurring due to surface tension effects not observed in normal gravity tests.
These preliminary results, from work conducted on board the NASA KC-135 [7], are being further
investigated in the drop tower. Experimentation in the drop tower is favourable for this type of
phenomena as the process occurs quickly and requires a higher quality reduced gravity environment
[8] than was provided by the KC-135. Currently, three physically different modes of fluid flow are
being investigated (periodic dripping, chaotic dripping and jetting) along with their associated break
up mechanisms. Three physically different modes of jetting and associated break-up mechanisms
have been observed in the experiments and are shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 5 -Dripping observed in reduced gravity

Figure 6 – Different fluid jets and their break-up into drops as observed in reduced gravity: Jetting,
chaotic dripping and (attached) quasi-stable growth (left to right, by decreasing velocity)
5.3 Nanomaterials
The sol-gel process is a simple and attractive means of producing a glass like compound with
atomic sized pores [9]. These compounds, called xerogels, find applications in areas such as
quantum devices and films for hydrogen fuel cells [10]. Current research conducted by the PML
has shown that reduced gravity affects the final microstructure of the xerogel. Bulk gelation and
film formation [11] experiments are being carried out in both the drop tower and on board the
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KC-135. Bulk gelation allows a larger sample of xerogel to be formed and analysed thoroughly,
allowing the material to be characterised. Acid catalysed sol-gel’s were investigated in conjunction
with NASA in reduced gravity. This work, completed last year provided some excellent results
validating the need for continued work under reduced-gravity conditions. The structure of the gel
formed in reduced gravity was compared to a normal-gravity control sample using standard NMR
spectroscopic techniques. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 7. It was observed that4
the reduced-gravity sample had a substantial peak area of strongly branched fractals (siloxane -Q
groups), while
the 3normal-gravity sample showed
a large proportion of weakly branched fractals
2
4
(silanols -Q and Q groups). In principle, Q groups oppose capillary stress and a sol-gel structure
with 2a larger3 pore size, surface area and pore volume is usually formed. The greater concentration
of Q and Q groups and the dominance of surface tension affects in normal gravity would result
in a microporous structure. According to the adsorption isotherms obtained for both samples, the
reduced-gravity sample contained mesopores that are absent in the microporous normal gravity
sample. These results also suggest that a reduced-gravity environment
favours both rapid hydrolysis
4
and condensation reactions (which results in the formation of Q ) while terrestrial conditions limit
the condensation reactions. Clearly the absence of gravity forces affected reaction rates, leading to
silica structural changes although further studies are immediately required to validate, understand,
and use these effects in the production of better nanomaterials.

Figure 7 -Deconvoluted NMR spectrum: normal gravity sample (left) and microgravity sample
(right)
5.4 Collaborative Work
The research programs described typically involves collaboration with various institutions, both
internal and external (domestic and international) to the University. Metals combustion is being
conducted jointly with NASA White Sands Test Facility and ASTM International. The Faculty
of Life Sciences and The Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering at QUT, along with the
European researchers (at KU Lueven) are working on the nanomaterials research in work partially
supported by the ARC. The Fluid dynamics research is being conducted as a joint investigation by
the University of Queensland, Clarkson University in the United States and NASA White Sands
Test Facility. Other programs are likewise typically collaborative in nature and the PML actively
solicits collaborative or commercial utilization of the drop tower facility in broad or specific research
programs. Potential users are encouraged to contact the authors concerning tower utilization.
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6. Conclusion
The QUT drop tower provides an economical and accessible reduced-gravity facility for use by
scientists and industry both nationally and internationally. Calibration of the facility has been
performed, and it is currently used to conduct research in diverse disciplines with novel and useful
results being obtained.
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1 Introduction
In 2001 Mars Society Australia (MSA) commenced researching design concepts for their proposed
simulated Mars station ‘MARS-Oz’1 to be located in the South Australian outback. This project is
intended to provide a platform for field research into human factors and design issues surrounding
human Mars missions and for outreach and education, including workshops for school students
and space enthusiasts to ‘Explore the art of living on another planet’.
At the same time the MSA conducted a theoretical exercise as to how a Mars station similar to
MARS-Oz2 could be put on Mars using current technology. This research greatly increased our
understanding of the difficulties and risks in undertaking a manned Mars mission and was a source
of great debate amongst the Australian Mars Society members.
The outcome of this research was the development of a mission architecture as discussed in this
paper. This is similar to the Zubrin and Weaver ‘Semi direct’ approach3, later adopted by NASA in
their series of Design Reference Missions4 (DRM). A ‘family’ of concept vehicles was engineered
to a level to provide shapes and masses suitable to plan the infrastructure for manned Mars
missions. A number of interesting conclusions were revealed. We will not delve into all the reasons
underpinning our conclusions in this discussion as they have been published in the Journal of the
British Interplanetary Society. The conclusions will be discussed later but first we begin with a
description of our mission architecture and vehicle design.

2 The Mission Architecture
As stated above we adopted NASA’s ‘Semi Direct’5 mission architecture involving four vehicles.
The path that lead to the Semi Direct mission architecture commenced by setting out a number of
design assumptions. These were:
•

We chose a set of design priorities. These were in order of priority;
• To provide for the lowest cost mission to encourage the funding of the mission;
• To maximize safety;
• To minimize the mission complexity to optimize reliability; and,
• To provide the best science return given the above constraints.

•

We chose not to use nuclear power generators. This is due to their un-proven reliability and the
political and safety issues of sending them into space;

•

We adopted In-situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), developing rocket fuel from the Martian
atmosphere and imported hydrogen supplies;
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•

We adopted the aerobrake process to achieve Mars orbit instead of using rocket power; and,

•

We adopted the low orbit payload capacity to be no greater than 130 tonnes. This is slightly
more than the 125 tonne payload expected from NASA’s ‘Aries’6 rocket presently in the
planning phase. We expect the larger payload is possible in the circumstance suggested in this
paper.

The first choice set the need for a minimum number of vehicles, adopting proven technology
where possible, allowing abort options in the event of failure, designing for science outcomes
and as shown later in the vehicle drawings encouraged us to simplify the Mars station building
process.
The second choice of not using nuclear power generators implied the need to rely on solar power
generation. This placed a limit on the available electric power. A solar cell farm on the Martian
surface, with an efficiency of 10 W/kg (refer to Appendix 2 for details) providing 40 kW of power
during the daylight hours is equivalent in mass to a SP100 type7 nuclear generator providing 100
kW of continuous power.
This power limit, in turn put limits on the amount of rocket fuel that could be manufactured on
Mars, the number of crew that could supported on the surface and vehicle surface operations.
However, as to our third choice, we found a 30 kW ISRU plant could manufacture enough liquid
oxygen and methane over 18 months for a small Mars ascent vehicle. This vehicle could ferry the
crew into a low Mars orbit to rendezvous with another vehicle for earth return. We suggest a 30
kW solar cell carpet could be deployed and kept clean by an Earth controlled robot rover during
the propellant manufacturing period8. The crew would erect a separate 45 kW9 solar cell farm for
the Mars station.
As such we needed another vehicle, the ‘Mars Transfer Vehicle’(MTV), to wait in low Mars orbit
to ferry the crew home. This vehicle could also be used to ferry the crew to Mars orbit from Earth.
These three choices invoked the adoption of the Semi Direct architecture instead of the Zubrin and
Baker Mars Direct approach. This is shown in figure 1
The fourth choice of aerobraking into Mars orbit saved a lot of fuel and cost but the need for heat
shields drove us to particular vehicle shapes with complex solar panel extension and retraction
system.
Finally, the last choice of limiting the LEO payload to 130 tonnes placed a clear limit on the size
of the vehicles that could be sent to Mars. This limit had the greatest effect on the MTV.
As such, in summary, we propose 5 basic vehicle types; the Hab, the Cargo vehicle, the Mars
ascent vehicle, the Mars Transfer vehicle and the Trans-Mars Stage. A brief functional description
of the vehicles is shown in table 1. The vehicle design concepts, drawings and supporting
information are shown in the following section.
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Table 1. Vehicle Functional Description
Vehicle

Function Detail

Habitat (Hab)

It travels to Mars low orbit and waits for the crew to arrive in the MTV.

LEO mass: 62
tonnes

It lands on the Martian surface with crew and becomes the core of the Mars station for a
minimum of 4 people.
It consists of a cabin, propulsion module, heat shield, landing engines and parachutes.
The propulsion module is removed after landing enabling other structures to be mated with
the HAB forming a larger station.

Cargo Vehicle
LEO mass: 62
tonnes

It transports equipment to the Martian surface direct from earth 2 years prior to the arrival of
the crew.
The vehicle is in two parts.
The first forward section consists of a Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV), hydrogen stock fuel and
an in-situ resource utilization processing plant.
The second rear section is a detachable garage carrying a pressurized rover and surface
supplies for the crew.
It also has a propulsion module, heat shield, landing engines and parachutes.
The Cargo section of the vehicle can be detached, towed to the Hab and connected together
to form the Mars station

Mars Ascent
Vehicle (MAV)

It lifts the crew from the Mars Surface to low Mars orbit. It is located in the forward section
of the cargo vehicle It has room for 4 –6 crew with a 2 day flight duration.

Dry mass: 4
tonnes
Mars Transfer
Vehicle (MTV)
LEO mass: 130
tonnes

It transports the crew from low Earth orbit to low Mars orbit with the crew. Capture into
Mars orbit is by aerobrake and meets the Hab in low Mars orbit.
The crew transfer to the Hab for landing. The MTV remains in low Mars orbit while the
crew are on the surface.
It transports the crew back to Earth from low Mars orbit. The crew land on direct earth in a
capsule
It consists of a cabin, water lined storm shelter, landing capsule, heat shield, a science and
supply module to be jettison in Mars orbit and propulsion module for Mars escape.
It has supplies for 400 days for a minimum of 4 people.

Trans-Mars
Stage (TMS)
LEO mass:
nominally 110
tonnes
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It boosts the payloads on a trajectory from low earth orbit to Mars. The TMS propellant is
assumed to be liquid Hydrogen and Liquid Oxygen. The tanks would require insulation on
the to enable long periods of loitering in LEO.
One TMS would be required for boosting the HAB and Cargo vehicles to Mars.
Two TMSs would be required for boosting the MAV to Mars.
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Fig 1: The ‘Semi Direct’ Mission Architecture showing the Hab, Cargo vehicle,
Mars Ascent vehicle and the Mars Transfer Vehicle

3 The Vehicle Design Concepts
A stated above, we have covered a Mission Architecture, a family of vehicles to achieve our Mars
mission and a set of design assumptions. The ‘Semi Direct’ mission architecture is shown in figure
1. Our mass estimates, discussed later, assumes the journey to Mars takes nominally 200 days, 600
days is spent on the surface and the return journey to Earth takes 200 days10. We will not discuss
the various types of orbital trajectories in this description.
However, with these basic assumptions and choices in mind we looked at the concept vehicle
designs.
3.1 The Hab and Cargo Vehicle
First we looked at the vehicles located on the Mars surface. What kind of vehicle shape is best
to use for constructing a Mars station? Do we need to move the vehicles to better locations
after landing? How much effort can the crew allocate to building a Mars Station? How can we
assemble a Mars station safely with minimum need for construction equipment in a dusty hostile
environment.
We decided the long cylinders were the best shapes for a Mars Station construction.
Horizontal cylindrical modules can be easily moved on the surface on wheels and can be ‘bumped’
together to form larger structures similar to the early stations in the Antarctic. They are easy
to reconfigure to suit the needs of a ‘growing’ Mars station. They are the easiest structure to
cover with soil for radiation protection compared to tail landed ‘tuna can’ structures suggested
by others11. This idea came from long haul truck and mobile machinery experience used in the
Australian mining industry.
In addition the cylinders can be developed into bent biconic vehicles clad with a heat shield suited
for aerobrake into the Mars atmosphere. These vehicles have a higher lift/drag ratio and better
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landing accuracy than the ‘tuna can’ type vehicle mounted on inverted china hat heat shields12.
They would be landed in the horizontal configuration with rocket engines located in the forward
and tail sections of the vehicle.
We suggest the landing sequence for a bent biconic Hab, for example, begins with a controlled
hypersonic speed period upon entering the upper Martian atmosphere. Hypersonic ‘wing-lets’
on the vehicle tail are used to control the vehicle during this period. The vehicle speed reduces
to mach 2 where a drogue chute is released to stabilize the vehicle until subsonic speeds are
achieved.
As it passes over the landing area it releases the main chutes and slows to vertical speeds. At 3500
meters altitude the main parachutes are jettisoned and the landing engines ignited. By 3000 meters
the pilot chooses the landing site within an ‘operating envelope’ cone made 30º to the vertical from
the vehicle. The operating envelope is calculated on the vehicle landing before exhausting its fuel
supply. In this manner the pilot directs the vehicle to a landing site within a conservative radius of
1.5 kilometers. Fuel is available for a 30 second hover period just prior to landing. The pilot ‘side
slips’ the vehicle during the final landing as the cockpit windows are located on the vehicle sides
providing little forward vision. After landing the crew can commence surface operations.
The main design difficulty for this type of landing is that the engines require continuous and
complex throttling to offset the change in C of G while the propellant in the tail tanks is burnt.
Pumping the propellant into separate tanks to balance the vehicle is not preferred. We prefer to
design the propellant tanks such that they can be totally detached from the habitat sections for
long term habititaton. In addition the complex four-engine system used for a horizontally landed
machine would be heavier than the minimum one-engine system on a tail landed vehicle.
However, the advantage is that a horizontal landed vehicle is the best configuration for removing
the propulsion module and mounting the structure on wheels for moving. Also larger cargo
sections are easier to unload compared to a tail landed structure. This is shown in figure 5.
Figure 2 shows the HAB and Garage bent biconic vehicles, landed horizontally and assembled to
form a Mars station.
The sketches show the Cargo vehicle first landing and deploying a robot rover controlled from
Earth. It lays a 25 - 30 kW solar cell carpet that runs the ISRU plant. The rover keeps the carpet
clean while the plant processes the hydrogen stored in the Cargo vehicle and MAV tanks into
methane.
18 months later the Hab lands with the crew. The crew unload a small electric rover and drive to
the Cargo vehicle. They unload a large pressurized rover from the Cargo vehicle and the ‘garage’
section is detached from the forward section and towed to the Hab. We suggest the horizontally
landed cargo vehicle in the manner shown in figure 5 is safer to unload and can carry longer cargo
structures than the tail traditional landed vehicle.
Upon arrival the crew can unload a connecting module and flexible airlock and plug together the
various sections of the station. Refer to figure 3.
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C O N N EC T ED T O FO RM A MARS BASE
A MAIN SO LAR GEN ERATO R IS EREC TED

T HE MAV MADE READY FO R LIFT O FF
BY BLO W IN G O FF THE TO P C O VER ABLATIVE SHIELDS

Detaching the propulsion module and the ‘garage’ section can be done with explosive bolts
equivalent to jettisoning a Soyuz spacecraft propulsion module. Removing the legs and bolting
on wheels for towing is a similar process to that used by trucks moving trailers and equipment on
Earth. The equivalent Martian weight of the landed modules is 15 tonnes (weight).

Fig 2: Building the Mars station
Figure 3 shows the assembled Mars station. Solar based radiation protection has been achieved by
locating a soil filled roof jacked up over the connecting module. Unfortunately this provides no
protection against cosmic rays. If long-term exposure to cosmic rays is shown to be a hazard then
another Cargo vehicle carrying earth moving equipment and larger roof to cover the entire station
would be required. In this scenario the station would be buried the under 3 meters of soil
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Connecting module and
airlock with earth filled
roof

Cargo vehicle section
With ISRU plant and
Mars ascent Vehicle

Robot rover laying solar
cell carpet

Hab vehicle

‘Garage’ section from Cargo
vehicle.

Pressurized and
un-pressurized
rovers

45 kW solar generator

Figure 3: View of the assembled first Mars Station.

Horizontally landed Cargo vehicle					
NASA

Tail landed vehicle©

Figure 4: The comparison between unloading cargo from a horizontally landed vehicle to a
traditional tail landed vehicle. Note the limitations of cargo length and high unloading ramp
on the tail landed vehicle
We can now look at our concept Hab and Cargo vehicle in detail. Figure 5 and 6 show the Hab and
Cargo vehicle concept detail. Table 2 and 3 follows listing the equipment and mass take off of each
vehicle. Some of the methodology underpinning the listed masses is described in the Appendix.
The Hab and Cargo vehicle masses were restricted to 62 tonne mass as, at the time of developing
these concepts, NASA had not announced its plan to develop a shuttle derived heavy launch
booster. We assumed a shuttle sized payload booster of 105 tonnes could be placed in orbit and
rendezvous with each of the Mars vehicles and propel them to Mars. These masses are best kept
low to allow easy towing of the structures on Mars.
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Figure 5: The Hab
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Table 2. The Hab Mass Estimate Breakdown
Item

Mass estimate

Hab
Main structure, (habitat volume 210m³)
Aeroshell on Hab
Bulkheads, partitions, decks and furnishing.
Electrical control system
Life support system
Power storage – Batteries
Consumables for 600 days (Water and O2 is from the Cargo vehicle ISRU plant) + 200 days
food air and water emergency supply
Reaction control system
Landing engines in the Hab nose mass
Crew (4 off) and 4 off suits
Surface erected 15 kW solar power cells
Lab equipment
Non pressurized rover
Subtotal

6.8 tonnes
5.4 tonnes
4.4 tonnes
0.8 tonne
3 tonnes
1.5 tonnes
9.97 tonnes
0.5 tonnes
0.5 tonnes
0.8 tonnes
1.5 tonnes
1 tonne
0.4
36.57 tonnes

Propulsion module
Propulsion module dry Mass inc aeroshell
Parachutes, 4 x Ø40 m + drogue
4 kW solar Power for flight to Mars
In flight and Landing propellant (1 MPa pressure fed UDMH/N2O4 propellant)
Subtotal
Subtotal
Margin 18%
Total Mass at start of trans-Mars injection
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3.75 tonnes
1.4 tonnes
0.16 tonnes
10.64 tonnes
16.11
52.68 tonnes
9.32 tonnes
62 tonnes
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Figure 6: The Cargo Vehicle
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Table 3. The Cargo vehicle Mass Estimate Breakdown
Item

Mass estimate

Nose section with ISRU plant and MAV
Nose section structure, landing engine mass and aeroshell
Mars Ascent Vehicle (dry mass)
Hydrogen stock in MAV tanks
ISRU Process plant. Manufactures liquid methane, oxygen and carbon monoxide.
Hydrogen Stock + tank in nose
Reaction control system
ISRU power storage – Batteries
25 kW solar cell power for process plant
Solar cell carpet laying rover
Subtotal

5 tonnes
3.9 tonnes
0.7 tonnes
0.5 tonnes
1.3 tonnes
0.5 tonnes
0.5 tonnes
2.2 tonnes
0.5 tonnes
15.1 tonnes

Subtotal

8.6 tonnes
1.0 tonne
0.5 tonnes
3 tonnes
1.2 tonnes
1.5 tonnes
3 tonnes
1.0 tonne
1.0 tonne
0.5 tonnes
19.8 tonnes

Detachable Garage section
Garage structure, furnishing and aeroshell, (habitat volume 100m³)
Garage power storage – Batteries
Life support system
Pressurised rover (unfuelled)
Bogies for moving garage and Hab
Adaptor module and flexible extension airlock
30 kW solar power generator for the mars station.
Medical Equipment
Small ‘Bobcat’ type front end loader
Small Jack up roof to be filled with Mars soil
Propulsion module
Propulsion module dry Mass estimate including aeroshell.
Parachutes, 4 x Ø40 m + drogue
4 kW solar Power for flight to Mars
In flight and Landing propellant (1 mPa pressure fed UDMH/N2O4 propellant)
Subtotal
Margin 29%
Vehicle Mass at start of trans-Mars injection
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3.75 tonnes
1.4 tonnes
0.16 tonnes
9.92 tonnes
15.23 tonnes
11.87 tonnes
62 tonnes
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As stated this description does not show the total workings behind these numbers.
However, for comparison, NASA’s DMR 3.0 Hab with a 6 person crew has a cited mass of 60.8
tonnes13. Our Hab with 4 crew at 62 tonnes compares conservatively with these figures. In addition
margin of 20% has been applied.
A major design issue with our Hab was setting the living area dimensions. These were made to an
absolute minimum to keep the overall mass down. We expect a more detailed design can improve
on this. For example the room heights are 2.1 metres, lower deck width of 1.9 m, upper deck width
of 4.5 metres and floor thickness of 125mm. These dimensions were one ‘diver’ for the overall
dimensions of the vehicle. The other ‘driver’ was Mars Ascent vehicle overall dimensions that
fitted into the Cargo Vehicle.
We can now turn to the remaining vehicles the Mars Ascent Vehicle and Mars Transfer Vehicle.
2 The Mars Ascent Vehicle
The Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) function is to ferry the crew from the Mars surface to a low 500
km circular orbit and rendezvous with the Mars Transfer Vehicle. We have assumed the spacecraft
has two days supply for the crew. The main design challenge was to fit the MAV in the Cargo
Vehicle.
To maximize useful space in the Cargo Vehicle, en-route to Mars, we have used the MAV empty
liquid oxygen tanks to carry some of the hydrogen stock that is used in the in-situ resource
utilization plant. Upon landing the hydrogen is pumped into the plant and combined with carbon
dioxide to form water and methane. The methane is liquefied and loaded into the MAV liquid
methane tanks. At the same time Oxygen is extracted from the Martian air, liquefied and loaded
into the MAV liquid oxygen tanks. This ISRU process and power requirements is discussed in the
appendix.
Another approach to make best use of the available space was to make the MAV general shape
cylindrical. All up the MAV design is conceptually similar to the ascent stage of the Apollo LM.
Indeed, to borrow a phrase, it could be considered a ‘LM ascent stage on steroids’. Refer to figure
7.
The cabin OD is a 2.6 diameter cylinder with 10 m³ volume located between the two LOX tanks.
Under these tanks are two methane tanks with one engine located in-between. The vehicle burns
methane and oxygen using the high performing RL10 engine or equivalent. We have estimated
a 4 tonne dry mass and calculated a fuelled up mass of 18 tonnes to achieve Mars orbit. Mars
rock sample boxes are located externally. Retrieving the boxes is discussed in the MTV section.
These dimensions and masses are consistent with other studies for 4-person MAVs. In comparison
NASA’s MAV 6 man vehicle dry mass is 5 tonnes.
Figure 6 shows the MAV fitting into the Cargo Vehicle nose, figure 7 shows the concept MAV with
table 4 listing details.
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Figure 7: The Mars Ascent Vehicle concept

Table 4. Mars Ascent Vehicle Details
Item
Mass
Engine
Liquid Methane fuel
Lox Oxidant
Cabin
Vehicle delta V
Orbit height achieved
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Details
18 tonnes all up mass. 4 tonnes dry mass. Cabin Volume, 10m³, 4 crew, 2
days supply.
1 off 101 kN modified RLa10-4-1 Pratt & Whitney engine or equivalent
burning LOX and Liquid methane. Isp = 386 sec14
3 tonnes in 2 tanks
11 tonnes in 2 tanks
2.6 m diameter x 2 m long with volume = 10 m³
Total 5.7 km/sec required to achieve a low Mars orbit. This can be reduced
with a more powerful engine.
500 km height. Circular
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3 The Mars Transfer Vehicle
As stated, only enough propellant for a small Mars Ascent Vehicle can by made by an ISRU plant
on the Mars surface if powered by solar power generators. This in turn invoked to the need for
another vehicle, the MTV, to provide the crew transport to Earth for low Mars orbit.
The question arises: Does the crew travel to Mars in the MTV or alternatively in the Hab? NASA’s
DRM preferred the crew to travel to Mars in the Hab and return in the MTV (previously sent into
Mars orbit).
However, we preferred the crew to travel to Mars in the MTV. The main reasons are as follows:
•

The crew could abort and land on Earth in the MTV’s Earth Return Capsule if the trans –Mars
injection burn failed during the departure from Earth.

•

The Hab could be purpose built as a house for living on Mars rather than as a spacecraft for
traveling to Mars.

•

The solar cell panels could be designed into the MTV to extend for traveling, retract prior to
aerobraking into Mars orbit then extending again. This system could not be easily design into
the Hab.

In addition, in keeping to the principle that the mission be low cost, we limited the MTV mass
to 130 tonnes. This matched the lifting capacity of NASA’s planned heavy launch vehicle15. This
choice implied the need to aerobrake into Mars orbit to keep the fuel mass down. Also we desired
a good science return including a brief visit to Phobos during the return journey.
As such the MTV now required a set of minimum characteristics as described below:
•

A living module with a radiation shelter and supplies for the 200 day Mars bound journey and
the 200 day Earth bound journey;

•

An aeroshell for Mars aerobrake that can be jettisoned after aerobraking into Mars orbit;

•

Solar panels that can extend/retract beyond the heat shield as required;

•

A docking hatch and equipment to rendezvous with the Hab and MAV; and,

•

A landing capsule to land on Earth from a hyperbolic trajectory.

Keeping in mind the above characteristics and the 130 tonne mass limitation we derived a concept
design geometry as shown in Figure 9. The vehicle concept drawing show the various features
including:
•

A landing capsule with 12 m³ habitat volume. The design shown is based on the 1960’s‘Big
Gemini’16 concept. An Apollo, or Soyuz type capsule could also be used. The capsule has a
docking port for the Hab;

•

A living module with a spherical radiation shelter located in the supply stores area. The
food and water supplies are for the return to Earth voyage and are packed around the shelter.
It is possible to make the shelter with an inner and outer shell 200 mm apart filled with in
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additional 5 tonnes of water;
•

A supply/science module. This module carries the food, water science equipment for the
voyage to Mars and. It also has a ‘back up’ docking port. The supply module is also used as an
airlock and carries 2 space suits modified for a space walk on Phobos. The module is jettisoned
prior to the leaving Mars via the trans-Earth burn. This is to minimize the return mass;

•

Solar panels that can extend and retract and required;

•

A primary propulsion module with liquid methane and liquid oxygen propellant;

•

A secondary propulsion module with UDMH/N2O4 propellant for maneuvering and minor
navigation propulsion; and,

•

A three piece heat shield panel that can be opened and closed as required and jettisoned after
the aerobrake in Mars orbit process has been completed.

The 130 tonne payload at Earth departure limit resulted in some limitations of the MTV vehicle’s
capacity. These limitations are:
•

The vehicle must rendezvous with the Hab in low Mars orbit. The vehicle only carries supplies
for the voyage to and from Mars. It does not have supplies for the 600 day waiting period
before the return journey begins if it fails to link with the Hab; and,

•

The vehicle cannot undertake an Apollo 13 style Mars flyby and return to Earth on a 1.5 year
period orbit if there is a systems failure. It does not carry supplies for this maneuver. We argue,
unlike Apollo, the crew would not survive this maneuver over 1.5 year time duration given a
major systems failure. A general failure analysis is discussed in section 5

Finally, our design highlighted a number of requirements. These are:
•

The recycling system must be very efficient to keep the water mass within workable limits.
This invoked the need for a large power supply and hence solar panels. The Mars station, in
comparison, does not need efficient recycling as water is manufactured in the ISRU plant from
hydrogen stock and the Mars atmosphere.

•

The aerobrake maneuver is done in two passes. The first pass reduces the vehicle speed to
achieve a rough highly elliptical orbit. A burn at the orbit apogee sets the second pass which
achieves a more precise elliptical orbit that achieves 500 km. A second burn establishes a
circular orbit.

•
The free space Hab volume was set at 60 m³ or 15 m³ per person( for 4 people). This
volume is between the minimum performance limit of 11 m³ and the optimal 20 m³volume as
suggested by Woolford and Bond 17. The aim was to keep the Hab size to a minimum. This in turn
minimized the Hab mass allowing the overall vehicle to be within the 130 tonne limit. Clearly free
space for the crew has been limited to maintain this objective.
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Figure 8: The Mars Transfer Vehicle operation
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Figure 9: The Mars transfer Vehicle
Table 5. The Mars Transfer vehicle Details
Mass
Budget

Item

Item

Mass
Budget

Earth return capsule

Main Propulsion module

Total volume 12 m³
Earth return capsule. Stripped down capsule with nominally 2 days
supply
Earth return Capsule – Hab fairing
Subtotal

Propulsion module dry mass
Propulsion module propellant L methane+L
oxygen
Subtotal

6.48 tonnes

Aeroshell (jettisoned after entering Mars orbit)

4.6 tonnes

Margin: 20%
Total mass at departure from low Earth orbit

21.4 tonnes
130 tonnes

3.68 tonnes
0.4 tonnes
4.08 tonnes

Hab
Free space = 60 m³, Fixed equipment & walls = 50 m³, supplies = 30
m³
Hab pressure shell, deck, cabin walls and furnishing allowance
Cabin fixed resources including spares and general house equipment
Environmental system including radiators
Storm shelter shell excluding water jacket

5.1 tonnes
2.8 tonnes
3 tonnes
0.5 tonnes

Return to Earth consumables

8.04 tonnes

Crew mass allowance for 4 people

0.8 tonnes

Science equipment allowance

0.2 tonnes

Electrical equipment including communications dish

1 tonne

Connecting truss

0.4 tonnes

20 kW Solar cell power generator @ 30% efficiency

1.0 tonnes

Batteries at 100 Whrs/Kg

0.35 tonnes

Reaction control system
Secondary propulsion system with hypergolic propellant tanks (dry)
mass
Hypergolic propellant for travel to Mars, Mars orbit and return to Earth

0.7 tonnes

Subtotal

10.62 tonnes
36.13 tonnes

4.5 tonnes

Orlan Suits (2 off) for Phobos space walk

0.25 tonnes

Science equipment

0.3 tonnes
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50.7 tonnes

1.62 tonnes

Supply module (jettisoned before the return to Earth journey)
Supply module pressure shell 30 m³, shelves, freezer and medical
equipment
Return to Earth consumables

Subtotal

44.22 tonnes

8.04 tonnes

13.09 tonnes
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Following from the above concept and mass estimates we have listed in Table 6 our vehicle ‘delta
V’ budgets and the matching propulsion system used in the MTV. The ‘delta V’ budget is used to
calculate the mass of propellant carried in the vehicle.
Table 6: vehicle ‘delta V’ budgets
Delta V
Budget

Propulsion System and propellant

3.7 km/sec

2 off stage L hydrogen + LOX Booster

450 sec18

Earth to Mars control and navigation budget

0.2 km/sec

316 sec

Mars aerocapture to a 500 km circular orbit

0.15 km/sec

Rendezvous with Hab in LMO

0.15 km/sec

Mars orbit maintenance

0.1 km/sec

Phobos rendezvous

0.15 km/sec

Trans injection Earth burn at low Mars orbit

2.4 km/sec

Mars Earth control and navigation budget

0.2 km/sec

Secondary propulsion, Hypergolic
Main propulsion module, L Methane +
LOX
Main propulsion module, L Methane +
LOX
Secondary propulsion, Hypergolic
Main propulsion module, L Methane +
LOX
Main propulsion module, L Methane +
LOX
Secondary propulsion, Hypergolic

Mission Segment
Tug requriements
Trans Mars injection burn at low Earth orbit
Mars Transfer Vehicle Requirements

386 sec19
386 sec
316 sec
386 sec
386 sec
316 sec

The ‘delta Vs’ in table 6 have been calculated, in the case of planetary transfer orbits. The
rendezvous delta Vs are based on the Gemini spacecraft20 rendezvous allowance. The Mars
aerocapture allowance has been based on 2 passes through the atmosphere. The 1st pass results in
a 20,000 high elliptical orbit and a burn at the apogee. The 2nd reduces it to a 500 kM high circular
orbit with a burn at the apogee as shown in figure 8. This paper will not cover the details of this
calculation.
Table 6 shows a delta V allowance to visit Phobos on the return journey. The MTV would go into a
low orbit about the moon allowing the crew to land instruments on Phobos. Alternatively the crew
could descend to the surface in space suits equipped with a maneuvering units.
Finally we note that the radiation shelter in the Hab suited for solar storms uses for the radiation
shielding material the return to Earth water and food supplies. This is stored in detachable
containers located around the shelter. This would be OK for the journey to Mars but on the return
journey, the radiation shield would be drunk and eaten to depletion. The wastes being dumped
overboard.
As such we could risk possible solar flare radiation exposure or we have the option to locate 5
tonnes of water permanently around the shelter walls. This mass budget would be taken from
the ‘margin’ of 21 tonnes listed in table. Overall we would take 12.43 tonnes from this margin
including the 5 tonnes of water and 7.43 tonnes of propellant.
The next section, the appendix, covers some of the basic information used to design this family of
vehicles.
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4. The Trans-Mars Stage
A booster stage place in low Earth Orbit is required to launch the vehicles off to Mars. We have
assumed this to be powered with Liquid Hydrogen and Oxygen propellant as currently being
developed for NASA’s ‘back to the moon’ program.
We estimate its mass to be 110 tonnes with 10 tonnes dry mass. The minimum manned Mars
mission as described in this paper the following payload will be required to lift into Low earth
Orbit.
Table 7: Manned Mars Mission Total mass in LEO
Payload Lifted into Low
Earth Orbit
Hab, 62 tonnes
Cargo vehicle, 62 tonnes
MTV, 130 tonnes

TMS(s) required for the
Trans-Mars burn
1 TMS, 110 tonnes
1 TMS, 110 tonnes
2 TMSs 220 tonnes

Total mass in LEO
694 tonnes
		
Table 7 does not include lifting the crew into LEO. This could be done in the MTV capsule
equipped with an escape tower or on a separate Soyuz or Crew Exploration Vehicle being
developed by NASA.
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5. Discussion of Failure and Abort Options
Finally a brief summary of possible mission and vehicle failures and about options is listed in table
8.
Table 8. Table of General Possible Failures and Abort Options
General Possible Failure

Abort Options and Comments

The MTV fails to achieve low Earth orbit after
take off with the crew.

Abort option possible.
The crew can return to earth in the ‘Return to Earth’
Capsule.

The TMS fails to boost the MTV with crew to
Mars

Abort option possible.
The crew can return to earth using the MTV engines
and the ‘Return to Earth’ Capsule.

The MTV fails to achieve Mars orbit

Abort option not possible.
The MTV must achieve Low Mars Orbit

The MTV fails to rendezvous with the Hab in low
Mars orbit.

Abort option not possible.
The MTV must rendezvous with the Hab in low Mars
orbit.

The Hab fails to achieve a landing or land near
the Cargo vehicle

Abort option possible.
If the Hab remains in LMO. The crew could survive on
supplies in the Hab and MTV.
Abort option not possible.
If the Hab crashes during landing.
Abort option not possible .
If the Hab does not land within traveling distance of
the Cargo vehicle.

The ISRU fails to operate.

Abort option possible.
The ISRU plant completes its primary mission before
the crew depart from Earth.

The MAV fails to achieve Low Mars orbit or
rendezvous with the Hab

Abort option not possible .If the MAV crashes.
If MAV fails to launch, Crew may not survive unless
additional food supplies are provided

The MTV fails to depart from LMO.

Abort option not possible
The MTV primary engines must operate to return to
Earth.

The MTV, Hab and MAV have a major
environmental or power failure

Abort option not possible for MTV & MAV.
MTV and MAV environmental and power systems
must be operational.
Abort option possible for Hab.
If the Hab environmental and power systems fail the
crew can use the Cargo vehicle and Garage equipment

It is clear from table 8 that there are a number of mission elements that must succeed to achieve
a successful mission. Further analysis is required to reveal the overall probability of a mission
failure. However, we suggest in principle the elements where abort is not possible can be managed
by the crew control and careful design.
As stated the MTV does not have the capacity to bring the crew home on a ‘free return’ trajectory
due to the 130 tonne mass limit capping the crew supplies.
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However, we argue if the MTV environmental, power and propulsion systems failed such that it
could not achieve Mars orbit and rendezvous with the Hab, it would not be fit to transport the crew
back to Earth for 1.5 years on a free return trajectory.
6. Conclusion
We find using a modified Semi-direct architecture offers a number of advantages in safety and
design efficiency. These include:
•

It allows the three main modules- MTV, Cargo and Hab to be designed specifically for
operation in transit and on the Martian surface, respectively.

•

It avoids the need for nuclear power generators, requiring a solar-powered ISRU plant to
provide propellant for a small Mars Ascent Vehicle to the MTV; and,

•

Provides an opportunity to visit Phobos.

In addition we find the the MTV mass can be limited to 130 tonnes (including margins) so that
along with all other mission elements, are within the capacity of NASA’s Ares V heavy lancher
currently being developed.
Also the horizontally-landed surface modules, providing cargo and crew habitation, can be
designed as flexible building blocks for a long term Mars station similar to the early Antarctic
stations.
Finally the minimum mass required in low Earth orbit for our proposed ‘first’ Mars mission is 694
tonnes, and could be achieved by seven Ares class launchers.
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Appendix
Supporting Information
This section provides tables of information in the areas of vehicle mass estimation, solar power
generation, consumable recycling and in-situ resource utilization plant details. These details were
the basis for our concept vehicle designs discussed in this paper.
(1) Vehicle Mass Estimation
Two methods were used to estimate the vehicle masses.
The first method assumed all components were made of high grade aluminum from which we
calculated the volume of metal and mass. In all cases the structure had a 1.2 to 1.5 factor added to
account for fixings, welds and flanges. The table below summarizes this result.
Table of Hab wall masses
Mass per m² of Hab double walled aluminum shell including insulation
Mass per m² of Hab floors and walls including insulation
Mass per m² of insulation in walls

30 kg
15 kg
3 kg

The second method was used as a check on the first. We used an algorithm, based on the history of
manned space vehicles. The algorithm states:
Vehicle mass = 592 x (the number of crew x mission duration in days x pressurized volume)^0.346

This excludes propellant, propulsion, heatshields and any special equipment. In the case of the
Earth return capsule extra mass was added including 0.24 tonnes for navigation equipment and
18% for thermal protection and landing equipment.
This method enables us to compare mass estimates built up from basic elements to an overall
estimate
In addition the relation shown below was the main method used to calculate the propellant mass.
Mbb/Mab = e^(V/v)
Where
Mbb

= Vehicle mass before engine burn

Mab

= Vehicle mass after engine burn

V
V
V

= The velocity required by the space craft in m/sec; and
= The exhaust velocity of the rocket engine in m/sec ; or,
= The specific Impulse x 9.81 (m/sec)

Finally mass estimates for equipment such as heatshields, parachutes and electrical harness has
been derived from Petro21.
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(2) Solar Power Generation
This section lists in ‘The table of power budgets’ and ‘The solar generator design assumptions’ our
basic assumptions to calculate the sizes and masses of the solar power generators.
Table of power Budgets (derived from Landis, McKissock and Baily22)
Mission phase Power Allowance
The Hab power for the voyage to Mars
The Cargo vehicle power for the voyage to Mars
The in-situ resource processing power
The Hab in stand alone condition
The Mars station consisting of the combined Hab and garage power
The Mars transfer vehicle power

Average
power budget
4 – 8 kW
4 kW
20 kW
4 – 8 kW
4 – 45 kW
15 kW

Solar generator
size provided
4 kW
4 kW
25 kW
15 kW
45 kW
20 KW

The Solar Generator Design Assumptions
1.37 kW/m²23.
0.603 kW/m²

The solar energy flux in Earth orbit
The solar energy flux in Mars orbit
The solar energy flux on Mars during a dust storm.

0.301 kW/m²24.
0.089 kW/m²

The solar cell performance and mass in Mars orbit
The solar cell performance and mass on Mars
The ISRU solar cell carpet performance and mass
Additional performance loss due to dust on cells

120 W/m² and 25 Watts/kg
45 W/m² and 10 Watts/kg
45 W/m² and 11.5 Watts/kg
25%

Assumed overall solar cell efficiency on Mars
Assumed overall solar cell efficiency traveling to Mars
Battery recharging efficiency

15%
20%
60%

The solar energy flux on Mars on a clear day

We noted from the experience of the recent rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, Mars dust does not
adhere to solar panels. The dust can be removed by wind or cleaners attached to the panels.
The solar cell Watts/kg has been derived from general 1990’s satellite solar cell efficiencies25.
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(3) Recycling and General Consumables Assumptions
We considered basic supplies that can be recycled such as oxygen, and water. In addition we
considered general consumables and fixed resources.
We start by listing the recycled supplies in the most simplified manner as possible.
The table 26below shows each person consumes nominally 27.5 kg per day. However most of this
is recyclable water. Only nominally 5.62 kg per person per day is unusable lost mass that requires
to be replaced.
Table of Minimum Design Consumables per Person Per day (as derived from Guy27.)

Oxygen from stores
Fresh Drinking water from stores
Food (2/3 water) from stores
Fresh wash water from stores

Mass provided/
person/day
0.84 kG
2.4 kG
1.8 kG
0.7 kG

Water recycled from air conditioning

1.8 kG

Water recycled from wash water

22.5 kG

Total

27.5 kG

Product provided/person/day

Product lost/
person/day
CO2
Urine
Faces
Brine

Mass lost/
person/day
1 kG
2 kG
0.12 kG
2.5 kG

5.62 kG

The table assumes 90% of wash water is recycled and all water from respiration and perspiration
can be recovered. A wash water allowance of 25 kg/person/day of has been provided.
This leads to the table below that summarizes the total minimum supplies per 4 people required
to be carried in the in the MTV, Hab and Cargo vehicle for a 200 day journey to and from Mars
and 600 days on the surface. A 5 kg per day air loss due to cabin leakage is also shown. Minor
discrepancies between this table and the above is due to rounding errors.
Table of The Minimum Basic Consumables to be launched form Earth
for 4 People for a 2.5 year Mars Mission. (as derived from Guy28.)
Product

Supply for 200
days travel to
Mars in the
MTV

Oxygen
Water

640 kG
2480 kG

Food (2/3 water)

1440 kG

Nitrogen
Totals

4560 kG

Supply
for
leakage
over 200
days
240 kG
10 kG

600 days on
Mars

Supply for 200
days travel to
Earth
in the MTV

From ISRU plant
From ISRU plant

640 kG
2480 kG

4320 kG

1440 kG

750 kG

From ISRU plant

1000 kG

4320 kG

4560 kG

Supply
for
leakage
over 200
days
240 kG
10 kG

Total Mass

1760 kG
4980 kG
7200 kG

750 kG

1500 kG

1000 kG

15,440 kG

Water for living on Mars is from the in-situ resource utilization plant in the Cargo vehicle and
stored in the Garage section. This is calculated from the above tables as 5.76 tonnes for drinking
and up to 1.68 tonnes for washing. Each day on Mars a person is allocated 24.9 kG of fresh and
recycled wash water.
Finally other general consumable supplies and fixed resource that were considered is listed below.
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Table of General Consumables to be launched from Earth for 4 people for a 2.5 Year Mars
Mission. (as derived from Stilwell, Boutros and Connolly29.)
Consumable resources
kitchen cleaning supplies
Contingency faecal & urine collection bags
WCS supplies (toilet paper, cleaning, filters etc)
Hygiene supplies
Disposable wipes
Trash bags
Operational Supplies (diskettes, zip-locks, velcro, tape)

Mass
250 kg
370 kg
200 kg
350 kg
400 kg
200 kg
160 kg

TOTAL mass

1930 kg

Table of Fixed Resources to be launched from Earth for 1-4 people for a 2.5 Year Mars
Mission. (as derived from Stilwell, Boutros and Connolly30.)
Fix Resources and Equipment
Clothing
Personal hygiene kit
Personal stowage/closet space

location
Hab and MTV
Crew
Hab and MTV

Mass
800 kg
10 kg
400 kg

Freezers
Conventional oven and microwave ovens
sink, spigot for food hydration and drinking water
Dishwasher
cooking utensils

Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV

200 kg
260 kg
60 kg
80 kg
40 kg

Waste collection system (toilets)
Shower and wash basin
washing machine and dryer

Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV

180 kg
170 kg
320 kg

Restraints and mobility aids
Vacuum (prine + 2 spares)**
trash compactor/trash lock

MTV
Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV

100 kg
30 kg
300 kg

Hand tools and accessories
Test equipment (oscilloscopes, gauges etc)
Fixtures, large machine tools, gloveboxes, etc)
Camera equipment (still & video camaras & lenses)

Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV

600 kg
1300 kg
1260 kg
240 kg

Exercise equipment
Medical/surgical/dental suite and consumables

Hab and MTV
Hab and MTV

300 kg
2500 kg

TOTAL mass
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In essence these tables show a person on a 2.5 year Mars mission using ISRU requires for basic
supplies and equipment:
•

Nominally 1.25 tonnes water, 0.35 tonnes oxygen, 0.75 tonnes of wet food and 100 kg of
disposable equipment for travel to and from Mars in the MTV;

•
•

Nominally 1.9 tonnes water, 0.5 tonnes oxygen from the ISRU plant;
Nominally 1.1 tonnes wet food for surface operations; and

•

Nominally 9 tonnes basic equipment for traveling to Mars and surface operations.

(4) The in-situ resource utilization plant details
Lastly we show details of the in-situ resource utilization plant carried in the Cargo vehicle along
with hydrogen. This is shown in the process diagram below.
In summary the issues that drive the ISRU plant process are:
•

The plant uses the Sabatier reactor with a nickel catalyst and the reverse water gas shift
process31 with a copper catalyst.

•

The plant uses 1.6 tonnes of Hydrogen to provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2 tonnes liquid methane for the MAV;
11 tonnes Liquid oxygen for the MAV;
2 tonnes liquid oxygen for the crew;
7.2 tonnes of water for the crew;
Small quantities of nitrogen gas for the crew;
0.8 tonnes liquid oxygen for the rover; and,
1.4 tonnes liquid carbon monoxide for the rover;

•

The plant operates in steps to maintain the power consumption below 25-30 kW;

•

The bulk of the power consumed is in the electrolysis process for the oxygen production;

•

Water is not extracted from the atmosphere (1 kg per 1,000,000 m³32) as large quantities of
atmosphere must be process;

•

Standard industrial liquefication systems can produce liquid oxygen at 0.86 kW-hr/Kg33. We
have chosen a conservative power usage of 1 kW-hr/Kg to allow for the small scale of the
plant and the daily start and stops; and,

•

The processing plant completes its processing operation before the crew depart from the
Earth. This is a time period of 580 days. During this time 2,625,000 m³ of Martian air will be
processed.

Note that the rover, not discussed in this paper operate on oxygen and carbon monoxide
propellant. We chose this compared to using methane/oxygen propellant suggested by others as the
water from this process must be extracted. The water extraction would require the need for large
radiators located on the rover which effectively limits the rover motor capacity. It is more practical
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for rover control to use an oxygen/carbon monoxide fuel cell although a combustion engine is also
possible.

In-situ Resource Utilization Plant diagram (as derived from Allen and Zubrin34)
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APPENDIX A
Conference Program

Time
9:15 am
9:30 am
10:15 am
10:45 am
Session
11:00 am
11:30 am
12:00 pm
Session
11:00 am
11:30 am
12:00 pm
12:30 pm

Session
2:00 pm
2:30 pm

DAY 1 - Wednesday 19th July 2006
Session
Title
Kirby Ikin – APAC /
Opening Address / Conference
Opening
NSSA
Welcome (joint with ASDC)
Dr Ron Huisken –
Australia’s Economic and Social
Strategic Studies Centre
Dependencies on Space
(ANU)
Morning Tea
And Networking
Wayne Short - NSSA
Conference Opening - ASSC
Stream 1 –
Geochemistry 1
Antti Kallio - ANU
Differentiation of terrestrial planets:
insights from the volatile alkali
elements rubidium and cesium
Dr Charley Lineweaver
Estimating the composition of
- ANU
extrasolar terrestrial planets
Professor Rob Pidgeon
Timing of early events in The
– Curtin University
evolution of the Earth and the Moon :
Evidence from zircon U-Pb Dating
Stream 2 –
Outreach
Carol Oliver - ACA
New hi-tech virtual reality tool opens
access to ‘science in the making’ to
students and the public
Glen Nagle – Deep Space Education and Outreach with Mars
Tracking Station
Rover Mission
Naomi Mathers - VSSEC Victorian Space Science Education
Centre: An Exciting New Facility for
Science Education
Lunch Presentation:
Lunch
Australian Security
Dependencies on Space
Technology
Mr. Brett Biddington,
Cisco Systems
(Australia)
Stream 1 –
Planetary Science
Mission planning for Space Debris
Iain Brown – Sydney
Retrieval
University
Nano-Satellite Design for Inflatable
Jonathan Mordech Antenna System Prototype
RMIT
Demonstration
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Time
Session
2:00 pm
2:30 pm
3:00 pm

3:30 pm
4:00 pm
4:30 pm
5:30 pm
- 7:30pm

DAY 1 - Wednesday 19th July 2006 (continued)
Session
Title
Stream 2
– Observation &
Remote Sensing
Dr Jeremy Bailey - ACA Probing the Atmosphere of Venus
using Infrared Spectroscopy
Alex Bevan – Museum
The Desert Fireball Network: An Allof WA
Sky Camera Network in the Western
Australian Nullarbor
Afternoon Tea
And Networking
Join Session with ASDC
A Plan for Space
Science and
Technology in
Australia
Dr Brian Boyle - ANTF
Astronomical Decadal Plan
Professor Peter Dyson
Space Science Decadal Plan
– Latrobe University
Dr Naomi Mathers
VSSEC
Cocktail Function

Murrumbidgee Room:

Stream 1 & Main Conference Activities

Black Mountain Room:

Stream 2 Activities

Federation Ballroom:

Joint ASDC Sessions (Day 1 only)
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Time
9:00 am

10:30 am
Session
11:00 am

Session
Panel

DAY 2 - Thursday 20th July 2006
Title
Chair: Dan Faber New Space Missions and
SpaceQuest
Instruments

Morning Tea
And Networking
Stream 1 –
Planetary Science 1

11:30 am

11:00 am

Stream 2 –
Commercialisation

11:30 am

William Hulsey –
University of Texas
John Fick – Capital Technic
Group
Linda Di Mauro –
AusIndustry

12:00 pm

12:30 pm

Dr Vickie Bennett - ANU
Dr Matilda Thomas –
Geoscience / Mars Society
Dr Jeremy Bailey – ACA

12:00 pm
Session

Panel:
Roger Franzen - Auspace
Professor Peter Dyson Latrobe University
Dr Andrew Parfitt – UniSA
/ CRSS
Dr Andrew Bell - ComDev

Lunch

Lunch Presentation:
Mr. John Hargreaves MLA,
Minister, ACT Government
(Australia)
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Rapid Accretion and Formation of
the Terrestrial Planets
The nature and rates of landscape
change on Earth and Mars
The Inner Solar System Cataclysm,
the Origin of Life, and the Return to
the Moon
Space Industry Intellectual Property
Management: Rules and A Roadmap
of Rising Relevance
Space Business
Commercial Ready Program,
Commercialising Emerging
Technologies (COMET), the R&D
Tax Concession and the Industry
Cooperative Innovation Program
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DAY 2 - Thursday 20th July 2006 (continued)
Time
Session
2:00 pm
2:30 pm
Session
2:00 pm

Session
Stream 1 –
Geochemistry 2

Stream 2 – Human
Exploration

2:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:30 pm
5:30 pm
- 10:00 pm

Afternoon Tea
And Networking
Workshop
Pre-Dinner Drinks
& Joint Conference
Gala Dinner

Title
Dr Trevor Ireland – ANU
Dr David Nelson – Curtin
University

Isotopic composition of the Sun
Short-lived radionuclides: stellar
sources and early solar system
chronology

Dr Jon Clarke – GeoScience A Conservative, Practical
/ Mars Society
Architecture for ExplorationFocused Manned Mars Missions
Using Chemical Propulsion, Solar
Power, and ISRU.
Dr Marc Norman – ANU
Why on Earth are we going back to
the Moon?
Professor Peter Dyson
– Latrobe University
Dinner Speaker: John
Keating, COMDEV

Space Science Decadal Plan

Murrumbidgee Room:

Stream 1 & Main Conference Activities

Black Mountain Room:

Stream 2 Activities
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Time
9:30 am
10:00 am
10:30 am
Session
11:00 am

11:30 am
12:30 pm

Session
2:00 pm
2:30 pm
Session
2:00 pm
2:30 pm

DAY 3 - Friday 21st July 2006
Session
Title
New Propulsion
Methods
Dr Christine Charles From Aurorae to Mars, the Australian
ANU
Helicon Double Layer Thruster
Dr Orson Sutherland Design and Testing of a Dual
ANU
Stage Ion Engine for Deep Space
Applications
Morning Tea
And Networking
Observation and
Remote Sensing 2
Erin Anania - UTS
Using Mars Global Surveyor and
Mars Odyssey telemetry to reconstruct
the volcano-tectonic history of
Phaethontis region, Mars
Dr Graziella Caprarelli
Mars Express High Resolution Stereo
- UTS
Camera: results of observations of
north Tyrrhena Terra, Mars
Lunch Presentation:
Lunch
Developments in Small
Satellite Capabilities
Mr. Daniel Faber,
SpaceQuest, (Canada)
Stream 1 – Space
Engineering 2
Data Mining Techniques for GAIA
Jason Cromarty - RMIT
Data Processing and Analysis
Short-lived radionuclides: stellar
Nick Ward – QUT
sources and early solar system
chronology
Stream 2 –
Planetary Science 2
Jose Robles - ANU
How anomalous is the Sun?
Dr Noel Jackson -USQ
Preliminary Graphical and Statistical
Analysis of Lunar Iron (FeO)
and Titanium (TiO2): Results of
Megaregolith and Subsurface
Investigations
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4:00 pm

DAY 3 - Friday 21st July 2006
Session
Afternoon Tea
And Networking
Planetary Science 3
Nathan Parrott – Sydney
University
Ian Bryce - ASRI

4:30 pm

Closing Remarks

Time
3:00 pm
Session
3:30 pm

(continued)
Title

Intelligent control of liquid-fuelled bipropellant premix rocket motors
Rocket Development and Operations
within the Australian Space Research
Institute

Murrumbidgee Room:

Stream 1 & Main Conference Activities

Black Mountain Room:

Stream 2 Activities
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